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fNTRODUCTION
1.

It is submitted on behalf of Chief Samuel Hinga Norman that Judge Winter, the current
President of the Appeals Chamber, ought to withdraw from any further deliberation in ilie
in Preliminary Motion challenging whether the recruitment of child soldiers amounted to
a crime under international customary law at the time of the indictment that he faces, and
that any past contribution be struck from the remaining judge's consideration.

2.

The said Preliminary Motion was filed on the Chiefs behalfbefore the Trial Chamber on
the 26 m of June 2003. On consideration that the Preliminary Motion raised "a serious
issue relating to jurisdiction" and pursuant to the provisions of Rule 72(E) of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence, the Trial Chamber referred the matter to the Appeals Chamber
for determination.

3.

The Preliminary Motion was orally argued on the 4 th of November at a hearing: before the
then President Justice Geoffrey Robertson QC, Judge King, Justice Ayoola and Judge
Winter. In addition the Toronto Human Rights Clinic were given leave to file a written
"amicus curiae" brief.

4.

Sometime thereafter The United Nations Children Fund ("UNICEF") applied to the
Appeals Chamber to submit an "amicus curiae" brief which was duly granted by an Order
dated the

n"

December 2003. The Appeals Chamber ordered that the said "amicus"

brief be filed by the 16th of January 2004. The said brief was filed by UNICEF on the
21 st of January 2004.

5.

Shortly after this filing, the defence became aware of an apparent close connection
between Judge Winter and UNICEF, notably her involvement in a report jointly
published by UNICEF and No Peace Without Justice entitled "International Criminal
Justice and Children" published in September 2002. In the said report Judge Renate
Winter is thanked in the acknowledgements as an "expert who generously reviewed the
draft and supported the drafting process". At section 2.3.2 ofthe Report, the issue ofthe
1

recruitment of child soldiers is considered and at page 45 the text states that "the Rome

6.

Statute. .. confirms that conscripting or enlisting children under 15 or using them to
participate in hostilities is a crime under international law during any armed conflict"
(emphasis added). The Report further deals with the Special Court for Sierra Leone and
its power to prosecute for conscripting or enlisting children (pages 115 - 116) [Annex

AJ.
7.

Further research undertaken by the Defence revealed additional contact between UNICEF
and Judge Winter. In a UNICEF report entitled "Working for and with Adolescents"
dated February 2002, UNICEF asserted (at page 56) that they "benefited immensely from
the technical assistance provided by Austrian Judge Renate Winter and would like to
recommend her to other country offices" [Annex

BJ.

In addition Judge Winter is listed

with a number of senior UNICEF personnel as forming part of an expert panel for a
Masters Degree in Children's Rights run by the University ofFreiburg [Annex C).

8.

Upon discovery of these matters, the Defence immediately wrote to Judge Winter in a
letter dated the yo of February 2004 [Annex D). The Defence expressed surprise that the
relationship between Judge Winter and UNICEF had not been brought to their attention
by the Judge herselfand requested that she thoroughly detail the nature of her current and
past relationship with UNICEF and any published or other writings or research on the
topic of child soldiers with which she had been directly involved. Further the Defence
requested information as to whether the issue of child soldiers formed part of the Maters
Degree course and what the nature of the course content was on this topic in the event of
it so doing.

9.

th

In an e-mail dated the 5 of March 2004, the Defence were informed by Ms Reiger on

behalf of President Robertson that Judge Winter had written to him stating "having
considered all the points addressed in your letter of3 February 2004, she does not see any
reason to recuse herself under Article 15 of the Rules. Justice Winter will provide a
detailed written statement for the Court and parties next week".
2
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th

The Defence responded in em e-mail dated the 9 of March 2004 asking Ms Reiger to

remind Judge Winter that they were waiting anxiously for a substantive response to their
letter and confirming that they were requesting that a written statement be delivered as
proposed by Judge Winter. By an e-mail dated the

iz" of March, Ms Reiger informed the

defence that Judge Winter had instructed her to inform them that "she reiterates that she
sees no reason to recuse herself pursuant to Rule 15 of the Rules, and will not be making
any further statement on the matter" [Annex E].

11.

In the absence of any or any satisfactory co-operation from Judge Winter on this serious
issue" the Defence consider in the premises they have no option but to file the instant
Motion, however they reserve the right to supplement this Motion with additional
material once the extent of the relationship between Judge Winter and UNICEF has been
ascertained.

12.

The issue of whether the Rome statute created or confirmed the status of the recruitment
of child soldiers as a crime under international law was one of the central substantive
issues that was argued before the Appeals Chamber at the hearing in November.

THE LAW
The Statute and the Rules of the Special Court 1 13.

Article 13 : Qualification of Judges: Para. 1; inter alia, 'The judges shall be persons of
high moral character, impartiality and integrity..... ".
Article 17: Rights of the Accused: Para. 1; 'All accused shall be equal before the Special
Comt".
Article 17 Para. 2: The accused shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing ... "
Article 17 Para. 3: The accused shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according
to the provisions of the present Statute".

1 The defence also refer the Appeals Chamber to the corresponding provisions in the Statutes and Rules of the ICTR
and ICTY (Articles 12 and 13 resoectivelv and Article 21 and Rule 15) and also the Statute of the ICC which in
Article 41 (2) states inter alia: "A judge shall not participate in lillycase in which his or her impartiality might
reasonably be doubted on any ground".

3

Rule 15: Disqualification of Judges: 'A Judge may not sit at a trial or appeal in any case
in which he has a personal interest or concerning which he has or has had any personal
association which might affect his impartiality....".
14.

The jurisprudential concept that a tribunal must be impartial and free of bias on an Issue
mat It IS required to determine is well established as a fundamental principle in
international law' and indeed the Appeals Chamber itself has recently had the opportunitv
to contribute to the jurisprudence on this issue from international tribunals. In Decision
on Defence Motion Seeking Disqualification of Justice Robertson from the Appeals
Chamber' it was held that the relevant test was whether an independent bystander or

reasonable man would have a legitimate apprehension of bias (at paragraph 15). The
famous dictum of former Chief Justice Lord Hewart in R v Sussex Justice ex parte
McCarthy that "Justice must not be only be done but be seen to be done" was cited as "a

sacred and overriding principle" which required that Judges must be above suspicion of
bias (at paragraph 16).

15.

Jurisprudence from national jurisdictions also provides pertinent assistance as to the
applicable standards in this area and the Defence submits that the case of Regina v Bow
Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrates and others. Ex parte Pinochet Ugarte
(No.2) (House of Lords) (2000) 1 AC 119 is of particular relevance to the instant

application. In the said case, after the UK House of Lords had ruled that Senator
Pinochet was liable to extradition to Spain from the UK, the Senator challenged the
decision on the basis of the appearance of bias of Lord Hoffman as a result of his links to
Amnesty International, which had been permitted to intervene in the proceedings. Lord
Hoffman's wife had for a number of years worked in an administrative capacity for
Amnesty International's International Secretariat and Lord Hoffman was a Director of a
charitable arm of Amnestv".

<c-x Ali. 14 of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rizhts (Annex E), Art. 7 of African Charter on Human
and Peoples' Rights (Annex F) and Art. 6 of European Convention on Human rights (Annex G)
-r .:iCSL-2004-15 (1201-1298) 13 March 2004
4 Amnesty International Charity Limited (AIeL)
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Lord Goff described the issue before their Lordships at the subsequent hearing as one "in

which a judge was closely connected with a party to the proceedings" rather than the
situation where a judge is a party to the cause or where he has a financial interest in a
party. His Lordship held that, whether or not Amnesty had technically become a party to
the proceedings as a result of being granted leave to intervene, "it so participated in the
proceedings, actively supporting the cause of one party ... against another. .. that it must be
treated as a party" (pg. 12).

I 7.

At the subsequent hearing their Lordships quashed the previous decision on the grounds
that there may have been an appearance of bias and remitted it for a new hearing in which
Lord Hoffman would not participate. In the course of their judgment their Lordships
enunciated the following relevant propositions:

(i)

" The fundamental principle is that a man may not be a judge in his own cause.
This principle, as developed by the courts, has two similar but not identical
implications. First it may be applied literally: if a judge is in fact a party to
the litigation or has a financial or proprietary interest in its outcome then he
indeed sitting as a judge in his own cause. In that case the mere fact that he is
a party to the action or has a financial or proprietary interest in its outcome is
sufficient to cause his automatic disqualification. The second application of
the principle is where a judge is not a party to the suit and does not have a
financial interest in its outcome, but in some other way his conduct or
behaviour may give rise to a suspicion that that he is not impartial, for
example because of his friend ship with a party

This case falls within the

first category of case. .. In such a case once it is shown that the judge is
himself a party to the cause, or has a relevant interest in the subject matter, he
is disqualified without any investigation into whether there was any likelihood
or suspicion of bias. The mere fact of his interest is sufficient to disqualify
himself unless he has made sufficient disclosure." (at pages 7-8).

(ii)

"The nature ofthe interest is such that public confidence in the administration
5

ofjustice requires that the judge must withdraw from the case or, ifhe fails to

(iii)

disclose his interest and sits in judgment on upon it, the decision cannot stand,

It is no answer for a judge to say that he is impartial and will in fact stand by his
judicial oath.

The purpose of the disqualification is to preserve the

administration of justice from any suspicion of impartiality....no further
investigation is necessary and, ifthe interest is not disclosed, the consequence is
inevitable" (page 14).

(iv)

"Hitherto only pecuniary and proprietary interests have led to automatic
disqualification.

But. .. this litigation is most unusual.

It is not civil but

crimmal litigation. Most unusually, by allowing AI to intervene, there is a
party to a criminal cause or matter that is neither prosecutor nor accused ... " .

(v]

Per Lord Hutton: " ... I am of the opinion that there could be cases where the
interests of the judge in the subject matter of the proceedings arising from his
strong commitment to some cause or belief or his association with a person or
body involved in the proceedings could shake public confidence in the
administration ofjustice as much as a shareholding (which might be small) in
a public company involved in the litigation" (pg. 18).

18.

Further guidance can be obtained from the jurisprudence of the ICTY. The following
principles can be extracted from the case of Prosecutor v Auto Furundzija: Appeals

Chamber: 21 July 2000: Ca:se No. IT - 95- 17/1- A:

(i)

"The fundamental human right of an accused to be tried before an independent
and impartial tribunal is generally recognised as being an integral component
of the requirement that an accused should have a fair trial" (para. 177).

(ii]

"as a general rule, courts will find that a Judge 'might not bring an impartial
and prejudiced mind' to a case if there is proof of actual bias or of an
6

70 0
appearance of bias" (Para. 179).

(iii)

"In considering subjective impartiality, the [European Court of Human

Rights] has repeatedly declared that the personal impartiality of a Judge must
be presumed until there is proof to the contrary. In relation to the objective
test, the Court has found that this requires that a tribunal is not only genuinely
impartial, but also appears to be impartial. Even if there is no suggestion of
actual bias, where appearances may give rise to doubts about impartiality, the
Court has found that this alone may amount to an inadmissible jeopardy of the
confidence which the court must inspire in a democratic society. The Court
considers that it must determine whether or not there are ascertainable facts
which may raise doubts as to impartiality'. In doing so, it has found in
deciding 'whether in a given case there is a legitimate reason to fear that a
particular judge lacks impartiality. The standpoint of the accused is important
but not decisive.... What is decisive is whether this .fear can be held

objectively justified. Thus, one must ascertain, apart from whether a judge has
shown actual bias, whether one can apprehend an appearance of bias" (para.
182).

(iv)

"The Appeal Chamber considers that the following principles should direct it
in interpreting and applying the impartiality requirement of the statute:
A. A Judge is not impartial if it is shown that actual bias exists

B. There is an unacceptable appearance of bias if:
(i)

A judge is a party to the case, or has a financial or proprietary
interest in the outcome of a case, or if the Judge's decision will
lead to the promotion of a cause in which he or she is involved,
together with one of the parties. Under these circumstances, a
judge's disqualification from the case is automatic: or

(ii)

The circumstances would lead a reasonable observer, properly
informed, to reasonably apprehend bias." (para. 189).
7
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SUBMISSIONS

19.

It is submitted that a proper application of the principles set out above must inevitably
lead to the conclusion that Judge Winter must withdraw from any further deliberation or
determination of the Preliminary Motion concerning the recruitment of child soldiers
filed on behalf of Chief Hinga Norman pursuant to the provisions of Rule 15 of the Rules
of Procedure and Evidence of the Special Court. It is submitted that by reason of the
matters hereinbefore set out Judge Winter has demonstrated, or failed to rebut the
inference through her failure to respond to the Defence's requests, that "[s]he has a
personal interest or concerning which [she] has or has had any personal association which
might affect [her] impartiality", and pursuant to Rule 15(A) she may not participate in the
Appeal hearings of the matter in which she has such an interest or association.

20.

It is submitted that the Learned Judge has displayed actual bias by pre-judging the very
issue that she was called upon by the Special Court to determine impartially. The view of
the law expressed in the joint UNICEF/No Peace Without Justice report expresses the
unequivocal (but highly contentious) view that the recruitment of child soldiers was a
crime: under international customary law prior to the introduction of the Rome Statute.
This report acknowledged the assistance of Judge Winter who had approved the draft.
This was, in effect, the substantive issue of argument before the Appeals Chamber. It
was clear from her interventions in the Appeal hearing that Judge Winter remained firmly
committed to the view expressed in the report. It is submitted that clearly she did not
approach the issue impartially. Further or alternatively it is submitted that the reasonable
bystander would not have determined that Judge Winter was impartial on this issue in the
circumstances.

21.

Further or alternatively it is submitted that Judge Winter ought to withdraw from further
deliberation in the said Preliminary Motion on the grounds that she has "a personal
interest" and/or "a personal association" by her relationship with UNICEF.

Judge

Winter's refusal to detail the extent of this relationship leave the Defence with no other
rational inference but that the relationship is very extensive indeed. It is clear from the
8

material referred to above that Judge Winter has some

personal association with

UNICEF and the Defence have unverified information that there are further links.
UNICEF is a campaigning organisation with a identifiable position on the issue of the
criminalisation of the recruitment of child soldiers. It's brief cannot be said to amount to
that of an amicus curiae in the sense of being an impartial expositionary brief filed by a
"friend of the court". UNICEF can be properly described, as Amnesty International were
in Pinochet (NoA as "having associated itself in these proceedings with the position of
the prosecutor. The prosecution is not being brought in its name, but its interest in the
case is to achieve the same resulf'6. In the instant case the desired result of UNICEF. as
expressed in the Brief, is that the Appeals Chamber should rule against the Defence and
find that" the prohibition on the recruitment and use in hostilities of children under the
age of 15 ... had come to bear criminal liability by 30 November 1996" (para. 100 pg,
6507).

22.

The failure to disclose the links between Judge Winter and UNICEF prior to the Appeals
Chamber granting leave for UNICEF to intervene in the Defence's Preliminary Motion
as, it is respectfully submitted, ought properly to have been done, prevents the Defence
from considering the relationship to be one which it can properly advise Chief Hinga
Norman to disregard. In the Pinochet

(Nc~

discussed above, the House of Lords

expressed the view "that if the interest is not disclosed, the consequence is inevitable'". It
is submitted that the continumg failure to detail the nature of the interest or association,
and the failure to reassure the accused as to her impartiality ought also to lead to such
inevitable consequences. Further or alternatively it is submitted that the reasonable
bystander would have an apprehension of bias by such failure to disclose prior to the
grant of leave to UNICEF to intervene and/or by the continuing failure to disclose the
extent ofJudge Winter's association with UNICEF.
CONCLUSION
23.

The Defence submits that Judge Winter should withdraw from any further deliberations
in the determination of the Preliminary Motion on the recruitment of child soldier and

v

In Re Pinochet (No.2) pg. 16

7

Ditto, pg. I";

9

any past contnbution must be struck from the consideration of the remaining Appeals
Chambers Judges in reaching their decision, pursuant to the provisions of Rule 15(A) for
the following reasons:
(i)

Expressing public approval of a highly controversial statement of the law
which was the very issue that she was required to determine.

[ii)

Failing to disclose her personal interest or association with UNICEF before
granting permission for them to intervene in which they had a desired
outcome.

(iii)

Failing to detail the extent of her relationship with UNICEF and other
potential indications of bias on this issue in response to a proper request by the
Defence.

(iv)

In the premises, failing to dispel the apprehension of bias that the reasonable

byst.ander would hold in the instant case.

23. In the event that the now president of the Special Court declines to withdraw from
deliberating in the said Preliminary Motion, the Defence submits that for the
aforesaid reasons that the remaining members of the Appeals Chamber must
disqualify Judge Winter pursuant to Rule 15(B).

Dated this 23rd day of March 2004.

Counsel for ChiefHinga Norman
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[2000J 1 AC 119
REGINA v BOW STREET METROPOLITAN STIPENDIARY
t-1AGISTRATE and Others, Ex parte PINOCHET UGARTE (No.2)
[HOUSE OF LORDS]

[2000] 1 AC 119
HEARING-DATES: 15, 16, 17, December 1998, 15 January 1999

15 January 1999
CATCHWORDS:
Natural Justice - Bias - Judge in own cause - Request for extradition of former head of state
for human rights crimes - Applicant claiming immunity - Human rights body joined as party
to proceedings - Judge unpaid director and chairman of charity closely linked to human rights
body - Connection not disclosed to parties - Whether judge automatically disqualified Whether appearance of bias
HEADNOTE:
The applicant, a former head of state 01= Chile who was on a visit to London, was arrested
under warrants issued pursuant to sectlon 8(1) of the Extradition Act 1989 followinq receipt
of international warrants of arrest issued by a Spanish court alleging various crimes against
humanity, including murder, hostage-taking and torture, committed during the applicant's
period of office and for which he was knowingly responsible. The Divisional Court quashed
the warrants on the ground, inter alia, that as a former head of state he was immune from
arrest and extradition proceedings in the United Kingdom in respect of acts committed while
he was head of state. The quashing of the second warrant was stayed pending an appeal to
the House of Lords by the prosecuting authorities on the issue of the immunity enjoyed by a
former head of state. Before the main hearing A.!., a human rights body which had
campaigned against the applicant, obtained leave to intervene in the appeal and was
represented by counsel in the proceedings. The appeal was allowed by a majority of three to
two and the second warrant was restored pending a decision by the Home Secretary whether
to issue an authority to proceed pursuant to section 7( 1) of the Act. Subsequently the
applicant's advisers discovered that one of the judges who had been part of the majority
was, although not a member of A.!., an unpaid director and chairman of A.I.e. Ltd., a charity
which was wholly controlled by A.!. and carried on that part of its work which was charitable.
One of the objects of A.I.e. Ltd. was to procure the abolition of torture, extra-judicial
execution and disappearance. The Home Secretary signed the authority to proceed.

On a petition by the applicant for the House of Lords to set aside its previous decision on the
ground of apparent bias on the part of the judge: Held, granting the petition, that as the ultimate court of appeal the House had power to
correct any injustice caused by one of its earlier orders; that the fundamental principle that a
man may not be a judge in his own cause was not limited to the automatic disqualification of
a judge who had a pecuniary interest in the outcome of a case but was equally applicable if
the judge's decision would lead to the promotion of a cause in which he was involved
together with one of the parties; that" although the judge could not personally be regarded

http://www.lexis.com/research/retrieve?_m=c450dcf42a3 017fSa7 faOS £21 ccaa2 a7&docnu...
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as having been a party to the appeal, A,I., which had been a party with the interest of
securing the extradition of the applicant to Spain, and A.I.e. Ltd. were both parts of a
movement working towards the same goals; that in order to maintain the absolute
impartiality of the judiciarythere had to be a rule which automatically disqualified a judge
who was involved, whether personally or as a director of a company, in promoting the same
causes in the same organisation as was a party to the suit; and that, accordingly, the earlier
decision of the House would be set aside (post, pp. 132D, 134B-E, 135A-F, 139B-140A,142E143F, 146E-F).
Dimes v. Proprietors of Grand Junction Canal (1852) 3 H.L.Cas. 759, H.L.(E.) applied.
Decision of the House of Lords [2000] 1 A.e. 61 [1998J 3 W.L.R. 1456; [1998J 4 All E.R. 897
set aside.

INTRODUCTION:
Petition
This was an application by Senator Augusto Pinochet Ugarte to set aside the decision of the
House of Lords (Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead, Lord Steyn and Lord Hoffmann; Lord Slynn of
Hadley and Lord Lloyd of Berwick dissenting) of 25 November 1998 allowing an appeal by the
Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis and the Government of Spain against a decision of
the Divisional Court (Lord Bingham Ci.L, Collins and Richards JJ.) dated 28 October 1998
granting an order of certiorari to quash a warrant issued pursuant to section 8(1) of the
Extradition Act 1989 at the request of the Central Court of Criminal Proceedings No.5,
Madrid, by Ronald Bartle, Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate. The ground of the
application was that the links between Lord Hoffmann and Amnesty International, an
intervener in the proceedings, were such as to give the appearance that he might have been
biased against the applicant. Leave to intervene was given to Amnesty International.
The facts are stated in the opinion of Lord Browne-Wilkinson.

COUNSEL:
Clive Nicholls Q.e., Clare r-tontqornerv Q,e., Helen Malcolm, James Cameron and Julian
B.Knowles for the applicant.
Montgomery Q.e. The jurisdiction of the House to hear the appl'ication was not in any real
dispute. The decision had international implications and required acceptance by the wider
international community. The links between the judge and Amnesty International, which
were not disclosed prior to the hearing and not known to the applicant's legal advisors, were
such as to undermine confidence in the decision. For examples of Amnesty International's
charitable objectives: see McGovern 'I. Attorney-General [1982] Ch. 321. For an example of
how the non-charitable parts of Amnesty International have continuously campaigned against
the applicant: see Ex parte Amnesty International, The Times, 11 December 1998.
A failure of disclosure is a relevant factor in deciding whether justice was seen to be done
although it does not necessarily vitiate tbe decision. It cannot be seriously suggested that
there is a duty on the applicant'ssolicitors to trawl around for information and request
disclosure: see Shetreet, Judges on Trial (1976), pp. 305-306, 308, 311; In the marriage of
Kennedy and Carhill (1995) F.L.e. 92-605.
It is doubtful whether the test established in Reg. v . Gough [1993] A.C. 646, of a real

"danger of bias" meets the objective of the common law rule which is to preserve the
appearance of non-bias rather than the fact of non-bias as determined by the court (see how

the test in Gough has been interpreted in, for example, Reg. v. Inner West London Coroner,
Ex parte Dallaglio [1994J 4 All E.R. 139, 151, 161). The court cannot rely on its knowledge of
the integrity of the judge concerned to outweiqh the appearance of bias to the eye of the

http://www.lexis.comJresearchJretrieve?_m=c LJ.50dcf42a30 17f5a7fa05 f21ccaa2a7 &docnu...
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bystander. The reference point must remain the reasonable observer. This is consistent with
the test laid down under article 6(1) of the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1953) (Cmd. 8969): see Harris, O'Boyle, Warbrick, Law
of the European Convention on Human Rights (1995), p. 235; Hauschildt v. Denmark (1989)
12 E.H.R.R. 266; Langborger v. Sweden (1989) 12 E.H.R.R. 416 and Holm v. Sweden (1993)
18 E.H.R.R. 79. Impartiality and independence are different concepts, one is sub group of
the other. The position under article 6(1) should be the position under English law: see Reg.
v. Sultan Khan [1997] A.C. 558 and Porter v. Magill (1997) 96 L.G.R. 157.
The New Zealand courts have preferred to follow the Australian case of Webb v. The Queen
(1994) 181 C.L.R. 41 rather than Reg. v. Gough [1993] A.C. 646: see B.O.C. New Zealand
Ltd. v. Trans Tasman Properties Ltd. [1997] N.Z.A.R. 49. For the Canadian approach see:
Reg. v. S.(R.D.) (1997) 151 D.L.R. (4th) 193. The court in Reg. v. Gough [1993] A.C. 646
was not referred to the Australian authorities nor even to the Scottish case of Bradford v.
McLeod, 1986 S.l..T. 244.
A high standard should apply to the higher courts. At the lower levels local interests can
involve everyone in the area at the higher level there is no need for any conflict of interest.
The applicant could not be said to have waived any objection he had to the judge by his
subsequent actions. The connection with Amnesty International was not a matter of public
record and the parties had been entitled to assume there was no such connection. Even if
there was a waiver there is the issue of public interest in seeinq that the judiciary is acting
fairly and a duty on the House to see that confidence is maintained.
The application cannot be regarded as an abuse of process by reason of delay. Between the
date of knowledge of the connection to the point of issuing proceedings there were practical
problems and time was spent in lnvestiqatinq the facts.
The appropriate test is whether a fair minded observer with knowledge of the relevant facts
would have a suspicion of bias. Non-disclosure alone is a procedural impropriety which is
sufficient to raise such suspicion.
Alun Jones Q.c., David Elvin, James Lewis, Campaspe Lloyd-Jacob and James Maurici for the
Commissioner of Police and the Government of Spain. The applicant raised the issue of bias
with the Secretary of State before issuinq the present petition. Very strong representations
were made to the Secretary of State urging him to disregard the decision of the House and
refuse to issue an authority to proceed. All the facts which theapplicant relies on now were
known to his advisers then yet the submissions to the Secretary of State suggest that he is
the only person who can uphold this point.
In effect by taking that course of action the applicant had elected to pursue his grievance
before the Secretary of State rather than the House: see Auckland Casino Ltd. v. Casino
Control Authority [1995] 1 N.Z.L.R. 142; Reg. v. Nailsworth Licensing Justices, Ex parte Bird
[1953] 1 W.L.R. 1046; Thomas v. University of Bradford (No.2) [1992] 1 All E.R. 964 and
Reg. v. Camborne Justices, Ex parte Pearce [1955] 1 Q.B. 41. It was only after the Secretary
of State had made his decision that the current petition was issued. This raises issues of
waiver, abuse of process and acquiescence.
The applicant's advisers had denied having any knowledge of the link between the judge and
Amnesty International yet it is clear that at least two of them had some knowledge of the
connection. That is surely relevant: to the discretionary aspects of relief because if one is
complaining about non-disclosure one should have regard to ones own position.
Applying the "real danger of bias" test laid down in Reg. v. Gough [1993J A.C. 646 to the
facts in the case it was clear that there was no such danger. The duty of disclosure is
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subsumed in the Gough test. The test propounded in Reg. v. S.(R.D.) (1997) 151 D.L.R.
(4th) 193 of a "reasonable apprehension of bias" is effectively the same as the Gough test.
That case also establishes that it is accepted that a judge brings his attitudes, experiences
and views to the job.
The judge's involvement with the Amnesty International charity is an embodiment of his
broader approach to the law which he brings to his decision making. Being against torture
can hardly be regarded as bias. The applicant's real objection is to the judge's perceived
liberal instincts. The fact that the subject matter of the complaint has a personal link with an
organisation which has interests in the outcome of the decision is not determinative of there
being a "real danger" of bias: see Reg. v. Chairman of the Town Planning Board, Ex parte
Mutual Luck Investment Ltd. (1995) 5 f-1.K.P.L.R. 328; Reg. v. Secretary of State for the
Environment, Ex parte Kirkstall Valley Campaign Ltd. [1996] 3 All E.R. 304.
New Zealand, Canada and Hong Kong have all applied and followed the Gough approach. See
also the discussion in Shetreet, Judges on Trial (1976), pp. 305-306.
Elvin following. The requirement of article 6(1) of the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms reflects principles already deeply embodied in
the common law. Accordingly, nothing of substance is added by invocation of article 6(1).
This can be seen from consideration of the two interrelated elements of article 6(1), the
requirements for a tribunal which is both independent and impartial. The requirement of
independence has an objective test and focuses on the structural and compositional aspects
of the tribunal. Impartiality means lack of prejudice or bias and has a subjective test.
The European Court of Human Rights has not suggested that there is a duty of disclosure. It
has said that if there is a ground for concern (after consideration of the objective and
subjective tests) the judge must withdraw. As such it is the equivalent of the actual bias test
under English law as described in Re~l. v. Gough [1993] A.C. 646: see Campbell and Fellv.
United Kingdom (1984) 7 E.H.R.R. 165; De Cubber v. Belgium (1984) 7 E.H.R.R. 236;
Gregory v. United Kingdom (1997) 25 E.IH.R.R. 577, 584; Reg. v. Devon County Council, Ex
parte Baker [1995] 1 All E.R. 73, 88; Req, v. Secretary of State for the Environment, Ex
parte Kirkstall Valley Campaign Ltd. [1996] 3 All E.R. 304. The European Court of Human
Rights has ruled that the right to an impartial tribunal may be waived: see Pfeifer and Plankl
v. Austria (1992) 14 E.H.R.R. 692.
Reg. v. Secretary of State for the Horne Department, Ex parte Doody [1994] 1 A.C. 531 and
B. v. W.(Wardship: Appeal) [1979] 1 W.L.R. 1041 were straightforward cases of failure to
disclose evidence and do not have any wider application.
The Gough test concerns the appearance of bias to a reasonable observer not to one of the
parties. Auckland Casino Ltd. v. Casino Control Authority [1995] 1 N.Z.L.R. 142 and Reg. v.
S.(R.D.) (1997) 151 D.L.R. (4th) 1.93 are both consistent with the Gough test.
Peter Duffy Q.c., Owen Davies anel David Scorey for Amnesty International. There are many
differences between Amnesty International and Amnesty International Charity Ltd.: see
McGovern v . Attorney-General [1982] Ch. 321. For the sum total of Amnesty International's
activities which are charitable see Req. v. Radio Authority, Ex parte Bull [1998] Q.B.294.
Amnesty International supports the position of challenging trials vitiated by bias. The issue
is: what constitutes bias? It is in the public benefit for judges to be involved with charities. It
cannot be that if a judge is involved with a charity which is concerned with grave human
rights violations he is thereby excluded from sitting in a case in which human rights issues
arise. The issue of disclosure only arises if there is an issue which needs to be disclosed. Is it
necessary or desirable that a ritual should be gone through whereby judges disclose their
connections with every human rights body? Charitable objectives are by definition
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nonpolitical and in the public interest. /-\ judges relationship with a charity and support for its
objectives should not be investlqated or under suspicion.
Montgomery Q.c:. in reply. The whole argument about waiver or election is based on the false
premise that the Secretary of State is em alternative remedy to petitioning the House. They
are in fact parallel remedies involving different standards and tests.
The provision of an impartial tribunal is a duty and cannot therefore be waived. Rights can be
waived not duties: see Pfeifer and Plankl v. Austria (1992) 14 E.H.R.R. 692.
The House has indulged in no investigation of the background facts. The House cannot
therefore declare on what actually occurred and has to deal only with the appearance of what
occurred. A judge must not hear a case involvlnq a matter which a charity of which he is a
director is sworn to abolish in circumstances where a company closely related to that charity
is an intervener in the case.
The duty of disclosure is established by practice. It is not just one of the incidents of a fair
trial but lies at the heart of the matter: see Reg. v. Devon County Council, Ex parte Baker
[1995] 1 All E.R. 73. The test must be that information should be disclosed which would give
rise to the apprehension of bias on the part of a reasonable man in the shoes of oneof the
parties. That is a free standing ground on which relief should be granted. Reg. v. Secretary of
State for the Home Department, Ex parte Doody [1994] 1 A.C. 531 and B. v. W.(Wardship:
Appeal) [1979] 1 W.L.R.1041 show that a failure to disclose relevant information can
undermine a decision.
There is an important distinction between the appearance of bias (the actuality) and the
apprehension of bias (the subjective View). Reg. v. Gough [1993] A.C. 646 has plainly been
misunderstood as it is taken to mean that the relevant issue is only the actuality rather than
the appearance. However, it is the appearance of bias to the public and the party concerned
which is relevant. If that fear of bias is justified, even if knowledge of the facts would vitiate
that fear, then the test of bias has been satisfied. In the instant case the judge was identified
or apparently identified with the policy objectives of one side's case: see Reg. v. S.(R.D.)
(1997) 151 D.L.R. (4th) 193, 227. That appearance of bias cannot stand.
Their Lordships took time for consideration.
17 December 1998. Their Lordships qranted the application for reasons to be given later.
15 January 1999.
PANEL: Lord Browne-Wilkinson, I_ord Goff of Chieveley, Lord Nolan, Lord Hope of Craighead
and Lord Hutton
JUDGMENTBY-1: Lord Browne-Wilkinson
JUDGMENT-1:
Lord Browne-Wilki nson: . My Lords,

Introduction
This petition has been brought by Senator Pinochet to set aside an order made by your
Lordships on 25 November 1998. It is said that the links between one of the members of the
Appellate Committee who heard the appeal, Lord Hoffmann, and Amnesty International
("A.I.") were such as to give the appearance that he might have been biased against Senator
Pinochet. On 17 December 1998 your Lordships set aside the order of 25 November 1998 for
reasons to be given later. These are the reasons that led me to that conclusion.
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Background facts
Senator Pinochet was the head of state of Chile from 11 September 1973 until 11 March
1990. It is alleged that during that period there took place in Chile various crimes against
humanity (torture, hostage taking and murder) for which he was knowingly responsible.
In October 1998 Senator Pinochet was in this country receiving medical treatment. In
October and November 1998 the judicial authorities in Spain issued international warrants for
his arrest to enable his extradition to Spain to face trial for those alleged offences. The
Spanish Supreme Court has held that the courts of Spain have jurisdiction to try him.
Pursuant to those international warrants, on 16 and 23 October 1998 metropolitan
stipendiary magistrates issued two provisional warrants for his arrest under section 8(1)(b)
of the Extradition Act 1989. Senator Pinochet was arrested. He immediately applied to the
Queen's Bench Divisional Court to quash the warrants. The warrant of 16 October was
quashed and nothing further turns on that warrant. The second warrant of 23 October 1998
was quashed by an order of the Divisional Court of theQueen's Bench Division (Lord Bingham
of Cornhill C.J., Collins and Richards JJ.) However, the quashing of the second warrant was
stayed to enable an appeal to be taken to your Lordships' House [2000] 1 A.C. 61 on the
question certified by the Divisional Court as to "the proper interpretation and scope of the
immunity enjoyed by a former head of state from arrest and extradition proceedings in the
United Kingdom in respect of acts committed while he was head of state."
As that question indicates, the principle point at issue in the main proceedings in both the
Divisional Court and this House was as to the immunity, if any, enjoyed by Senator Pinochet
as a past head of state in respect of the crimes against humanity for which his extradition
was sought. The Crown Prosecution Service ("C.P.S. n) (which is conducting the proceedings
on behalf of the Spanish Government) while accepting that a foreign head of state would,
during his tenure of office, be immune from arrest or trial in respect of the matters alleged,
contends that once he ceased to be head of state his immunity for crimes against humanity
also ceased and he can be arrested and prosecuted for such crimes committed during the
period he was head of state. On the other side, Senator Pinochet contends that his immunity
in respect of acts done whilst he was head of state persists even after he has ceased to be
head of state. The position therefore is that if the view of the c:.p.s. (on behalf of the Spanish
Government) prevails, it was lawful to arrest Senator Pinochet in October and (subject to any
other valid objections and the completion of the extradition process) it will be lawful for the
Secretary of State in his discretion to extradite Senator Pinochet to Spain to stand trial for
the alleged crimes. If, on the other hand, the contentions of Senator Pinochet are correct, he
has at all times been and still is immune from arrest in this country for the alleged crimes. He
could never be extradited for those crimes to Spain or any other country. He would have to
be immediately released and allowed to return to Chile as he wishes to do.
The court proceedings
The Divisional Court havlnq unanimously quashed the provisional warrant of 23 October on
the ground that Senator Pinochet was entitled to immunity, he was thereupon free to return
to Chile subject only to the stay to permit the appeal to your Lordships' House. The matter
proceeded to your Lordships' House with great speed. It was heard on 4, 5 and 9-12
November 1998 by a committee consisting of Lord Slynn of Hadley, Lord Lloyd of Berwick,
Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead, Lord 5teyn and Lord Hoffmann. However, before the main
hearing of the appeal, there was an interlocutory decision of the greatest importance for the
purposes of the present application. Amnesty International ("A.I."), two other human rights
bodies and three individuals petitioned for leave to intervene in the appeal. Such leave was
granted by a committee consisting of Lord Slynn, Lord Nicholls and Lord Steyn subject to any
protest being made by other parties at: the start of the main hearing. No such protest havinq
been made A.I. accordingly became an intervener in the appeal" At the hearing of the appeal
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A.I. not only put in written submissions but was also represented by counsel, Professor
Brownlie, Michael Fordham, Owen Davies and Frances Webber. Professor Brownlie addressed
the committee on behalf of A.I. supporting the appeal.
The hearing of this case, both before the Divisional Court and in your Lordships' House,
produced an unprecedented deqree of public interest not only in this country but worldwide.
The case raises fundamental issues of public international law and their interaction with the
domestic law of this country. The conduct of Senator Pinochet and his regime have been
highly contentious and emotive matters. There are many Chileans and supporters of human
rights who have no doubt as to his quilt and are anxious to bring him to trial somewhere in
the world. There are many others who are his supporters and believe that he was the saviour
of Chile. Yet a third group believe that, whatever the truth of the matter, it is a matter for
Chile to sort out internally and not for third parties to interfere in the delicate balance of
contemporary Chilean politics by seeking to try him outside Chile.
This wide public interest was reflected in the very large number attending the hearings
before the Appellate Committee including representatives of the world press. The Palace of
Westminster was picketed throughout. The announcement of the final result gave rise to
worldwide reactions. In the eyes of vert many people the issue was not a mere legal issue
but whether or not Senator Pinochet was to stand trial and therefore, so it was thought, the
cause of human riqhts triumph. Although the members of the Appellate Committee were in
no doubt as to treir function, the issue for many people was one of moral, not legal, right or
wrong.
The decision and afterwards
Judgment in your Lordships' House was given on 25 November 1998. The appeal was allowed
by a majority of three to two and your Lordships' House restored the second warrant of 23
October 1998. Of the majority, L.ord Nicholls and Lord Steyn each delivered speeches holding
that Senator Pinochet was not entitled to immunity: Lord Hoffmann agreed with their
speeches but did not give separate reasons for allowtnq the appeal. Lord Slynn and Lord
Lloyd each gave separate speeches setting out the reasons for their dissent.
As a result of this decision, Senator Pinochet was required to remain in this country to await
the decision of the Home Secretary whether to authorise the continuation of the proceedings
for his extradition under section 7( 1) of the Extradition Act 1989. The Home Secretary had
until 11 December 1998 to make that decision, but he required anyone wishing to make
representations on the point to do so by the 30 November 1998.
The link between Lord Hoffmann and A.I.
It appears that neither Senator Pinochet nor (save to a very limited extent) his legal advisers
were aware of any connection between Lord Hoffmann and A.I.. until after the judgment was
given on 25 November. Two members 01' the legal team recalled that they had heard rumours
that Lord Hoffmann's wife was connected with A.I. in some way. During the Newsnight
programme on television on 25 November, an allegation tothat effect was made by a speaker
in Chile. On that limited information the representations made on Senator Pinochet's behalf
to the Home Secretary on 30 November drew attention to Lady Hoffmann's position and
contained a detailed consideration of the relevant law of bias. It then read:

"It is submitted therefore that the Secretary of State should not have any regard to the
decision of Lord Hoffmann. The authorities make it plain that this is the appropriate approach
to a decision that is affected by bias. Since the bias was in the House of Lords, the Secretary
of State represents the senator's only domestic protection. Absent domestic protection the
senator will have to invoke the jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights."
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After the representations had been made to the Home Office, Senator Pinochet's legal
advisers received a letter dated 1 December 1998 from the solicitors acting for A.I. written in
response to a request for information 21S to Lord Hoffmann's links. The letter of 1 December,
so far as relevant, reads as follows:
"Further to our letter of 27 November, we are informed by our clients, Amnesty International,
that Lady Hoffmann has been working at their international secretariat since 1977. She has
always been employed in administrative positions, primarily in their department dealing with
press and publications. She moved to her present position of programme assistant to the
director of the media and audio visual programme when this position was established in
1994. Lady Hoffmann provides administrative support to the programme, including some
receptionist duties. She has not been consulted or otherwise involved in any substantive
discussions or decisions by Amnesty International, including in relation to the Pinochet case."
On 7 December a man anonymously telephoned Senator Pinochet's solicitors alleging that
Lord Hoffmann was a director of the Amnesty International Charitable Trust. That allegation
was repeated in a newspaper report on 8 December. Senator Pinochet's solicitors informed
the Home Secretary of these allegations. On 8 December they received a letter from the
solicitors acting for A.I. dated 7 December which reads, so far as relevant, as follows:
"On further consideration, our client, Amnesty International have instructed us that after
contacting Lord Hoffmann over the weekend both he and they believe that the following
information about his connection with Amnesty International's charitable work should be
provided to you. Lord Hoffmann is a director and chairperson of Amnesty International
Charity Ltd. ('A. I.e. L.'), a registered charity incorporated on 7 April 1986 to undertake those
aspects of the work of Amnesty International Ltd. ('A.I.L.') which are charitable under U.K.
law. A.I.C.L. files reports with Companies House and the Charity Commissioners as required
by U.K. law. A.r.C.L. funds a proportion of the charitable activities undertaken independently
byA.I.L. A.I.L.'s board is composed of Amnesty International's Secretary General and two
Deputy Secretaries General. Since 1990 Lord Hoffmann and Peter Duffy Q.C. have been the
two directors of A.r.C.L. They are neither employed nor remunerated by either A.I.c.L. or
A.I.L. They have not been consulted and have not had any other role in Amnesty
International's interventions in the case of Pinochet. Lord Hoffmann is not a member of
Amnesty International. In addition, in 1997 Lord Hoffmann helped in the organisation of a
fund raising appeal for a new buildinq for Amnesty International U. K. He helped organise this
appeal together with other senior legal figures, including the Lord Chief Justice, Lord
Bingham. In February your firm contributed oe1,OOO to this appeal. You should also note that
in 1982 Lord Hoffmann, when practising at the Bar, appeared in the Chancery Division for
Amnesty International U.K."
Further information relating to A.I.C.L. and its relationship with Lord Hoffmann and A.I. is
given below. Mr. A/un Jones for the c.P.S. does not contend that either Senator Pinochet or
his legal advisers had any knowledge of Lord Hoffmann's position as a director of A.I.C.L.
until receipt of that letter.
Senator Pinochet's solicitors informed the Home Secretary of the contents of the letter dated
7 December. The Home Secretary signed the authority to proceed on 9 December 1998. He
also gave reasons for his decision, attaching no weight to the allegations of bias or apparent
bias made by Senator Pinochet.
On 10 December 1998, Senator Pinochet lodged the present petition asking that the order of
25 November 1998 should either be set aside completely or the opinion of Lord Hoffmann
should be declared to be of no effect. The sole ground relied upon was that Lord Hoffmann's
links with A.I. were such as to give the appearance of possible bias. It is important to stress
that Senator Pinochet makes no allegation of actual bias against Lord Hoffmann; his claim is
based on the requirement that justice should be seen to be done as well as actually being
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done. There is no allegation that any other member of the committee has fallen short in the
performance of his judicial duties.
Amnesty International and its constituent parts
Before considering the arguments advanced before your Lordships, it is necessary to give
some detail of the organisation of A. I. and its subsidiary and constituent bodies. Most of the
information which follows is derived from the directors' reports and notes to the accounts of
A.I.C.L. which have been put in evidence.
A.I. itself is an unincorporated, non-proFit-making organisation founded in 1961 with the
object of securinq throughout the world the observance of the provisions of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights in regard to prisoners of conscience. It is regulated by a
document known as the statute of Amnesty International. A.I. consists of sections in different
countries throughout the world and its international headquarters in London. Delegates of the
sections meet periodically at the international council meetings to coordinate their activities
and to elect an internationalexecutive committee to implement: the council's decisions. The
international headquarters in London is responsible to the international executive committee.
It is funded principally by the sections for the purpose of furtherinq the work of A.I. on a
worldwide basis and to assist the work of sections in specific countries as necessary. The
work of the international headquarters is undertaken through two United Kingdom registered
companies, Amnesty International Ltd. ("A.I.L. n ) and Amnesty International Charity Ltd.
("A.I.C.L. n ) .
A.I.L. is an English limited company incorporated to assist in furthering the objectives of A.I.
and to carry out the aspects of the work of the international headquarters which are not
charitable.
A.I.C.L. is a company limited by quarantee and also a registered charity. In McGovern v ,
Attorney-General [1982J Ch. 321, Slade J. held that a trust established by A.I. to promote
certain of its objects was not charitable because it was established for political purposes;
however the judge indicated that a trust for research into the observance of human rights
and the dissemination of the results of such research could be charitable. It appears that
A.I.C.L. was incorporated on 7 April 1986 to carry out such of the purposes of A.I. as were
charitable. Clause3 of the memorandum of association of A.I.C.L. provides:
"Havinq regard to the statute for the time being of Amnesty International, the objects for
which the company is established are: (a) To promote research into the maintenance and
observance of human rights and to publish the results of such research. (b) To provide relief
to needy victims of breaches of human rights by appropriate charitable (and in particular
medical, rehabilitational or financial) assistance. (c) To procure the abolition of torture, extrajudicial execution and disappearance ... "
Under article 3(a) of A.I.C.L. the members of the company are all the elected members for
the time being of the international executive committee of Amnesty International and nobody
else. The directors are appointed by and removable by the members in general meetings.
Since 8 December 1990 Lord Hoffmann and Mr. Duffy have been the sole directors, Lord
Hoffmann at some stage becominq the chairperson.
There are complicated arrangements between the international headquarters of A.I., A.I.C.L.
and A.I.L. as to the discharge of their respective functions. From the reports of the directors
and the notes to the annual accounts, it appears that, although the system has changed
slightly from time to time, the current system is as follows. The international headquarters of
A.I. are in London and the premises are, at least in part, shared with A.I.C.L. and A.I.L. The
conduct of A.L's international headquarters is (subject to the direction of the international
executive committee) in the hands of A.I.L. A.I.C.L. commissions AJ.L. to undertake
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charitable activities of the kind which fall within the objects of A.I. The directors of A.I.C.L.
then resolve to expend the sums that they have received from A.I. sections or elsewhere in
funding such charitable work as A.I.L. performs. A.I.L. then reports retrospectively to A.I.C.L.
as to the moneys expended and A.I.C.L. votes sums to A.I.l.. for such part of A.I.L.'s work as
can properly be regarded as charitable. It was confirmedin the course of argument that
certain work done by A.I.L. would therefore be treated as in part done by A.I.L. on its own
behalf and in part on behalf of A.I.C.L.
I can give one example of the close interaction between the functions of A.I.C.L. and A.I. The
report of the directors of A.I.C.L. for the year ended 31 December 1993 records that A.I.C.L.
commissioned A.I.L. to carry out charitable activities on its behalf and records as being
included in the work of A.I.C.L. certain research publications. One such publication related to
Chile and referred to a report issued as an A.I. report in 1993. Such 1993 report covers not
only the occurrence and nature of breaches of human rights within Chile, but also the
progress of cases being brought against those alleged to have infringed human rights by
torture and otherwise in the courts of Chile. It records that "no one was convicted during the
year for past human rights violations. The military courts continued to claim jurisdiction over
human rights cases in civilian courts and to close cases covered by the 1978 Amnesty law." It
also records "Amnesty International continued to call for full investigation into human rights
violations and for those responsible to be brought to justice. The organisation also continued
to call for the abolition of the death penalty." Again, the report stated that "Amnesty
International included references to its concerns about past human rights violations against
indigenous peoples in Chile and the lack of accountability of those responsible." Therefore
A.I.C.L. was involved in the reports of A.!. urging the punishment of those guilty in Chile for
past breaches of human rights and also referring to such work as being part of the work that
it supported.
The directors of A.I.C.L. do not receive any remuneration. Nor do they take any part in the
policy-making activities of A.!. Lord Hoffmann is not a member of A.!. or of any other body
connected with A.!.
In addition to the A.I. related bodies that I have mentioned, there are other organisations
which are not directly relevant Ito the present case. However, I should mention another
charitable company connected with A.I. and mentioned in the papers, namely, "Amnesty
International U.K. Section Charitable Trust" registered as a company under number 3139939
and as a charity under 1051681.. That was a company incorporated in 1995 and, so far as I
can see, has nothing directly to do with the present case.
The parties' submissions
Miss Montgomery in her very persuasive submissions on behalf of Senator Pinochet
contended (1) that, although there was no exact precedent, your Lordships' House must have
jurisdiction to set aside its own orders where they have been improperly made, since there is
no other court which could correct such impropriety; (2) that (applying the test in Reg. v.
Gough [1993] A.C. 646) the links between Lord Hoffmann and A.!. were such that there was
a real danger that Lord Hoffmann was biased in favour of A.!. or alternatively (applying the
test in Webb v. The Queen (1994) 181 C.L.R. 41) that such links give rise to a reasonable
apprehension or suspicion on the part of a fair minded and informed member of the public
that Lord Hoffmann might have been so biased.
On the other side, Mr. Alun Jones accepted that your Lordships had power to revoke an
earlier order of this House but contended that there was no case for such revocation here.
The applicable test of bias, he submitted, was that recently laid down by your Lordships in
Reg. v. Gough and it was impossible to say that there was a real danger that Lord Hoffmann
had been biased against Senator Pinochet. He further submitted that, by relying on the
allegations of bias in making submissions to the Home Secretary, Senator Pinochet had
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elected to adopt the Home Secretary as the correct tribunal to adjudicate on the issue of
apparent bias. He had thereby waived his right to complain before your Lordships of such
bias. Expressed in other words, he was submitting that the petition was an abuse of process
by Senator Pinochet. Mr. Duffy tor A.I. (but not for A.I.C.L.) supported the case put forward
by Mr. Alun Jones.
Conclusions

1. Jurisdiction
As I have said, the respondents to the petition do not dispute that your Lordships have
jurisdiction in appropriate cases to rescind or vary an earlier order of this House. In my
judgment, that concession was rightly made both in principle and on authority.
In principle it must be that your Lordships, as the ultimate court of appeal, have power to
correct any injustice caused by an earlier order of this House. There is no relevant statutory
limitation on the jurisdiction of the House in this regard and therefore its inherent jurisdiction
remains unfettered. In Broome v. Cassell & Co. Ltd. (No.2) [1972] A.C. 1136 your Lordships
varied an order for costs already made by the House in circumstances where the parties had
not had a fair opportunity to address arqurnent on the point.
However, it should be made clear that the House will not reopen any appeal save in
circumstances where, through no fault of a party, he or she has been subjected to an unfair
procedure. Where an order has been made by the House in a particular case there can be no
question of that decision being varied or rescinded by a later order made in the same case
just because it is thought that the first order is wrong.
2. Apparent bias
As I have said, Senator Pinochet does not allege that Lord Hoffmann was in fact biased. The
contention is that there was a real danqer or reasonable apprehension or suspicion that Lord
Hoffmann might have been biased, that is to say, it is alleged that there is an appearance of
bias not actual bias.
The fundamental principle is that a man may not be a judge in his own cause. This principle,
as developed by the courts, has two very similar but not identical implications. First it may be
applied literally: if a judge is in fact a party to the litigation or has a financial or proprietary
interest in its outcome then he is indeed sitting as a judge in his own cause. In that case, the
mere fact that he is a party to the action or has a financial or proprietary interest in its
outcome is sufficient to cause his automatic disqualification. The second application of the
principle is where a judge isnot a party to the suit and does not have a financial interest in its
outcome, but in some other way his conduct or behaviour may give rise to a suspicion that
he is not impartial, for example because of his friendship with a party. This second type of
case is not strictly speaking an application of the principle that a man must not be judge in
his own cause, since the judge will not normally be himself benefiting, but providing a benefit
for another by failing to be impartial.
In my judgment, this case falls Within the first category of case, viz. where the judge is
disqualified because he is a judqe in his own cause. In such a case, once it is shown that the
judge is himself a party to the cause, or has a relevant interest in its subject matter, he is
disqualified without any investigation into whether there was a likelihood or suspicion of bias.
The mere fact of his interest is sufficient to disqualify him unless he has made sufficient
disclosure: see Shetreet, Judges on Trial (1976), p. 303; De Smith, Woolf and Jowell, Judicial
Review of Administrative Action, 5th ed. (1995), p. 525. I will call this "automatic
disqualification. u
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In Dimes v. Proprietors of Grand Junction Canal (1852) 3 H.L.Cas. 759, the then Lord
Chancellor, Lord Cottenham, owned a substantial shareholding in the defendant canal which
was an incorporated body. In the action the Lord Chancellor sat on appeal from the ViceChancellor, whose judgment in favour of the company he affirmed. There was an appeal to
your Lordships' House on the gmunds that the Lord Chancellor was disqualified. Their
Lordships consulted the judges who advised, at p. 786, that Lord Cottenham was disqualified
from sitting as a judge in the cause because he had an interest in the suit. This advice was
unanimously accepted by their Lordships. There was no inquiry by the court as to whether a
reasonable man would consider Lord Cottenham to be biased and no inquiry as to the
circumstances which led to Lord Cotten ham sitting. Lord Campbell said, at p. 793:
"No one can suppose that Lord Cottenham could be, in the remotest degree, influenced by
the interest he had in this concern; but, my Lords, it is of the last importance that the maxim
that no man is to be a judge in his own cause should be held sacred. And that is not to be
confined to a cause in which he is a party, but applies to a cause in which he has an
interest." (Emphasis added.)
On occasion, this proposition is elided so as to omit all references to the disqualification of a
judge who is a party to the suit: see, for example, Reg. v. Rand (1866) L.R. 1 Q.B. 230; Reg.
v. Gough [1993J A.e. 646, 661. This does not mean that a judge who is a party to a suit is
not disqualified just because the suit does not involve a financial interest. The authorities
cited in the Dimes case show how the principle developed. The starting-point was the case in
which a judge was indeed purporting to decide a case in which he was a party. This was held
to be absolutely prohibited. That absolute prohibition was then extended to cases where,
although not nominally a party, the judge had an interest in the outcome.
The importance of this point in the present case is this. Neither A.I., nor A.I.e.L., have any
financial interest in the outcome of this litigation. We are here confronted, as was Lord
Hoffmann, with a novel situation where the outcome of the litigation did not lead to financial
benefit toanyone. The interest of A.I. in the litigation was not financial; it was its interest in
achieving the trial and possible conviction of Senator Pinochet for crimes against humanity.
By seeking to intervene in this appeal and being allowed so to intervene, in practice A.I.
became a party to the appeal. Therefore if, in the circumstances, it is right to treat Lord
Hoffmann as being the alter ego of A.I. and therefore a judge in his own cause, then he must
have been automatically disqualified on the grounds that he was a party to the appeal.
Alternatively, even if it be not riqht to say that Lord Hoffmann was a party to the appeal as
such, the question then arises whether, in non-financial litigation, anything other than a
financial or proprietary interest in the outcome is sufficient automatically to disqualify a man
from sitting as judge in the cause.
Are the facts such as to require Lord Hoffmann to be treated as being himself a party to this
appeal? The facts are striking and unusual. One of the parties to the appeal is an
unincorporated association, A.I. One of the constituent parts of that unincorporated
association is A.I.e.L. A.I.e.L. was established, for tax purposes, to carry out part of the
functions of A.I. those parts which were charitable which had previously been carried on
either by A.I. itself or by A.I.L. Lord Hoffmann is a director and chairman of A.I.C.L., which is
wholly controlled by A.I., since its members (who ultimately control it) are all the members
of the international executive committee of A.I. A large part of the work of A.I. is, as a
matter of strict law, carried on by A.I.e. L. which instructs A.I.L.. to do the work on its behalf.
In reality, A.I., A.I.e.L. and A.I.L. are a dose-knit group carrying on the work of A.I.
However, close as these links are, I do not think it would be riSlht to identify Lord Hoffmann
personally as being a party to the appeal. He is closely linked to A.I. but he is not in fact A.I.
Although this is an area in which legal technicality is particularly to be avoided, it cannot be
ignored that Lord Hoffmann took no part in running A.I. Lord Hoffmann, A.I.e.L. and the
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executive committee of A.I. are in law separate people.
Then is this a case in which it can be said that Lord Hoffmann had an "interest" which must
lead to his automatic disqualification? Hitherto only pecuniary and proprietary interests have
led to automatic disqualification. But, as I have indicated, this litigation is most unusual. It is
not civil litigation but criminal litigation. Most unusually, by allowinq A.I. to intervene, there
is a party to a criminal cause or matter who is neither prosecutor nor accused. That party,
A.I., shares with the government of Spain and the c.P.S., not a financial interest but an
interest to establish that there is no immunity for ex-heads of state in relation to crimes
against humanity. The interest of these parties is to procure Senator Pinochet's extradition
and trial a non-pecuniary interest. So far as A.I.C.L. is concerned, clause 3(c) of its
memorandum provides that one of its objects is "to procure the abolition of torture, extrajudicial execution and disappearance." A.I. has, amongst other objects, the same objects.
Although A.I.C.L.., as a charity, cannot campaign to change the law, it is concerned by other
means to procure the abolition of these crimes against humanity. In my opinion, therefore,
A.I.C.L. plainly had a non-pecuniary interest, to establish that Senator Pinochet was not
immune.
That being the case, the question is whether in the very unusual circumstances of this case a
non-pecuniary interest to achieve a particular result is sufficient to give rise to automatic
disqualification and, if so, whether the fact that A.I.C.L. had such an interest necessarily
leads to the conclusion that Lord Hoffmann, as a director of A.I.C.L., was automatically
disqualified from sitting on the appeal? My Lords, in my judgment, although the cases have
all dealt with automatic disqualification on the grounds of pecuniary interest, there is no good
reason in principle for so limiting automatic disqualification. The rationale of the whole rule is
that a man cannot be a judge in his own cause. In civil litigation the matters in issue will
normally have an economic impact; therefore a judge is automatically disqualified if he
stands to make a financial gain as a consequence of his own decision of the case. But if, as in
the present case, the matter at issue does not relate to money or economic advantage but is
concerned with the promotion of the cause, the rationale disqualifying a judge applies just as
much if the judqe's decision willi lead to the promotion of a cause in which the judge is
involved together with one of the parties. Thus in my opinion if Lord Hoffmann had been a
member of A.I. he would have been automatically disqualified because of his non-pecuniary
interest in establishing that Senator Pinochet was not entitled to immunity. Indeed, so much
I understood to have been conceded by Mr. Duffy.
Can it make any difference that, instead of being a direct member of A.I., Lord Hoffmann is a
director of A.I.C.L., that is of a company which is wholly controlled by A.I. and is carrying on
much of its work? Surely not. The substance of the matter is that A.I., A.I.L. and A.I.C.L. are
all various parts of an entity or movement working in different fields towards the same goals.
If the absolute impartiality of the judiiciary is to be maintained, there must be a rule which
automatically disqualifies a judqe who is involved, whether personally or as a director of a
company, in promoting the same causes in the same organisation as is a party to the suit.
There is no room for fine distinctions if Lord Hewart c.J.'s famous dictum is to be observed: it
is "of fundamental importance that justice should not only be done, but should manifestly
and undoubtedly be seen to be done:" see Rex v.~ussex J~ticesJx parte McC~hy [1924J

1 K.B. 256, 259.

,

Since, in my juclgment, the relationship between A.I., A.I.C.L. and Lord Hoffmann leads to
the automatic disqualification of Lord Hoffmann to sit on the hearing of the appeal, it is
unnecessary to consider the other factors which were relied on by Miss Montgomery, viz. the
position of Lady Hoffmann as an employee of A.I. and the fact that Lord Hoffmann was
involved in the recent appeal for funds for Amnesty. Those factors might have been relevant
if Senator Pinochet had been required to show a real danger or reasonable suspicion of bias.
But since the disqualification is automatic and does not depend in any way on an implication
of bias, it is unnecessary to consider these factors. I do, however, wish to make it clear (if I
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have not already done so) that my decision is not that Lord Hoffmann has been quilty of bias
of any kind: he was disqualified as a matter of law automatically by reason of his directorship
of A.I.C.L., a company controlled by a party, A.I.
For the same reason, it is unnecessary to determine whether the test of apparent bias laid
down in Reg. v. Gough [1993] A.C. 646 ("is there in the view of the court a real danger that
the judge was biased?") needs to be reviewed in the light of subsequent decisions. Decisions
in Canada, Australia and New Zealand have either refused to apply the test in Reg. v . Gough,
or modified it so as to make the relevant test the question whether the events in question
give rise to a reasonable apprehension or suspicion on the part of a fairminded and informed
member of the public that the judge was not impartial: see, for example, the High Court of
Australia in Webb v. The Queen, 181 C.L.R. 41. It has also been suggested that the test in
Reg. v. Gough in some way irnpinqes on the requirement of Lord Hewart c.J.'s dictum that
justice should appear to be done: see Reg. v. Inner West London Coroner, Ex parte Dallaglio
[1994] 4 All E.R. 139, lS2a-b. Since such a review is unnecessary for the determination of
the present case, I prefer to express no view on it.
It is important not to overstate what is i::Jeing decided. It was suggested in argument that a
decision setting aside the order of 25 November 1998 would lead to a position where judges
would be unable to sit on cases involvinq charities in whose work they are involved. It is
suggested that, because of such involvement, a judge would be disqualified. That is not
correct. The facts of this present case are exceptional. The critical elements are (1) that AJ.
was a party to the appeal; (2) that A.I. was joined in order to argue for a particular result;
(3) the judge was a director of a charity closely allied to A.I. and sharing, in this respect,
A.I.'s objects. Only in cases where a judqe is taking an active role as trustee or director of a
charity which is closely allied to and acting with a party to the litigation should a judge
normally be concerned either to recuse himself or disclose the position to the parties.
However, there may well be other exceptional cases in which the judge would be well advised
to disclose a possible interest.

Finally on this aspect of the case, we were asked to state in giving judgment what had been
said and done within the Appellate Committee in relation to Amnesty International during the
hearing leading to the order of 25 November. As is apparent from what I have said, such
matters are irrelevant to what we have to decide: in the absence of any disclosure to the
parties of Lord Hoffmann's involvement with A.I., such involvement either did or did not in
law disqualify him regardless of what happened within the Appellate Committee. We
therefore did not investigate those matters and make no findinqs as to them.
Election, waiver, abuse of process
Mr. A/un Jones submitted that by raising with the Home Secretary the possible bias of Lord
Hoffmann as a ground for not authorising the extradition to proceed, Senator Pinochet had
elected to choose the Home Secretary rather than your Lordships' House as the arbiter as to
whether such bias did or did not exist. Consequently, he submitted, Senator Pinochet had
waived his right to petition your Lordships and, by doing so immediately after the Home
Secretary had rejected the submission, was committing an abuse of the process of the
House.
This submission is bound to fail on a number of different grounds, of which I need mention
only two. First, Senator Pinochet would only be put to his election as between two alternative
courses to adopt. I cannot see that there are two such courses in the present case, since the
Home Secretary had no power in the matter. He could not set aside the order of 25
November and as long as such order stood, the Horne Secretary was bound to accept it as
stating the law. Secondly, all three concepts - election, waiver and abuse of process - require
that the person saie! to have elected etc. has acted freely and in full knowledge of the facts.
Not until 8 December 1998 did Senator Pinochet's solicitors know anything of Lord
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Hoffmann's position as a director and chairman of A.I.C.L. Even then they did not know
anything about A.I.C.L. and its constitution. To say that by hurriedly notifying the Home
Secretary of the contents of the letter from A.I.'s solicitors, Senator Pinochet had elected to
pursue the point solely before the Home Secretary is unrealistic. Senator Pinochet had not
yet had time to find out anything about the circumstances beyond the bare facts disclosed in
the letter.
Result

It was for these reasons and the reasons given by my noble and learned friend, Lord Goff of
Chieveley, that I reluctantly felt bound 1:0 set aside the order of 25 November 1998. It was
appropriate to direct a rehearing of the appeal before a differently constituted committee, so
that on the rehearing the parties were not faced with a committee four of whom had already
expressed their conclusion on the points at issue.
JUDGMENTBY-2: Lord Goff of Chleveley
JUDGMENT-2:
Lord Goff of Chie'leley: . My Lords, I have had the opportunity of reading in draft the opinion
prepared by my noble and learned friend, Lord Browne-Wilkinson. It was for the like reasons
to those given by him that I agreed thaI: the order of your Lordships' House in this matter
dated 25 November 1998 should be set aside and that a rehearing of the appeal should take
place before a differently constituted Committee. Even so, having regard to the unusual
nature of this case, I propose to set out briefly in my own words the reasons why 1 reached
that conclusion.
Like my noble and learned friend, I am of the opinion that the principle which governs this
matter is that a man shall not be a judge in his own cause - nerno judex in sua causa: see
Dimes v. Proprietors of Grand Junction Canal, 3 H.L.Cas. 759, 793, per Lord Campbell. As
stated by Lord Campbell the principle is not confined to a cause to which the judge is a party,
but applies also to a cause in which he has an interest. Thus, for example, a judge who holds
shares in a company which is a party to the litigation is caught by the principle, not because
he himself is a party to the litigation (which he is not), but because he has by virtue of his
shareholding an interest in the cause. That was indeed the ratio decidendi of the famous
Dimescase itself. In that case the then L.ord Chancellor, Lord Cottenham, affirmed an order
granted by the Vice-Chancellor granting relief to a company in which, unknown to the
defendant and forgotten by himself, he held a substantial shareholding. It was decided,
following the opinion of the judges, that Lord Cottenham was disqualified,by reason of his
interest in the cause, from adjudicating in the matter, and that his order was for that reason
voidable and must be set aside. Such a conclusion must follow, subject only to waiver by the
party or parties to the proceedinqs thereby affected.
In the present case your Lordships are not concerned with a judge who is a party to the
cause, nor with one who has a financial interest in a party to the cause or in the outcome of
the cause. Your Lordships are concerned with a case in which a judge is closely connected
with a party to the proceedings. This situation has arisen because, as my noble and learned
friend has described, Amnesty International ("A.I. ") was given leave to intervene in the
proceedings; and, whether or not: A.!. thereby became technically a party to the proceedings,
it so participated in the proceedings, actively supporting the cause of one party (the
Government of Spain, represented by the Crown Prosecution Service) against another
(Senator Pinochet), that it must be treated as a party. Furthermore, Lord Hoffmann is a
director and chairperson of Amnesty International Charity Ltd. ("A.I.C.L."). A.I.C.L. and
Amnesty International Ltd. ("A.I.L. ") are United Kingdom companies through which the work
of the International Headquarters of A.I. in London is undertaken, A.I.C.L. having been
incorporated to carry out those purposes of A.I. which are charitable under U.K. law. Neither
Senator Pinochet nor the lawyers acting for him were aware of the connection between Lord
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Hoffmann and AI. until after judgment was given on 25 November 1998.
My noble and learned friend has described in lucid detail the working relationship between
A.r.e.L., A.I.L. and A.I., both generally and in relation to Chile. It is unnecessary for me to do
more than state that not only was A. I.e. L. deeply involved in the work of A.I., commissioning
activities falling within the objects of A. I. which were charitable, but that it did so specifically
in relation to research publications including one relating to Chile reporting on breaches of
human rights (by torture and otherwise) in Chile and calling for those responsible to be
brought to justice. It is in these circumstances that we have to consider the position of Lord
Hoffmann, not as a person who is himself a party to the proceedings or who has a financial
interest in such a party or in the outcome of the proceedings, but as a person who is, as a
director and chairperson of A.I.e. L., closely connected with A.I. which is, or must be treated
as, a party to the proceedings. The question which arises is whether his connection with that
party will (subject to waiver) itself disqualify him from sitting as a judge in the proceedings,
in the same way as a significant: shareholdinq in a party will do, and so require that the order
made upon the outcome of the proceedings must be set aside.
Such a question could in theory arise, for example, in relation to a senior executive of a body
which is a party to the proceedings, who holds no shares in that body; but it is, I believe,
only conceivable that it will do so where the body in question is a charitable organisation. He
wiil by reason of his position be committed to the well-being of the charity, and to the
fulfilment by the charity of its charitable objects. He may for that reason properly be said to
have an interest in the outcome of the litigation, though he has no financial interest, and so
to be disqualified from sitting as a judge in the proceedings. The cause is "a cause in which
he has aninterest," in the words of Lord Campbell in the Dimes case, at p. 793. It follows that
in this context the relevant interest need not be a financial interest. This is the view
expressed in Shetreet, Judges on Trial (1976), p. 310, where he states that "[a] judge may
have to disqualify himself by reason of his association with a body that institutes or defends
the SUit," giving as an example the chairman or member of the board of a charitable
organisation.
Let me next take the position of Lord Hoffmann in the present case. He was not a member of
the governing body of A.I., which is or is to be treated as a party to the present proceedings:
he was chairperson of an associated body, A.r.e.L., which is not a party. However, on the
evidence, it is plain that there is a close relationship between A.I., AI.L. and A.r.e.L. A.I.e.L.
was formed following the decision in McGovern v. Attorney-General [1982] Ch. 321, to carry
out the purposes of A.I. which were charitable, no doubt with the sensible object of achieving
a tax saving. So the division of function between A.I.L. and A.I.e.L. was that the latter was to
carry out those aspects of the work of the international headquarters of A.I. which were
charitable, leaving it to A.I.L. to carry out the remainder, that division being made for fiscal
reasons. It follows that A.!., A.I.L. and A.I.e.L. can together be described as being, in
practical terms, one organisation, of which A.r.e.L. forms part. The effect for present
purposes is that Lord Hoffmann, as chairperson of one member of that organisation, A.I.e.L.,
is so closely associated with another member of that organisation, A.I., that he can properly
be said to have an interest in the outcome of proceedings to which A.I. has become party.
This conclusion is reinforced, so far as the present case is concerned, by the evidence of
A.r.e.L. commissioning a report by A.!. relating to breaches of human rights in Chile, and
calling for those responsible to be brouqht to justice. It follows that Lord Hoffmann had an
interest in the outcome of the present proceedings and so was disqualified from sitting as a
judge in those proceedings.
It is important to observe that this conclusion is, in my opinion, in no way dependent on Lord
Hoffmann personally holding any view, or having any objective, regarding the question
whether Senator Pinochet should be extradited, nor is it dependent on any bias or apparent
bias on his part. Any suggestion of bias on his part was, of course, disclaimed by those
representing Senator Pinochet. It arises simply from Lord Hoffmann's involvement in AI.e.L.;
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the close relationship between A.I., A.I.L. and AI.C.L., which here means that for present
purposes they can be regarded as being, in practical terms, one organisation; and the
participation of A.!. in the present proceedings in which as a result it either is, or must be
treated as, a party.
JUDGMENTBY-3: Lord Nolan
JUDGMENT-3:
Lord Nolan: . My Lords, I agree with the views expressed by noble and learned friends, Lord
Browne-Wilkinson and Lord Goff of Chieveley. In my judgment the decision of 25 November
had to be set aside for the reasons which they give. I would only add that in any case where
the impartiality of a judge is in question the appearance of the matter is just as important
as the reality.
JUDGMENTBY··4: Lord Hope of Craighead
JUDGMENT-4:
Lord Hope of Craighead: . My Lords, I have had the advantaqe of reading in draft the
speeches which have been prepared by my noble and learned friends, Lord Browne-Wilkinson
and Lord Goff of Chieveley. For the reasons which they have given I also was satisfied that
the earlier decision of this House cannot stand and must be set aside. But in view of the
importance of the case and its wider implications, I should like to add these observations.

One of the cornerstones of our legal system is the impartiality of the tribunals by which
justice is administered. In civil litigation the gUiding principle is that no one may be a judge
in his own cause: nemo debet esse judex in propria causa. It is a principle which is applied
much more widely than a literal interpretation of the words might suggest. It is not confined
to cases where the judge is a party to the proceedings. It is applied also to cases where he
has a personal or pecuniary interest in the outcome, however small. In London and NorthWestern Railway Co. v. Lindsay (1858) 3 Macq. 99 the same question as that which arose in
Dimes v. Proprietors of Grand Junction Canal, 3 H.L.Cas. 759 was considered in an appeal
from the Court of Session to this House. Lord Wensleydale stated that, as he was a
shareholder in the appellant company, he proposed to retire and take no part in the
judgment. The L.ord Chancellor said that he regretted that this step seemed to be necessary.
Although counsel stated that he had no objection, it was thought better that any difficulty
that might arise should be avoided and Lord Wensleydale retired.
In Sellar v. Highland Railway Co., 1919 S.C.(H.L.) 19 the same rule was applied where a
person who had been appointed to act as one of the arbiters in a dispute between the
proprietors of certain fishings and the railway company was the holder of a small number of
ordinary shares in the railway company. Lord Buckmaster, after referring to the Dimes and
Lindsay cases, gave this explanation of the rule, at pp. 20-21:
"The law remains unaltered and unvarying today, and, althouqh it is obvious that the
extended growth of personal property and the wide distribution of interests in vast
commercial concerns may render the application of the rule increasingly irksome, it is none
the less a rule which I for my part should greatly regret to see even in the slightest degree
relaxed. The importance of preserving the administration of justice from anything which can
even by remote imagination infer a bias or interest in the judqe upon whom falls the solemn
duty of interpreting the law is so grave that any small inconvenience experienced in its
preservation may be cheerfully endured. In practice also the difficulty is one easily overcome,
because, directly the fact is stated, it is common practice that counsel on each side agree
that the existence of the disqualification shall afford no objection to the prosecution of the
suit, and the matter proceeds in the ordinary way, but, if the disclosure is not made, either
through neglect Dr inadvertence, the judgment becomes voidable and may be set aside.
II
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As my noble and learned friend, Lord Goff of Chieveley, said in Reg. v. Gough [1993J A.C.
646, 661, the nature of the interest is such that public confidence in the administration of
justice requires that the judge must withdraw from the case or, if he fails to disclose his
interest and sits injudgment upon it, the decision cannot stand. It is no answer for the judge
. to say that he is in fact impartial and that he will abide by his judicial oath. The purpose of
the disqualification is to preserve the administration of justice from any suspicion of
partiality. The disqualification does not follow automatically in the strict sense of that word,
because the parties to the suit may waive the objection. But no further investigation is
necessary and, if the interest is not disclosed, the consequence is inevitable. In practice the
application of this rule is so well understood and so consistently observed that no case has
arisen in the course of this century where a decision of any of the courts exercising a civil
jurisdiction in any part of the United Kingdom has had to be set aside on the ground that
there was a breach of it.
In the present case we are concerned not with civil litigation but with a decision taken in
proceedings for extradition on criminal charges. It is only in the most unusual circumstances
that a judge who was sitting in criminal proceedings would find himself open to the objection
that he was acting as a judge in his own cause. In principle, if it could be shown that he had
a personal or pecuniary interest in the outcome, the maxim would apply. But no case was
cited to us, and I am not aware of any, in which it has been applied hitherto in a criminal
case. In practice judges are well aware that they should not sit in a case where they have
even the slightest personal interest in it either as defendant or as prosecutor.
The ground of objection which has invariably been taken until now in criminal cases is based
on that other principle which has its origin in the requlrernent of impartiality. This is that
justice must not: only be done; it must also be seen to be done. It covers a wider range of
situations than that which is covered by the maxim that no one may be a judge in his own
cause. But it would be surprising if the application of that principle were to result in a test
which was less exacting than that resulting from the application of the nemo judex in sua
causa principle. Public confidence in the integrity of the administration of justice is just as
important, perhaps even more so, in criminal cases. Article 6(1) of the European Convention
on Fundamental Rights and Freedoms makes no distinction between civil and criminal cases
in its expression of the right of <everyone to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time
by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law.
Your Lordships were referred by Miss fvlontgomery in the course of her argument to Bradford
v. McLeod, 1986 S.L.T. 244. This is one of only two reported cases, both of them from
Scotland, in which a decision in a criminal case has been set aside because a full-time
salaried judge was in breach of this principle. The other is Doherty v. McGlennan, 1997 S.L.T.
444. In neither of these cases could it have been said that the sheriff had an interest in the
case which disqualified him. They were cases where the sheriff either said or did something
which gave rise to a reasonable suspicion about his impartiality.
The test which must be applied by the appellate courts of criminal jurisdiction in England and
Wales to cases in which it is alleged that there has been a breach of this principle by a
member of an inferior tribunal is different from that which is used in Scotland. The test which
was approved by your Lordships' House in Reg. v. Gough [1993J A.C. 646 is whetherthere
was a real danger of bias on the part of the relevant member of the tribunal. I think that the
explanation for this choice of language lies in the fact that it was necessary in that case to
formulate a test for the quidance of the lower appellate courts. The aim, as Lord Woolf
explained, at p. 673, was to avoid the quashing of convictions upon quite insubstantial
grounds and the flimsiest pretexts of bias. In Scotland the High Court of Justiciary applies the
test which was described in Gough as the reasonable suspicion test. In Bradford v. McLeod,
1986 S.L.T. 244, 247 it adopted as representing the law of Scotland the rule which was
expressed by Eve J. in Law v. Chartered Institute of Patent Agents [1919J 2 Ch. 276,289:
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"Each member of the council in adjudicating on a complaint thereunder is performing a
judicial duty, and he must bring to the discharge of that duty an unbiased and impartial
mind. If he has a bias which renders him otherwise than an impartial jUdge he is disqualified
from performing his duty. Nay, more (so jealous is the policy of our law of the purity of the
administration of justice), if there are circumstances so affecting a person acting in a judicial
capacity as to be calculated to create in the mind of a reasonable man a suspicion of that
person's impartiality, those circumstances are themselves sufficient to disqualify although
in fact no bias exists."
The Scottish system for dealinq with criminal appeals is for all appeals from the courts of
summary jurisdiction to go direct to the High Court of Justiciary in its appellate capacity. It is
a simple, one-stop system, which absolves the High Court of Justiciary from the responsibility
of giving quldance to inferior appellate courts as to how to deal with cases where questions
have been raised about a tribunal's impartiality. Just as Eve J. may be thought to have
been seeking to explain to members of the council of the chartered institute in simple
language the test which they should apply to themselves in performing their judicial duty, so
also the concern of the High Court of Justiciary has been to give guidance to sheriffs and lay
justices as to the standards which they should apply to themselves in the conduct of criminal
cases. The familliar expression that justice must not only be done but must also be seen to be
done serves a valuable function in that context.
Although the tests are described differently, their application by the appellate courts in each
country is likely in practice to lead to results which are so similar as to be indistinguishable.
Indeed it may be said of all the various tests which I have mentioned, including the maxim
that no one may be a judge in his own cause, that they are all founded upon the same broad
principle. Where a judge is performing a judicial duty, he must not only bring to the
discharge of that duty an unbiased and impartial mind. He must be seen to be impartial.
As for the facts of the present case, it seems to me that the conclusion is inescapable that
Amnesty International has associated itself in these proceedings with the position of the
prosecutor. The prosecution is not being brought in its name, but its interest in the case is to
achieve the same result because it also seeks to bring Senator Pinochet to justice. This
distinguishes its position fundamentally from that of other bodies which seek to uphold
human rights without extending their objects to issuesconcerning personal responsibility. It
has for many years conducted an international campaign against those individuals whom it
has identified as having been responsible for torture, extra-judicial executions and
disappearances. Its aim is that they should be made to suffer criminal penalties for such
gross violations of human rights. It has chosen, by its intervention in these proceedings, to
bring itself face to face with one of those individuals against whom it has for so long
campaigned.
But everyone whom the prosecutor seeks to bring to justice is entitled to the protection of
the law, however grave the offence or offences with which he is being prosecuted. Senator
Pinochet is entitled to the judgment of an impartial and independent tribunal on the question
which has been raised here as to his immunity. I think that the connections which existed
between Lord Hoffmann and Amnesty International were of such a character, in view of their
duration and proximity, as to disqualify him on this ground. In view of his links with Amnesty
International as the chairman and a director of Amnesty International Charity Ltd. he could
not be seen to be impartial. There has been no suggestion that he was actually biased. He
had no financial or pecuniary interest in the outcome. But his relationship with Amnesty
International was such that he was, in effect, acting as a judge in his own cause. I consider
that his failure to disclose these connections leads inevitably to the conclusion that the
decision to which he was a party must be set aside.

JUDGMENTBY-5: Lord Hutton
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JUDGMENT-5:
Lord Hutton: . j\1y Lords, I have had the advantage of reading in draft the speech of my noble
and learned friend, Lord Browne-Wilkinson. I gratefully adopt his account of the matters
(including the links between Amnesty International and Lord Hoffmann) leading to the
bringing of this petition by Senator Pinochet to set aside the order made by this House on 25
November 1996. I am in agreement with his reasoning and conclusions on the issue of the
jurisdiction of this House to set aside that order and on the issues of election, waiver and
abuse of process. In relation to the allegation made by Senator Pinochet, not that Lord
Hoffmann was biased in fact, but that there was a real danger of bias or a reasonable
apprehension or suspicion of bias because of Lord Hoffmann's links with Amnesty
International, I am also in agreement with the reasoning and conclusion of Lord BrowneWilkinson, and I wish to add some observations on this issue.

In the middle of the last century the Lord Chancellor, Lord Cottenham, had an interest as a
shareholder in a canal company to the amount of several thousand pounds. The company
filed a bill in equity seeking an injunction against the defendant who was unaware of Lord
Cottenham's shareholding in the company. The injunction and the ancillary order sought
were granted by the Vice-Chancellor and were subsequently affirmed by Lord Cottenham.
The defendant subsequently discovered the interest of Lord Cotten ham in the company and
brought a motion to discharge the order made by him, and the matter ultimately came on for
hearing before this House in Dimes v. Proprietors of Grand Junction Canal, 3 H.L.Cas. 759.
The House ruled that the decree of the: Lord Chancellor should be set aside, not because in
coming to his decision Lord Cottenharn was influenced by his interest in the company,
butbecause of the importance of avoiding the appearance of the judge labouring under the
influence of an interest. Lord Campbell said, at pp. 793-794:
"No one can suppose that Lord Cottenham could be, in the remotest degree, influenced by
the interest that he had in this concern; but, my Lords, it is of the last importance that the
maxim that no man is to be a judge in his own cause should be held sacred. And that is not
to be confined to a cause in which he is a party, but applies to a cause in which he has an
interest. Since I have had the honour to be Chief Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench, we
have again and again set aside proceedings in inferior tribunals because an individual, who
had an interest in a cause, took a part in the decision. And it will have a most salutary
influence on these tribunals when it is known that this High Court of last resort, in a case in
which the Lord Chancellor of England had an interest, considered that his decree was on that
account a decree not according to law, and was set aside. This will be a lesson to all inferior
tribunals to take care not only that in their decrees they are not influenced by their personal
interest, but to avoid the appearance of labouring under such an influence."
In his jUdgment: in Reg. v. Gouqh [1993] A.C. 646, 659 my noble and learned friend, Lord
Goff of Chievelev, made reference to t.he great importance of confidence in the integrity of
the administration of justice, and he said:
"In any event, there is an overriding public interest that there should be confidence in the
integrity of the administration of justice, which is always associated with the statement of
Lord Hewart c.J. in Rex v. Sussex Justices, Ex parte McCarthy [1924] 1 K.B. 256, 259, that it
is 'of fundamental importance that justice should not only be done, but should manifestly and
undoubtedly be seen to be done. III
Then referring to the Dimes case, he said, at p. 661:
" ... I wish to draw attention to the fact that there are certain cases in which it has been
considered that the circumstances are such that they must inevitably shake public confidence
in the integrity of the administration of justice if the decision is to be allowed to stand. Such
cases attract the full force of Lord Hewart C.J.'s requirement that justice must not only be
done but must manifestly be seen to be done. These cases arise where a person sitting in a
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judicial capacity has a pecuniary interest in the outcome of the proceedings. In such a case,
as Blackburn J. said in Reg. v. Rand (1866) L.R. 1 Q.B. 230, 232: "any direct pecuniary
interest, however small, in the subject of inquiry, does disqualify a person from acting as a
judge in the matter.' The prtnciple is expressed in the maxim that nobody may be judge in
his own cause (nemo judex in sua causa). Perhaps the most famous case in which the
principle was applied is Dimes v, Proprietors of Grand Junction Canal (1852) 3 H.L.Cas. 759,
in which decrees affirmed by Lord Cotltenham L.c. in favour of a canal company in which he
was a substantial shareholder were set aside by this House, which then proceeded to consider
the matter on its merits, and in fact itself affirmed the decrees. Lord Campbell said, at p,
793: 'No one can suppose that Lord Cottenham could be, in the remotest degree, influenced
by the interest that he had in this concern; but, my Lords, it is of the last importance that the
maxim that no man is to be a judge in his own cause should be held sacred.' In such a case,
therefore, not only is it irrelevant that there was in fact no bias on the part of the tribunal,
but there is no question of investigating, from an objective point of view, whether there was
any real likelihood of bias, or any reasonable suspicion of bias, on the facts of the particular
case. The nature of the interest is such that public confidence in the administration of justice
requires that the decision should not stand."

"

Later in his judqrnent Lord Goff said, at p. 664f, agreeing with the view of Lord Woolf, at p.
673f, that the only special category of case where there should be disqualification of a judge
without the necessity to inquire whether there was any real likelihood of bias was where the
judge has a direct pecuniary interest in the outcome of the proceedings. However I am of
opinion that there could be cases where the interest of the judge in the subject matter of the
proceedings arising from his strong commitment to some cause or belief or his association
with a person or body involved in the proceedings could shake public confidence in the
administration of justice as much as a shareholding (which might be small) in a public
company involved in the litigation. I find persuasive the observations of Lord Widgery C.J. in
Reg. v. Altrincham Justices, Ex parte N. Pennington [1975] Q.B. 549, 552:
"There is no better known rule of natural justice than the one that a man shall not be a judge
in his own cause. In its simplest form this means that a man shall not judge an issue in which
he has a direct pecuniary interest, but the rule has been extended far beyond such crude
examples and now covers cases in which the judge has such an interest in the parties or the
matters in dispute as to make it difficult for him to approach the trial with the impartiality
and detachment which the judicial function requires. Accordingly, application may be made to
set aside a judgment on the so-called qround of bias without showing any direct pecuniary or
proprietary interest in the judicial officer concerned."
A similar view was expressed by Deane J. in Webb v. The Queen, 181 C.L.R. 41, 74:
"The area covered by the doctrine of disqualification by reason of the appearance of bias
encompasses at least four distinct, though sometimes overlapping, main categories of case.
The first is disqualification by interest, that is to say, cases where some direct or indirect
interest in the proceedings, whether pecuniary or otherwise, gives rise to a reasonable
apprehension of prejudice, partielitv or prejudgment ... The third category is disqualification
by association. It will often overlap the first and consists of cases where the apprehension of
prejudgment or other bias results from some direct or indirect relationship, experience or
contact with a person or personsinterested in, or otherwise involved in, the proceedings." (My
emphasis.)
An illustration of the approach stated by Lord Widgery and Deane J. in respect of a nonpecuniary interest is found in the earlier judgment of Lord Carson in Frome United Breweries
Co. Ltd. v. Bath Justices [1926] A.C. 586, 618 when he cited with approval the judgments of
the Divisional Court in Reg. v. Fraser (1893) 9 T.L.R. 613. Lord Carson described Fraser's
case as one:
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"where a magistrate who was a member of a particular council of a religious body one of the
objects of which was to oppose the renewal of licences, was present at a meeting at which it
was decided that the council should oppose the transfer or renewal of the licences, and that a
solicitor should be instructed to act for the council at the meeting of the magistrates when
the case came on. A solicitor was so instructed, and opposed the particular licence, and the
magistrate sat on the bench and took part in the decision. The court in that case came to the
conclusion that the magistrate was disqualified on account of bias, and that the decision to
refuse the licence was bad. No one imputed mala fides to the magistrate, but Cave J., in
giving judgment, said: 'the question was, What would be likely to endanger the respect or
diminish the confidence which it was desirable should exist in the administration of justice?'
Wright J. stated that although the magistrate had acted from excellent motives and feelings,
he still had done so contrary to a well settled principle of law, which affected the character of
the administration of justice."
I have already stated that there was no allegation made against Lord Hoffmann that he was
actually guilty of bias in coming to his decision, and I wish to make it clear that I am making
no finding of actual bias against: him. But I consider that the links, described in the judgment
of Lord Browne-Wilkinson, between Lord Hoffmann and Amnesty International, which had
campaigned strongly against General Pinochet and which intervened in the earlier hearing to
support the case that he should be extradited to face trial for his alleged crimes, were so
strong that public confidence in the integrity of the administration of justice would be shaken
if his decision were allowed to stand. It: was this reason and the other reasons given by Lord
Browne-Wilkinson which led me to aqree reluctantly in the decision of the Appeal Committee
on 17 December 1998 that the order of 25 November 1998 should be set aside.

DISPOSITION:
Petition granted.

SOLICITORS:
Solicitors: Kingsley Napley; Crown Prosecution Service, Headquarters; Bindman & Partners.
B. L. S.
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IN THE APPEALS CHAMBER

I

Before:
Judge Mohamed Shahabuddeen, Presiding
Judge Lal Chand Vohrah
Judge Rafael Nieto-Navia
Judge Patrick Lipton Robinson
Judge Fausto Pocar
Registrar:
Mrs. Dorothee de Sampayo Garrido-Nijgb
Judgement of: 21 July 2000
PROSECUTOR

v.
ANTO FURUNDZIJA

.JUDGEMENT

Counsel for the Prosecutor:
Mr. UpawansaYapa
Mr. Christopher Staker
Mr. Norman Farrell
Counsel for the Accused:
Mr. Luka S. Misetic
Mr. Sheldon Davidson

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appeals Chamber of the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for
Serious Violations oflnternational Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former
Yugoslavia since 1991 (lithe International Tribunal" or "the ICTY") is seized of an appeal filed by
Anto Furundzija ("the Appellant") against the Judgement rendered by Trial Chamber II of the
International Tribunal on 10 December 1998.
The Trial Chamber held the Appellant individually responsible for his participation in the crimes
charged in the Amended Indictment pursuant to Article 7(1) ofthe Statute of the International
Tribunal (lithe Statute"). The Trial Chamber also found that under Article 3 of the Statute, the
Appellant was guilty as a co-perpetrator of torture as a violation ofthe laws or customs of war and
for aiding and abetting outrages upon personal dignity, including rape, as a violation of the laws or
customs of war.l
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Having considered the written and oral submissions of the Appellant and the Prosecutor ("the
Prosecutor" or "the Respondent"), the Appeals Chamber

HEREBY RENDERS ITS JUDGEMENT.
A. Procedural background
1. In the original indictment, confirmed by Judge Gabrielle Kirk McDonald on 10 November 1995
("the Indictment"), the Appellant was charged with three counts comprising Count 12, alleging a
grave breach of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 under Article 2(b) of the Statute relating to torture
and inhumane treatment, Count 13, alleging a violation of the laws or customs of war under Article 3
of the Statute relating to torture, and Count 14, alleging a violation of the laws or customs of war
under Article 3 of the Statute relating to outrages upon personal dignity including rape.
2. The Appellant was arrested on 18 December 1997. At his initial appearance on 19 December
1997, he pleaded not guilty to all counts of the Indictment and was remanded in detention pending
trial.
3. On 13 March 1998, the Trial Chamber issued an Order granting the Prosecutor leave to withdraw
Count 12 ofthe Indictment and denying the Defence's motion to dismiss all counts against the
Accused based on defects in the form of the Indictment.
4. Following submissions by the Prosecutor on 1 May 1998 of statements and transcripts of
witnesses, and on 4 May 1998 of legal material relating to the alleged criminal conduct ofthe
Appellant, the Trial Chamber found on 13 May 1998 that sufficient material had been provided to
the Defence to enable it to prepare its case. 2
5. On 22 May 1998, the Prosecutor filed a pre-trial brief. On 29 May 1998, the Trial Chamber
directed the Prosecutor to redact and amend portions of the Indictment. An amended version of the
Indictment was filed on 2 June 1998 ("the Amended Indictment"). It contained two charges: Count
13 alleging torture and Count 14 alleging outrages upon personal dignity including rape. Both counts
were charged as violations ofthe laws or customs of war under Article 3 of the Statute.
6. The trial of the Appellant commenced on 8 June 1998. The Appellant filed a motion on 12 June
1998, seeking to exclude the portion of Witness A's testimony that related to the Appellant's
presence during the sexual assaults alleged to have been perpetrated by a co-accused, hereafter
Accused B, upon Witness A, on the ground that it did not fall within the scope of the Amended
Indictment. In a Decision issued later on the same day, the Trial Chamber held that it would "only
consider as relevant Witness A's evidence in so far as it relates to Paragraphs 25 and 26 as pleaded in
the Indictment against the Accused. II}
7. By confidential decision dated 15 June 1998, the Trial Chamber responded to the Prosecutor's
request for clarification of its decision of 12 June 1998 regarding Witness A's testimony and ruled as
inadmissible "all evidence relating to rape and sexual assault perpetrated on [Witness A] by
[Accused B] in the presence of [the Appellant] in the 'large room' apart from the evidence of sexual
assault alleged in paragraph 25 of the Indictment. ,,1
8. The parties presented their closing arguments on 22 June 1998, whereupon the hearing was closed
with judgement reserved to a later date. On 29 June 1998, after the close ofthe hearings, the
Prosecutor disclosed to the Appellant a redacted certificate of psychological treatment dated 11 July
1995 and a witness statement dated 16 September 1995 from a psychologist from Medica Women's
Therapy Centre ("Medica") in Zenica, Bosnia and Herzegovina, concerning Witness A and the
treatment she had received at Medica"
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9. On 10 July 1998, the Appellant filed a motion to strike the testimony of Witness A or, in the event
of a conviction, requested a new trial. The Trial Chamber issued its written Decision on the matter
on 16 July 1998, finding that there had been serious misconduct on the part of the Prosecutor in
breach of Rule 68 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the International Tribunal ("the Rules")
causing prejudice to the Appellant. As a consequence, the Trial Chamber ordered that the
proceedings be re-opened but limited strictly to the cross-examination of Prosecution witnesses and
the recalling of any defence witnesses or new evidence only in connection with the medical,
psychological or psychiatric treatment or counselling received by Witness A after May 1993 ("the
re-opened proceedings"). The Trial Chamber further ordered the Prosecutor to disclose any other
connected documents.
10. On 23 July 1998, the Appellant filed a request for leave to appeal the Trial Chamber's Decision
of 16 July 1998. By its Decision of 24 August 1998, a bench of the Appeals Chamber unanimously
denied the application, fmding that the requirements under sub-Rule 73(B) for interlocutory appeals
had not been met.~
11. Subsequently, the Defence sought leave to introduce the evidence of two witnesses into the reopened proceedings by way of deposition. By its confidential ex parte Order dated 27 August 1998,
the Trial Chamber denied the Defence request to take the deposition of a certain individual, referred
to as Witness F for the purposes ofthis appeal, reasoning that his evidence did not fall within the
scope of the re-opened proceedings, as circumscribed by the Trial Chamber's Decision of 16 July
1998. In this regard the Trial Chamber noted that, according to its Decision of 16 July 1998, the
Appellant may call new evidence only to address any medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment
or counselling received by Witness A after May 1993. Thereafter, on 13 October 1998, the Trial
Chamber issued a confidential Decision denying the Defence leave to call Mr. Enes Surkovic as a
witness in the re-opened proceedings on the same grounds.P
12. On 9 November 1998, the proceedings were re-opened. The Appellant called four witnesses,
including two expert witnesses, while the Prosecutor called two expert witnesses. On 9 and 11
November 1998, the Trial Chamber received two applications to file amicus curiae briefs, both of
which were granted. The re-opened proceedings were closed on 12 November 1998 after the
presentation of both parties' closing arguments.
13. On 10 December 1998, Trial Chamber II rendered its Judgement (lithe Judgement"), finding the
Appellant guilty on Count 13, as a eo-perpetrator of torture as a violation of the laws or customs of
war, and guilty on Count 14, as an aider and abettor of outrages upon personal dignity, including
rape, as a violation of the laws or customs of war. The Trial Chamber sentenced the Appellant to ten
years' imprisonment for the conviction under Count 13 and eight years' imprisonment for the
conviction under Count 14. Consistent with. the Trial Chamber's disposition, the Appellant is serving
the sentences concurrently, inter se.
1. The Appeal
(a) Notice of Appeal
14. The Appellant filed the "Defend.ant's Notice of Appeal Pursuant to Rule 108" on 22 December
1998.
(b) Post-Trial Application
15. The Appellant filed on 3 February 1999 the "Defendant's Post-Trial Application to the Bureau of
the Tribunal for the Disqualification of Presiding Judge Mumba, Motion to Vacate Conviction and
Sentence, and Motion for a New Trial". By this motion, the Appellant sought an order from the
Bureau disqualifying Judge Mumba, vacating the Judgement and ordering a new trial before a
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differently constituted Trial Chamber. On 5 March 1999, the Appeals Chamber issued an order
suspending the briefing schedule in the appeal on the merits pending the decision by the Bureau. On
11 March 1999, the Bureau issued its Deciision on the Post-Trial Application, dismissing the
application on the ground that the determination as to the fairness of the trial was not within the
competence of the Bureau.7(c) Filing of Briefs
16. On 24 March 1999, following the Bureau's decision, the Appeals Chamber issued a decision
resuming the briefing schedule and ordered the parties to file their briefs as follows: the Appellant's
Briefby 21 May 1999, the Respondent's Brief by 21 June 1999 and the Appellant's Reply by 6 July
1999. Following a request by the Appellant, the filing deadline for the Appellant's Briefwas
extended until 25 June 1999, with subsequent changes in the filing dates for the Response and Reply.
On 25 June 1999, the Appellant filed the "Defendant's Appellate Brief'.
17. The Appellant filed on 25 June 1999 the "Defendant's Motion to Supplement the Record on
Appeal" requesting that the Registrar certify the Post-Trial Application and the exhibits attached
thereto as part of the Record on Appeal. The Prosecutor filed a response on 20 July 1999, opposing
the motion on the ground that the Post-Trial Application contained new evidence not submitted by
the Appellant at trial. In this regardl, the Prosecutor contended that the Appellant must satisfy the
requirements under the relevant Rules pertaining to additional evidence before the Post-Trial
Application could be submitted on appeal.
18. The Appellant filed on 23 July 1999, as a confidential document, its "Reply Memorandum in
Support of Defendant's Motion to Supplement Record on Appeal" requesting that the Motion to
Disqualify Presiding Judge Mumba and the Affidavit of Witness F be added to the record on appeal.
On 2 August 1999, the Appellant filled a non-confidential version of the "Defendant's Appellate
Brief'.
19. On 2 September 1999, the Appeals Chamber issued its "Order on Defendant's Motion to
Supplement Record on Appeal". By this Order, the Appeals Chamber granted the Appellant's motion
to amend the Appellate Brief, but considered that Rule 109(A) of the Rules did not allow for the
record on appeal to be supplemented as requested, and that Rules 115 and 119 of the Rules were not
applicable to the material sought to be admitted, as the Appellant's ground of appeal related to the
partiality of a Judge at trial and not to the guilt or innocence of the Appellant.
20. On 14 September 1999, the Appellant filed the "Defendant's Amended Appellate Brief' and on
30 September 1999 the Prosecutor filed the "Respondent's Brief of the Prosecution". On 14 October
1999, the Appeals Chamber issued, at the request of the Appellant, an order granting an extension of
time for the filing of the Appellant's Reply. On 8 November 1999, the Appellant filed the
"Defendant's Reply Brief'. All three briefs were filed as confidential documents.
21. On 28 February 2000, the President of the International Tribunal assigned Judge Fausto Pocar to
the Appeals Chamber to replace Judge Wang Tieya, who had withdrawn from the bench under Rule
16 of the Rules.~
22. The hearing of the appeal was held on 2: March 2000 and judgement was reserved to a later date.2
23. Subsequently, on 8 March 2000, the Appellant filed a motion entitled "Conviction of Anto
Furundzija based upon alleged Torture of Witness D is void as being (1) Outside the Scope of the
Jurisdiction of the ICTY and (2) Based upon an Alleged Crime not charged in the Indictment." The
motion was rejected by the Appeals Chamber on 5 May 2000 as it was filed out of time.
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24. Upon the request of the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant filed public versions of his amended
appellate brief and reply brief on 23 June 2000 ("the Appellant's Amended Brief' and "the
Appellant's Reply" respectively). lQ The Prosecutor filed a public version of her response brief on 28
June 2000 ("the Prosecutor's Response").Jl

B. Grounds of Appeal
25. The Appellant submits the following grounds of appeal against the Judgement of 10 December
1998:
Ground (1): That the Appellant was denied the right to a fair trial in violation of the Statute;
Ground (2): That the evidence was insufficient to convict him on either count;
Ground (3): That the Defence was prejudiced by the Trial Chamber's improper reliance on evidence
of acts that were not charged in the indictment and which the Prosecutor never identified prior to the
trial as part of the charges against the Appellant;
Ground (4): That presiding Judge Mumba should have been disqualified; and
Ground (5): That the sentence imposed upon him was excessive. lI

C. Relief Requested
26. By his appeal, the Appellant seeks the following relief:
(i) That the Appellant be acquitted or, in the alternative, that his convictions be reversedll or that he
be granted a new trial. 14
(ii) That, in the alternative, if the Appeals Chamber affirms the conviction imposed by the Trial
Chamber, the Appeals Chamber :reduce the sentence to a term that does not exceed six years,
including time served since the date ofhi.s original incarceration (18 December 1997) ..u

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW ON APPEAL
A. Submissions of the Parties
1. The Appellant
27. The Appellant submits that the standard of review in the Appeals Chamber "necessarily takes
into account the standard of proof in the Trial Chamber. "lli The Appellant further submits that "[i]f a
reasonable person could have reasonable doubt about his guilt, the conviction must be reversed."l1
28. The Appellant argues that to satisfy the test of proof beyond reasonable doubt, "[t]he evidence
must be so overwhelming that it excludes every fair or rational hypothesis except that of guilt."~ He
contends that he "appeals on the basis that the Trial Chamber was unreasonable in concluding that
the only fair or rational hypothesis that could be derived from the evidence is that Mr. Furundzija is
guilty."l2. He concludes that the Appeals Chamber must acquit him because the evidence may be
read to support a fair or rational inference of innocence.e''
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2. The Respondent
29. The Respondent submits that the appealing party bears the burden of establishing an error within
the terms of Article 25( 1) of the Statute..il The Respondent further contends that the appropriate
standard of review on appeal depends on the classification of the alleged error as one of fact or
law. U
30. The Respondent submits that two categories of error fall within Article 25(l)(a) of the Statute,
which provides for an appeal from "an error on a question oflaw invalidating the decision". The first
relates to an error in the substantive law applied by the Trial Chamber and the second to an error in
the exercise of the Trial Chamber's discretion. 23 Where the error alleged is one of substantive law,
the Respondent says that the nature of the burden on the appealing party is that of persuasion rather
than proof,24 Where the appeal is Ibased on an error in the exercise of the Trial Chamber's discretion,
the Respondent contends that the Appeals Chamber should review the impugned decision under an
abuse of discretion standard.£5· The Respondent submits that "absent a showing that the Trial
Chamber abused its discretion, the Appeals Chamber should not substitute its own view for that of
the Trial Chamber.,,26
31. As regards the standard of review under Article 25(1)(b) of the Statute, which provides for an
appeal on the basis of "an error of fact which has occasioned a miscarriage of justice," the
Respondent identifies two types of error which may be the subject of an appeal under this provision.
The first is an error based on the submission of additional evidence that was not available at trial,
and the second is an error in the factual conclusions the Trial Chamber reached based upon the
evidence submitted at trial. 27
32. The Respondent contends that the standard of review on appeal proposed by the Appellant is
erroneous, and that the Appeals Chamber should not disturb the Trial Chamber's findings of fact,
unless no reasonable person could have so concluded on the evidence presented. 28 The Respondent
finds equally mistaken the Appellant's proposed standards as regards the burden placed on the
Appellant. 29
33. The Respondent further submits that in order to appeal a decision under Article 25(1), a party has
to object at trial in a timely and proper manner to an error of the Trial Chamber or to a Trial
Chamber's abuse of discretion, or the issue of waiver must be considered. 30

B. Discussion
34. Article 25 of the Statute sets forth the circumstances in which a party may appeal from a final
decision of the Trial Chamber. A party invoking a specific ground of appeal must establish an error
within the scope of this provision, which provides:
1. The Appeals Chamber shall hear appeals from persons convicted by the Trial
Chambers or from the Prosecutor on the following grounds:
(a) an error on a question oflaw invalidating the decision; or
(b) an error of fact which has occasioned a miscarriage of justice.
2. The Appeals Chamber may affirm, reverse or revise the decisions taken by the Trial
Chambers.
35. Errors oflaw do not raise a question as to the standard of review as directly as errors of fact.
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Where a party contends that a Trial Chamber made an error oflaw, the Appeals Chamber, as the
final arbiter of the law of the Tribunal, must determine whether there was such a mistake. A party
alleging that there was an error oflaw must be prepared to advance arguments in support of the
contention; but, if the arguments do not support the contention, that party has not failed to discharge
a burden in the sense that a person who fails to discharge a burden automatically loses his point. The
Appeals Chamber may step in and, for other reasons, find in favour of the contention that there is an
error oflaw.
36. Furthermore, this Chamber is only empowered to reverse or revise a decision of the Trial
Chamber on the basis of Article 25(l)(a) when there is an error oflaw that invalidates that decision.
It is not any error oflaw that leads to a reversal or revision of the Trial Chamber's decision; rather,
the appealing party alleging an error of law must also demonstrate that the error renders the decision
invalid.

37. As to an allegation that there was an error offact, this Chamber agrees with the following
principle set fortJh by the Appeals Chamber for the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (lithe
ICTR")J.l in Serushago:
Under the Statute and the Rules of the Tribunal, a Trial Chamber is required as a matter
of law to take account of mitigating circumstances. But the question of whether a Trial
Chamber gave due weight to any mitigating circumstance is a question of fact. In
putting forward this question as a ground of appeal, the Appellant must discharge two
burdens. He must show that the Trial Chamber did indeed commit the error, and, if it
did, he must go on to show that the error resulted in a miscarriage of justice.32
Similarly, under Article 25(l)(b) of the ICTY Statute, it is not any and every error of fact which will
cause the Appeals Chamber to overturn a decision of the Trial Chamber, but one which has led to a
miscarriage of justice. A miscarriage ofjustice is defined in Black's Law Dictionary as "a grossly
unfair outcome in judicial proceedings, as when a defendant is convicted despite a lack of evidence
on an essential element of the crime.,,33 This Chamber adopts the following approach taken by the
Appeals Chamber in the Tadic casel4. in dealing with challenges to factual findings by Trial
Chambers:
[t]he task of hearing, assessing and weighing the evidence presented at trial is left to the
judges sitting in a Trial Chamber. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber must give a margin
of deference to a finding of fact reached by a Trial Chamber. It is only where the
evidence relied on by the Trial Chamber could not reasonably have been accepted by
any reasonable person that the Appeals Chamber can substitute its own finding for that
of the Trial Chamber. It is important to note that two judges, both acting reasonably, can
come to different conclusions on the basis of the same evidence. 35
The position taken by this Chamber in the Tadic Appeals Judgement has been reaffirmed in the
Aleksovski Appeals Judgement. 36 The reason the Appeals Chamber will not lightly disturb findings
of fact by a Trial Chamber is well known; the Trial Chamber has the advantage of observing witness
testimony first-hand, and is, therefore, better positioned than this Chamber to assess the reliability
and credibility of the evidence.
38. The Appeals Chamber now turns to consider the Appellant's submissions in relation to the
appropriate standard of review where the sufficiency of the evidence in support of a conviction is
challenged on appeal. The Appellant submits that the Tadic Appeals Judgement demonstrates that, in
evaluating the sufficiency of the evidence in support of a conviction, the Appeals Chamber must
determine whether the standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt was correctly applied by the Trial
Chamber. 37 The Appellant further invites the Appeals Chamber to: 1) conduct an independent
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assessment of the evidence, both as to its sufficiency and its quality; and 2) inquire whether a
reasonable trier of fact could have found that an inference or hypothesis consistent with innocence of
the offence charged was open on the evide~nce.l8. The Appellant further contends that, as to the
application of the standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt, the Appeals Chamber must find that
guilt was not merely a reasonable conclusion based on the evidence, but rather the only "fair and
rational hypothesis which may be derived from the evidence".12
39. The Appellant's reliance on the Tadic Appeals Judgement is misplaced. In Tadic, the Appeals
Chamber held that the Trial Chamber had erred in law in its application of the legal standard of proof
beyond reasonable doubt to its factual findings in respect of certain charges in the indictment. The
application of the correct legal standard did not support the inferences which the Trial Chamber had
drawn from the facts. On a true interpretation, the Tadic Appeals Chamber did not disturb the finding
of facts by the Trial Chamber.
40. The Appeals Chamber finds no merit in the Appellant's submission which it understands to mean
that the scope of the appellate function should be expanded to include de novo review. This Chamber
does not operate as a second Trial Chamber. The role of the Appeals Chamber is limited, pursuant to
Article 25 of the Statute, to correcting errors of law invalidating a decision, and errors of fact which
have occasioned a miscarriage of justice.

HI. FIRST GROUND OF APPEAL
A. Submissions of the Parties

1. The Appellant
41. As a first ground of appeal against the Judgement, the Appellant argues that he was denied the
right to a fair trial under Article 21 of the Statute. As a consequence, the Appeals Chamber should
acquit him on Counts 13 and 14 of the Amended Indictment. In support of this ground, the Appellant
submits the following arguments: (a) he did not receive fair notice of the charges to be proven
against him; (b) the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion in respect of the conflicting
testimony of Witness A and Witness D; and (c) he was denied the right under Article 21(4) of the
Statute to call witnesses during the re-opened proceedings.v'
(a) Lack of fair notice of the charges to be proven against the Appellant
42. As a first aspect of this ground of appeal, the Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber erred by
failing to ensure that he received fair notice of the charges to be proven against him, as required by
Articles 20 and 21 of the Statute.
43. The Appellant argues that his convictions rested upon a sequence of events which were not
described in any document filed by the Prosecutor prior to trial and that the case of the Prosecutor
leading to the findings of the Trial Chamber, which in tum resulted in his convictions, was not
presented to him until tria1. 4 1 He submits that the Prosecutor's case at trial proved to be inconsistent
with that reflected in the Indictment and Amended Indictment and the pre-trial pleadings.!.:!,
44. More specifically, the Appellant contends that the documents submitted by the Prosecutor prior
to trial, on which the Appellant relied for trial preparation, including the Indictment and the 1995
Statement by Witness A, do not contain any allegations of complicity in rapes or sexual assaults
committed in the large room ("the Large Room") either in his presence or after his departure. 4J
According to the Appellant, the Amended Indictment does not contain allegations of a conspiracy

)
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between him and Accused B, nor does it contain allegations of concert of action and forced nudity,
since any rapes and sexual assaults committed in the Large Room are alleged to have taken place
before the Appellant's arrival in that room. 44 The Appellant contends that, in reliance on the
Prosecutor's pre-trial submissions and the Indictment, he prepared for trial in the reasonable belief
that the Prosecutor would attempt to prove that he arrived in the Large Room after the sexual
assaults on Witness A by Accused B had taken place. 45 The Appellant submits that the testimony of
Witness A at trial was inconsistent with the events alleged in the Amended Indictment and all pretrial pleadings, in that Witness A testified at trial that the Appellant l) began questioning Witness A
prior to Accused B's arrival in the Large Room, 2) was present at the time of Accused B' S rape of
Witness A in the Large Room, 3) questioned Witness A in the "Large Room" while Accused B was
raping her and otherwise sexually assaulting her, and 4) left Witness A with Accused B in the Large
Room where Accused B continued to rape and sexually assault her. 46

45. The Appellant contends that he alerted the Trial Chamber to the serious prejudice he suffered as
a result of the misleading pleadings and that the Trial Chamber responded by issuing a decision,
dated 12 June 1998, stating that it would consider the evidence of Witness A only "insofar as it
relates to Paragraphs 25 and 26 as pleaded in the Indictment. ,,47 A subsequent motion for
clarification submitted by the Prosecutor led to an additional confidential decision, dated 15 June
1998, specifying that "[T]he Trial Chamber rules inadmissible all evidence relating to rape and
sexual assault perpetrated on [Witness A] by the individual identified as [Accused B] in the presence
of the accused in the 'Large Room' apart from the evidence of sexual assault alleged in paragraph 25
of the [Amended Indictment].,,48 The Appellant submits that, in reliance on the decisions of the Trial
Chamber, he did not undertake the necessary measures to obtain additional witnesses who could
testify to his absence from the Large Room while Witness A was being sexually assaulted. 49 He
further contends that the Amended Indictment did not allege that he left Witness A to be sexually
assaulted by Accused B. 50

46. In sum, the Appellant submits that the trial proved to be unfair when the Trial Chamber made
findings concerning rapes and sexual assaults perpetrated by Accused B on Witness A in the Large
Room on the basis of evidence which it had previously declared inadmissible, and convicted the
Appellant based on those findings.
(b) The Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion in relation to the conflict between the
testimony of Witness A and that of Witness D
47. In respect of the second aspect of this ground of appeal, the Appellant submits that he did not
receive a fair trial as a result of the Trial Chamber's failure to provide a reasoned opinion to explain
its evaluation of the conflicting evidence of Witness A and Witness D on a determinative issue. The
Appellant contends that the Trial Chamber failed to reconcile the conflicting testimony as to whether
the Appellant conducted an interrogation in the pantry ("the Pantry") and whether he was even
present in that room. He argues that the absence of reasoning in the Judgement on this decisive point
constitutes an error of law and violates his right to a fair trial under Articles 21 and 23(2) of the
Statute as well as under Article 6(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights.j-'

48. While recognising that the Trial Chamber need not address every discrepancy in the evidence,
the Appellant contends that discrepancies on issues that may be determinative of guilt or innocence
must be addressed in a reasoned manner, 52 The Appellant cites the European Convention on Human
Rights and the jurisprudence ofthe European Court of Human Rights to support the contention that
"the Trial Chamber was under an obligation to address well-founded submissions on determinative
issues. n~J.
(c) Denial of the right to call Witnesses F and Enes Surkovic upon the reopening of the proceedings
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49. As a third aspect of this ground of appeal, the Appellant contends that the Trial Chamber denied
his right under Article 21(4) of the Statute to obtain the attendance and examination of Witness F
and Enes Surkovic during the re-opened proceedings, as part of his general right to a fair trial. 54
50. The Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber failed to remedy the prejudice suffered by him as a
consequence ofthe Prosecutor's inexcusa.ble misconduct with regard to the belated disclosure of the
Medica documents, since the relief chosen by the Trial Chamber failed to place him in the position
he would have been in had the Prosecutor disclosed the Medica documents prior to trial. 55
According to the Appellant, the scope of the re-opened proceedings was so restrictive that he could
not pursue relevant defences and, consequently, did not receive a fair trial. The Appellant argues
that, by limiting the issues at the re-opened proceedings to the psychiatric and psychological
treatment received by Witness A, he was prevented from introducing relevant evidence contained in
the Medica documents, such as Witness A's mental and emotional condition during the material
period in 1993, the relevance of which was unknown to the Defence prior to the disclosure of the
Medica documents.s'' Furthermore, according to the Appellant, the limited scope of the re-opened
proceedings prevented him from introducing evidence regarding the credibility of Witness A's trial
testimony in respect of her emotional condition during the relevant period of 1993.~7
51. The Appellant further contends that the Trial Chamber erred in denying him the right to call
Witness F on the ground that his testimony would fall outside the scope of the re-opened
proceedings. The Appellant submits that the testimony of Witness F was within the ambit of the reopened proceedings, since, among other things, Witness F was purportedly the first person to take
Witness A for medical treatment after the events in question. 58 Furthermore, the Appellant submits
that it was only in the course of the investigation arising out of the disclosure of the Medica
documents that he learnt that Witness F had relevant information. 59
52. In respect of Bnes Surkovic, the Appellant argues that his proposed testimony would bear
directly on the issue of Witness A's credibility and, in particular, Witness A's repudiation of a 1993
statement which Enes Surkovic prepared based on a conversation he had with Witness A in
December 1993. 60
2. The Respondent
53. The Prosecutor rejects the Appellant"s complaints regarding the alleged errors committed by the
Trial Chamber, as set out in the first ground of appeal, and requests that this ground be dismissed.
(a) Appellant received fair notice in respect of the charges to be proven against him
54. In addressing the first aspect of this ground of appeal, the Prosecutor submits that there was
ample notice of the conduct alleged in paragraphs 25 and 26 of the Amended Indictment which the
Appellant faced at trial, 61 and that, in any event, the issue oflack of fair notice as to conduct in the
Large Room which was not reflected in the Amended Indictment was resolved by the Trial
Chamber's Decision of 12 June 1998, granting the Appellant's request to exclude certain evidence. 62
The Prosecutor further submits that there are no findings in the Judgement which support the
Appellant's argument that the Trial Chamber based its conviction on evidence which it had
previously held to be inadmissible.V
(b) Alleged failure of the Trial Chamber to provide a reasoned opinion in relation to the conflict
between the testimony of Witness A and that of Witness D
55. The Prosecutor submits that there is no inconsistency between the testimony of Witnesses A and
D as to whether Witness D was interrogated in the Pantry and that there is no failure on the part of
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the Trial Chamber to give a reasoned opinion on this particular issue. The Prosecutor further submits
that the Trial Chamber was under no obligation to provide reasons for its findings with respect to an
issue that was never squarely raised by either party.64 The Prosecutor contends that the Trial
Chamber's findings (or lack thereof) with respect to the alleged inconsistencies in the evidence of
Witness A and Witness D conceming the Appellant's presence in the Pantry do not amount to a
violation of the Appellant's right to a reasoned opinion pursuant to Article 23 of the Statute. 65 The
Prosecutor says that, upon a review of the Judgement in its totality, the Trial Chamber provided a
"reasoned opinion in writing", as required by Article 23 of the Statute}i_Q The Prosecutor
distinguishes the circumstances of the instant case from those in the case law on which the Appellant
relies. 67
(c) Alleged denial of the right to call Witnesses F and Bnes Surkovic upon the reopening ofthe
procee_dings

56. The Prosecutor rejects the Appellant's contention that the scope of the re-opened proceedings
was too limited and submits that the new matter which arose as a result of the belated disclosure of
the Medica documents was correctly circumscribed by the Trial Chamber in its decision to reopen
the proceedings. 68 The Prosecutor contends that the issue of medical, psychiatric or psychological
treatment or counselling received by Witness A was the focus of the re-opened proceedings, and not
the mental health or psychological state of Witness A generally.P'' According to the Prosecutor, the
Appellant was aware that any evidence relating to the mental health or psychological state of
Witness A generally would have been material to his case since his defence had been conducted on
the basis that Witness A's memory was flawed. Consequently, the Prosecutor submits, the Appellant
was under an obligation to exercise due diligence in respect of the production of such evidence
during the tria1. 70
57. With regard to the proposed testimony of Witness F, the Prosecutor submits that this testimony
would not have been relevant to the issue of any medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment or
counselling received by Witness A after 1993. The Prosecutor, therefore, argues that the Trial
Chamber's decision to deny the Appellant leave to introduce the testimony of Witness F was in
accordance with the limits set by the Trial Chamber's decision defming the scope of the re-opened
proceedings. The Prosecutor fur1her contends that the alleged relevance of Witness F's proposed
testimony could have been ascertained through the exercise of due diligence before the Medica
documents were disclosed. 71
58. The Prosecutor contends that the same conclusions apply in respect of the proposed testimony of
Enes Surkovic. 7:1

B. Discussion
(a) First aspect of the first ground of appeal
59. With regard to the first aspect of the first ground of appeal, the Appellant submits that his trial
was unfair since he did not receive fair notice of the charges to be proven against him. In particular,
he complains that the Trial Chamber erred by including certain findings in the Judgement relating to
acts which fall outside the scope of the Amended Indictment.
60. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Indictment was filed and remains under seal. On 2 June
1998, however, the Prosecutor filed an .Amended Indictment, which set forth, by way of a redacted
version of the Indictment, only those allegations underlying three counts against the Appellant,1.1
The only difference between the Indictment and the Amended Indictment is that in the former the
introductory words "shortly after the events described in paragraphs 21 and 22" appear in paragraph
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25. The Appellant did not raise any objections in respect of the Amended Indictment as filed on 2
June 1998, and his trial proceeded on the basis of the charges as set forth therein. Any complaint
raised by the Appellant as to whether he received fair notice of the charges to be proven against him
must be assessed in light of the allegations contained in the Amended Indictment. Accordingly, the
charges set forth in the Indictment against the Appellant and the other co-accused, including
Accused B, are not relevant to the determination of this ground of appeal.

61. Article 18(4) of the Statute and Rule 47(C) of the Rules require that an indictment contain a
concise statement of the facts of the case and of the crime with which the suspect is charged. That
requirement does not include an obligation to state in the indictment the evidence on which the
Prosecution has relied, Where evidence is presented at trial which, in the view of the accused, falls
outside the scope of the indictment, an objection as to lack of fair notice may be raised and an
appropriate remedy may be provided by the Trial Chamber, either by way of an adjournment of the
proceedings, allowing the Defence adequate time to respond to the additional allegations, or by
excluding the challenged evidence.
62. The Amended Indictment alleges in relevant part:
On or about 15 May 1993, at the Jokers Headquarters in Nadioci (the "Bungalow") [the
Appellant] the local commander of the Jokers, [Accused B] and another soldier
interrogated Witness A. While being questioned by [the Appellant], [Accused B] rubbed
his knife against Witness A's inner thigh and lower stomach and threatened to put his
knife inside Witness A's vagina should she not tell the truth,74
63. The Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that his questioning of Witness A
in the Large Room commenced prior to Accused B's entry, as this sequence of events is not
consistent with that set forth in the Amended Indictment. While it is stated in the Judgement that
"Witness A, under cross-examination was adamant that [the Appellant] was in the [Large Room]
before Accused 13 entered", 75 this is merely a narrative account of the evidence given by Witness A
and does not forrn part of the Trial Chamber's factual findings. The Appeals Chamber, therefore, is
unable to find any merit in the Appellant's submission.
64. The Appellant further submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that rapes and sexual
assaults were committed in his presence in the Large Room, on the basis of evidence which it had
previously declared inadmissible, and in convicting him on that basis. The objection was founded on
the fact that the Amended Indictment did not include an allegation that the Appellant was present in
the Large Room, while rapes and sexual assaults were perpetrated there. The Appeals Chamber
observes that the Trial Chamber upheld this objection insofar as it ruled "inadmissible all evidence
relating to rape and sexual assault perpetrated on [Witness A] by [Accused B[ in the presence of the
[Appellant] in the 'Large Room' apart from the evidence of sexual assault alleged in paragraph 25 of
the [Amended Indictment]",76

65. The Appellant however raises the additional question whether the Trial Chamber failed to adhere
to the terms of its own decision by including factual findings in the Judgement.concerning rapes and
sexual assaults committed in the Appellant's presence in the Large Room and convicting the
Appellant on that basis. These factual findings are set out in the following paragraphs of the
Judgement relating to events in the Large Room:

124. Witness A was interrogated by the [Appellant]. She was forced by Accused B to
undress and remain naked before a substantial number of soldiers. She was subjected to
cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and to threats of serious physical assault by
Accused B in the course of her interrogation by the [Appellant]. The purpose of this
abuse was to extract information from Witness A about her family, her connection with
the ABiH and her relationship with certain Croatian soldiers, and also to degrade and

-
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humiliate her. The interrogation by the [Appellant] and the abuse by Accused B were
parallel to each other.

, to

125. Witness A was left by the accused in the custody of Accused B, who proceeded to
rape her, sexually assault her, and to physically abuse and degrade her.
126. Witness A was subjected to severe physical and mental suffering and public
humiliation.
66. The Appeals Chamber would observe that paragraph 125 refers to rapes and sexual assaults
perpetrated by Accused B after the Appellant's departure from the Large Room. The Trial Chamber
did not make any factual findings that rapes and sexual assaults were committed in the Appellant's
presence in the Large Room, nor was the Appellant convicted on that basis)Z
67. The Appellant further submits that the Trial Chamber's finding that the Appellant left Witness A
in the Large Room to be raped and sexually assaulted by Accused B was impermissible as falling
outside the scope of the Amended Indictment.78 In this context, the Appeals Chamber notes the
following. Although the Amended Indictment against the Appellant does not contain any allegations
to that effect, at trial Witness A gave evidence that the Appellant left her in the Large Room where
she was raped and sexually assaulted by Accused B. In its Judgement, the Trial Chamber states that
the Defence "has not disputed that the [Appellant] left Witness A in the room and that there followed
another phase of serious sexual assaults by Accused B.,,79 The Trial Chamber found that "Witness A
was left by the [Appellant] in the custody of Accused B, who proceeded to rape her, sexually assault
her, and to physically abuse and degrade her".80 But while finding so as part of the narrative, the
Trial Chamber did not say that the Appellant, in leaving Witness A in the custody of Accused B, did
so with the intent that Accused B :should perform those acts on Witness A. The performance of such
acts by Accused B did not influence the Trial Chamber in coming to a decision to convict the
Appellant. This is borne out by a review of the Trial Chamber's legal findings in support of the
Appellant's conviction for torture under Count 13 which contain no reference to rapes and sexual
assaults in the Large Room:
The Trial Chamber is satisfied that the Appellant was present in the large room and
interrogated Witness A, whilst she was in a state of nudity. As she was being
interrogated, Accused B rubbed his knife on the inner thighs of Witness A and
threatened to cut out her private parts if she did not tell the truth in answer to the
interrogation by the accused. The accused did not stop his interrogation, which
eventually culminated in his threatening to confront Witness A with another person,
meaning Witness D and that she would then confess to the allegations against her. To
this extent, the interrogation by the accused and the activities of Accused B became one
process. The physical attacks, as well as the threats to inflict severe injury, caused
severe physical and mental suffering to Witness A.n
There is no reference in this paragraph or in any of the other paragraphs relating to these legal
findings to the evidence of Witness A being "left by the [Appellant] in the custody of Accused B,
who proceeded to rape her, sexually assault her, and to physically abuse and degrade her.,,82
(b) Second aspect of the first ground of appeal
68. The Appellant submits that he was denied a fair trial under Article 21 (2) and Article 23(2) ofthe
Statute, since the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion as to the manner in which it
resolved the conflict between the testimony of Witness A and that of Witness D on the question
whether the Appellant conducted an interrogation in the Pantry. The Appellant specifically objects to
the Trial Chamber's conclusion that "the evidence of Witness 0 does confirm the evidence of
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Witness A in this regard.,,83
69. The right of an accused under Article 23 of the Statute to a reasoned opinion is an aspect of the
fair trial requirement embodied in Articles 20 and 21 of the Statute. The case-law that has developed
under the European Convention on Human Rights establishes that a reasoned opinion is a component
of the fair hearing requirement, but that "the extent to which this duty ... applies may vary
according to the nature of the decision" and "can only be determined in the light of the circumstances
of the case.,,84 The European Court of Human Rights has held that a "tribunal' is not obliged to give
a detailed answer to every argument. 85

70. From a reading of the Judgement, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber dealt
satisfactorily with the evidence of Witnesses A and D. Paragraphs 84 - 89 ofthe Judgement are
devoted to events in the Pantry. In these paragraphs, the Trial Chamber considered the evidence of
both Witnesses A and D in respect of the events in the Pantry and, on this basis, arrived at its factual
findings which are set out in paragraphs 127 - 130.
71. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that there was any necessary conflict in the
evidence of the two witnesses. Indeed, Witness D's evidence could be read to support Witness A's
testimony that the Appellant was present in the Pantry, as Witness D testified that he entered the
Pantry with the Appellant and that later, while he was being beaten by Accused B, the Appellant was
standing by the doorway to the Pantry.86
72. As to the Appellant's objection to the Trial Chamber's statement that "the evidence of Witness D
does confirm the: evidence of Witness A in this regard,n8.2 the Appeals Chamber notes that this
conclusion does not relate to the issue whether the Appellant interrogated anyone in the Pantry or
whether he was present in that room. The: statement was made in the context of the Trial Chamber's
review of certain inconsistencies in Witness A's testimony and did not refer to the question whether
the Appellant conducted any interrogation in the Pantry. The Appellant's objection is therefore
unfounded.

73. Based on the: foregoing analysis, the Appeals Chamber finds that the evidence is not conflicting
on the question whether the Appellant conducted an interrogation in the Pantry or whether he was
present in that room during the physical assaults perpetrated by Accused B upon Witnesses A and D.
In view of this, the Appeals Chamber is unable to conclude that the Trial Chamber erred in the
manner alleged by the Appellant.
(c) Third aspect of the first ground of appeal
74. In respect of the third aspect of the first ground, the Appellant contends that, by preventing him
from introducing the testimony of Witness F and Enes Surkovic when the proceedings were reopened, the Trial Chamber violated his right, under Article 21(4) of the Statute, to examine, and
obtain the attendance of, relevant witnesses on his behalf.
75. Article 2I(4)(e) of the Statute grants an accused the right "to obtain the attendance and
examination of witnesses on his behalf'. This right is, for obvious reasons, subject to certain
conditions, including a requirement that the evidence should be called at the proper time. ll-.8. In this
regard, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Appellant was obliged, under the applicable rules, to
present all available evidence at trial. However, it should be noted that the proceedings were reopened due to the exceptional circumstance of the Prosecutor's late disclosure of material which, in
the view of the Trial Chamber, "clearly had the potential to affect the' credibility ofprosecution
evidence",.82 The question arises whether the Trial Chamber was correct to limit the Appellant's
right to call new evidence in the re-opened proceedings to "any medical, psychological or psychiatric
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treatment or counselling received by Witness A after May 1993,,,90 and to deny him the right to call
Witness F and Enes Surkovic on the ground that their proposed testimony fell outside the scope of
the re-opened proceedings.
76. As to the first issue, namely, whether the scope of the re-opened proceedings was too restrictive,
the Appeals Chamber notes that the material belatedly disclosed by the Prosecutor was a witness
statement dated 16 September 1995 from a psychologist at the Medica Women's Therapy Centre,
concerning the treatment Witness A had received at the Centre. The Trial Chamber determined that
the sole issue arising out of the disclosure of the material was the medical, psychological or
psychiatric treatment or counselling received by Witness A, and not the more general question ofthe
mental health and psychological state of Witness A. The Appeals Chamber sees no basis for
interfering with this assessment. Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber considers that the relevance of
Witness A's mental health could not have: been unknown to the Appellant prior to the Prosecutor's
disclosure of the material, especially in the light of the mistreatment that Witness A had endured and
the circumstance that the Appellant's defence was premised on the fact that Witness A's memory was
flawed and that she was therefore not a reliable witness. This conclusion is supported by the fact
that, at trial the Appellant called an expert witness, Dr. Elisabeth Loftus, to testify on the effects of
shock and trauma on memory. In accordance with the general rule that evidence should be called at
the proper time, the Appellant was obliged to call all evidence which, in his estimation, had a bearing
on the more general subject of Witness A's mental condition and her lack of reliability during the
trial.
77. The second issue concerns the Trial Chamber's denial of the Appellant's alleged right to call
Witness F and Enes Surkovic on the ground that their proposed evidence fell outside the scope of the
re-opened proceedings. The Appeals Chamber finds no merit in the Appellant's submission that the
evidence was incorrectly excluded. The proposed evidence was clearly not relevant to the question
of medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment or counselling received by Witness A, which was
the subject of the re-opened proceedings. Outside of these matters, the introduction of the evidence
at that stage could not be justifiedl.
78. The Appeals Chamber accordingly finds that the Trial Chamber did not err when it decided to
deny the Appellant the right to call Witness F and Enes Surkovic on the ground that the proposed
testimony fell outside the scope of the re-opened proceedings.
79. For the foregoing reasons, this ground must fail.

IV. SECOND GROUND OF APPEAL
A. Su.bmissions of the Parties
1. The Appellant
80. As the second ground of appeal, the Appellant submits that the Prosecutor failed to prove beyond
reasonable doubt:: (a) that he committed torture; and (b) that he committed outrages upon personal
dignity including rape.
(a) The evidence was insufficient to convict Anto Furundzija of the crime of torture (Count 13 of the
Amended Indictment)

81. The Appellant alleges that the Trial Chamber established his liability for the crime of torture on
the basis of its finding that he interrogated Witness A in the Pantry, but that the evidence does not
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prove this beyond reasonable doubt.5.U He claims that Witness D testified that the only interrogator in
the Pantry was Accused B, and that the "very, very credible" testimony of the "truthful" Witness D,
as described by the Prosecutor during the trial, precludes a finding that the Appellant conducted any
interrogation in the Pantry.~2.
82. The Appellant further contends that Witness A's identification of him in court is unreliable. 93 He
refers to the case of Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadic where the Trial Chamber addressed the need to
identify the accused independently of in-court identification.v' He submits that in the Judgement, the
Trial Chamber never addressed the possibility that Witness A's memory of him could have been
displaced or altered, when she saw his image on a BBC television report, or that her in-court
identification of him was merely an identification of the man she had seen on television rather than a
description of the person she had seen in the Large Room or the Pantry.95
83. The Appellant further submits that the acts charged in the Amended Indictment would not
constitute torture" even if proven. The Appellant alleges that the Prosecutor failed to prove that, by
the acts and omissions charged in the Amended Indictment, he intentionally inflicted "severe pain or
suffering, whether physical or mental", aimed at "obtaining information or a confession, or at
punishing, intimidating, humiliating or coercing the victim or a third person, or at discriminating, on
any ground, against the victim or a third person. ,,96
84. The Appellant contends that, to establish his liability as co-perpetrator of the crime of torture
under the Trial Chamber's definition of the necessary elements of that crime, proof by the Prosecutor
that he questioned Witness A is insufficient. He submits that a direct connection must be proven
between his questioning and the infliction by Accused B of severe pain and suffering upon Witness
A, whether physical or mental,97 but that there has been no such proof. 98
85. The Appellant further submits that Witness A's testimony of the events was unreliable, as she
suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder ("PTSD"), and that the inconsistencies in her testimony
do not justify the Trial Chamber's finding that "inconsistencies may, in certain circumstances,
indicate truthfulness and the absence of interference with witnesses" .2.2
(b) The evidence was insufficient to convict Anto Furundzija of the crime of outrages upon personal
dignity, including rape
86. The Appellant submits that the: Trial Chamber cited no authority for the proposition that his
presence alone could support a conviction for aiding and abetting. 100 He contends that the acts
charged against him in paragraph 26 of the Amended Indictment do not constitute aiding and
abetting, and that the cases upon which the Trial Chamber relied to support the conviction for aiding
and abetting are distinguishable from the instant case. The Appellant distinguishes the circumstances
in the Dachau Concentration Camp case and submits that the conduct of the accused in that case,
which the court found to constitute "acting in pursuance of a common design to violate the laws and
usages of war", did not occur in the present case. lQl Referring to the case of Rohde, he argues that
there is no evidence that he was a link in the chain of events that led to the rape of Witness A. J 02 He
also refers to the decision in the Stalag Luft III case, and submits that there is no proof that his acts
contributed directly to the rape or that the rape would not have happened in this manner had he not
aided it willingly. 103 Relying on the Schonfeld case, the Appellant submits that he cannot be
convicted of aiding and abetting merely because he did not endeavour to prevent the rape of Witness
AJ04 He argues that, unlike in the Schonfeld case, there was no allegation in this case that his mere
presence in or outside the Pantry "was cakulated to give additional confidence" to Accused B. 10S He
also submits that his case is to be contrasted with the Almelo Trial and the Trial of Otto Sandrock
and Three Others, since there was no allegation or evidence thathe knew that there was a common
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purpose behind the rape of Witness A or that he had gone to the Pantry for the very purpose of
having Witness A raped. 106
2. The Respondent
(a) The eviden~ywas sufficient to convict the Appellant of torture
87. As regards the Appellant's argument that Witness D testified that the only interrogator in the
Pantry was Accused B, the Respondent submits that there is no inconsistency between the testimony
of Witnesses A and D as to whether Witness D was interrogated in the Pantry and that there is no
failure on the part of the Trial Chamber to give a reasoned opinion on this particular issue. IO?
88. With respect to the Appellant's argument concerning his in-court identification by Witness A, the
Prosecutor submits that a proper identification of the Appellant did not depend only on Witness A's
evidence, but that Witness D's evidence, among others, was highly relevant, and that the totality of
the evidence more than sufficient'ly identified the Appellant. I08
89. As regards the Appellant's contention that the acts charged against him in the Amended
Indictment, even if proven, do not constitute torture, the Prosecutor interprets that contention to
include such issues as the insufficiency of the Amended Indictment, an error of law by the Trial
Chamber in determining the elements of torture, the insufficiency of the evidence, and the lack of
showing of a previous conspiracy or of evidence in support of a finding of action in concert. 109. The
Prosecutor submits that the elements of torture committed in an armed conflict, as stated by the Trial
Chamber in the Judgement, reflect a correct interpretation of the law. ill It is submitted that there
was sufficient and relevant evidence for the Trial Chamber to draw the factual conclusions to
establish beyond reasonable doubt the elements of the offence of torture in this case.llJ The
Prosecutor submits that neither the Statute and the Rules nor the jurisprudence of the International
Tribunal require that each and every element of an offence be alleged in an indictment, and that, by
failing to raise the insufficiency of the Amended Indictment at the pre-trial stage, the Appellant
effectively waived this argument ill Any challenge by the Appellant to the Trial Chamber's
formulation of the elements of torture would constitute an error oflaw that requires de novo review.
However, the Prosecutor considers that the determination by the Trial Chamber that the evidence
proved the Appellant's guilt of torture beyond reasonable doubt should not be disturbed, as there is a
reasonable basis for it.ill
90. As to the question whether the Amended Indictment contained sufficient allegations of concerted
action between Accused B and the Appellant, the Prosecutor submits that the Amended Indictment
alleged that the Appellant was liable under Article 7(1) of the Statute, and that the Tadic Appeals
Judgement establishes that liability for action in concert is contained within Article 7(1) of the
Statute.ill With respect to the need to demonstrate a conspiracy or a pre-existing plan, the
Prosecutor argues that this is unnecessary, as the Tadic Appeals Judgement finds that individual
criminal responsibility does not require a pre-existing plan between the parties.1l5 The Prosecutor
contends that the evidence provided a reasonable basis for the finding of co-perpetration, consistent
with the Tadic Appeals Judgement,lli and, in her view, established that the Appellant acted "in
unison" with Accused B, performing different parts of the torture process.ill The Prosecutor submits
that the events in this case should not be artificially divided between the Large Room and the Pantry,
as the process was a continuum and must be assessed in its entirety.1L~ It is her view that the
Appellant has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber's finding that the Appellant and Accused
B acted in concert was unreasonable.l--' and that there is no requirement that there be proof of a preexisting plan or design in order to find the accused criminally liable as a co-perpetrator; common
design may be inferred from the circumstances ofthe case. 120
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91. The Prosecutor notes that Witness A testified that there was a relationship between the questioi•.,
and the assaults,ill and that the evidence demonstrated that the Appellant was seeking information
from Witness A. Even assuming that the main purpose of the Appellant was to obtain information, in
contrast with the purpose of Accused B, which was to humiliate and degrade Witness A, that main
purpose would not alter the individual criminal responsibility of the Appellant as co-perpetrator of
torture..L22.
92. Contrary to the Appellant's argument that the Trial Chamber erred in finding Witness A to be
reliable, the Prosecutor is of the view that the Trial Chamber had ample opportunity to assess all the
submissions made on this issue and its determination should be given due weight,l22
(b) The evidence: was sufficient to convict the Appellant of the crime of outrages upon personal
dignity including rape
93. It is the Prosecutor's view that the substance of the Appellant's arguments relates to the mode of
participation, i.e., aiding and abetting, upon which the Appellant was found guilty of outrages upon
personal dignity.
94. The Prosecutor addresses the three bases supporting the Appellant's arguments. First, as regards
the Appellant's submission that the Prosecutor failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the
Appellant conducted any interrogation in the Pantry, based on Witness D's testimony, the Prosecutor
argues that the Trial Chamber's findings were reasonable and that Witness D's testimony
corroborated Witness A's testimony as to the presence of the Appellant in the Pantry. 124 Secondly,
concerning the Appellant's submission that Witness A's identification of the Appellant in court was
unreliable, the Prosecutor contends that the totality of the evidence confirms the identity of the
Appellant as the perpetrator of the crimes of which he now stands accused.ill Thirdly, the
Prosecutor submits that the Appellant's argument that the acts described in paragraph 26 of the
Amended Indictment do not constitute aiding and abetting is based on the Appellant's
misunderstanding of the case law cited in the Judgement. In support, the Prosecutor refers to the case
law of the International Tribunal which establishes that a "knowing presence" that has a direct and
substantial effect on the commission of the illegal act is sufficient "to base a finding of participation
and assign the criminal culpability that accompanies it." 126
95. Regarding the Appellant's argument that the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Amended
Indictment did not meet the requirements for aiding and abetting reflected in the cases cited by the
Trial Chamber, the Prosecutor submits that what is relevant to the appeal is not the allegations
contained in the charging instrument, but the legal and factual findings contained in the
Judgement. 127. Overall, the Prosecutor submits that the Appellant must demonstrate that the findings
of the Trial Chamber are inconsistent with existing international customary law and with other
decisions of this Tribunal and consequently cannot constitute the basis for determining individual
criminal responsibility. 128
3. Appellant in Reply
96. The Appellant submits that the evidence is insufficient to support the Trial Chamber's finding of
his guilt beyond reasonable doubt. 129 He argues that there is no direct evidence of concerted action
and that the inference could be drawn that there was no concert of action between him and Accused
B. 130 He also argues that, given the unreIiability of Witness A's testimony, there is no evidence that
he did anything to Witness A or that he shared any criminal purpose with Accused B.Dl He
contends that the testimony of Witness D raises a reasonable doubt as to the reliability of Witness
A's testimony.Ul
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97. The Appellant also claims that there is reasonable doubt as to whether he was present at the time
the offences were committed, whether his presence was "approving" and further, whether his
authority could have assisted in the commission of the offence. He argues that the Prosecutor failed
to prove beyond reasonable doubt that he gave Accused B assistance, encouragement, or moral
support that had a substantial effect on the perpetration of the rape or that the Appellant knew that
his acts assisted Accused B in the commission of the rape. ill
B. Discussion

98. At the outset, this Chamber identifies the constituent bases of this ground of appeal as follows.
First, there is the alleged failure of the Trial Chamber to address fully Witness D's testimony in
relation to its findings of events in the Pantry. That testimony, according to the Appellant, shows that
he did not conduct an interrogation while Accused B beat Witnesses A and D and sexually assaulted
Witness A. Secondly, the courtroom identification of the Appellant by Witness A was not reliable, in
view of her previously stated impression of him. Thirdly, the Prosecutor failed to prove that the acts
charged in the Amended Indictment constituted the crime of
torture. Fourthly, the Prosecutor did not prove beyond reasonable doubt that the Appellant was a coperpetrator of the crime of torture. Fifthly, Witness A's testimony is not reliable as it was given in a
state of post-traumatic stress disorder. Lastly, the mere presence of the Appellant at the scene of the
acts charged in paragraph 26 of the Amended Indictment did not constitute aiding or abetting.
99. These elements will be dealt with separately. Before embarking on an analysis of the issues
raised by this ground, the Chamber reiterates its conclusions set out above: an appellant who argues
an error of fact must establish that the Trial Chamber's findings "could not reasonably have been
accepted by any reasonable person", 134 and that the error was a decisive factor in the outcome. An
appellant who argues an error of law must also show that the error invalidated the decision.

1. Witness D's Testimony
100. The Trial Chamber found that both Witnesses A and D were interrogated in the Pantry. 135. The
Appellant submits that, contrary to the testimony of Witness A, Witness D's testimony showed that
the Appellant did not interrogate anyone in the Pantry, and that the Appellant was not present when
Witness D was in the Pantry with Witness A and Accused B. The Prosecutor argues that the Trial
Chamber relied on the evidence given by Witness D as to the presence of the Appellant in the
Pantry, 136 and that Witness D's evidence showed that the events in the Large Room and in the Pantry
were part of a single process, whereby the Appellant sought information from both Witness A and
Witness D. The Appellant brought in the latter to confront Witness A in the Pantry, having failed to
obtain satisfactory answers from her in the Large Room. ill According to Witness A's testimony,
Witness D was questioned by the Appellant in the Pantry.
101. The evidence relied upon by the Trial Chamber in the Judgement reveals the following. Witness
A gave evidence: that the Appellant was standing in the doorway to the Pantry or in that room during
the attacks on Witness D and the subsequent sexual assaults on Witness A,rn and further testified
that she and Witness D were interrogated by the Appellant in the Pantry.ill Witness D testified that,
when he entered the Pantry, the Appellant was there, and that the Appellant remained in the vicinity
of the doorway to the Pantry. 140 Witness D's evidence thus supports the testimony of Witness A that
the Appellant was present in the Pantry or at least in the doorway to that room. It is Witness D's
testimony that he did not recall if anything was said while he was being beaten in the Pantry that the
Appellant argues gives rise to reasonable doubt as to whether the Appellant conducted an
interrogation in the Pantry. However, given that this testimony of Witness D relates solely to the
question whether he was interrogated by the Appellant while he was being beaten by Accused B,
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Witness D's testimony is not dispositive on the question whether the Appellant interrogated Witness
A in the Pantry at any time during her confinement in that room. Moreover, Witness D was only in
the Pantry for part of the period of Witness A's confinement in that room, and consequently his
testimony does not cover events in the Pantry before his entry, or after his departure. Witness D did
testify that upon leaving the Pantry he heard the screams of Witness A and a soldier's voice calling
out the name of Furundzija. ill The Appeals Chamber takes the view that it was not unreasonable for
the Trial Chamber to conclude, based upon a consideration of the testimony of both Witnesses A and
D, that the Appellant interrogated Witness A in the Pantry.
102. For these reasons, this element of the ground must fail.
2. Courtroom Identification
103. The Appellant argues that Witness A's description of the Appellant contained in her 1995
statement differed in significant respects from her in-court description and identification of the
Appellant. He further submits that Witness A's in-court identification of the Appellant is the only
evidence that the: Appellant was present in the Large Room and that the Trial Chamber should have
found an independent basis for identifying the Appellant. Further, he recalls that the Prosecutor
never asked Witness A to identify him in court, but only asked whether the voice of the person who
questioned her in the Pantry was the same as the voice of the person who questioned her in the Large
Room. 142 The Prosecutor submits that Witness A's identification of the Appellant as the individual
who interrogated her in the Large Room is supported by the uncontested evidence of Witness D. 143
104. The Trial Chamber made the following finding in relation to the identification of the Appellant
by Witness A:
The Trial Chamber notes that the evidence of Witness A consistently places the accused
at the scenes of the crimes committed against her in the Holiday Cottage in May 1993. It
is also significant to note that she has been consistent throughout her statements in her
recollection that the accused was never the one assaulting her during her period of
captivity in the Holiday Cottage; Accused B is always described as the actual
perpetrator of the rapes and: other assaults. The Trial Chamber finds that Witness A has
identified the accused as Anto Funmdzija, the Boss. The inconsistencies in her
identification testimony are minor and reasonable. In light of her recollection at the time
of seeing the accused on television and even noticing that he had put on weight, the
Trial Chamber is satisfied that the accused has been sufficiently identified by Witness
Al4.4
105. The Judgement shows that, in reaching this conclusion, the Trial Chamber carefully considered
the significance of the differences in Witness A's 1995 description 0 f the Appellant's appearance and
his actual appearance. 145 The Trial Chamber appears to have accented Witness A's explanation on
this point. The Trial Chamber was further persuaded by Witness A" recognition of the Appellant
when she saw him briefly on a BBC television news broadcast. L .s regard, the Trial Chamber
cited Witness A's testimony that, when she saw the Appellant on l_. _ vision, she recalled thinking
that he had put on weight. 146
106. Moreover, Witness A's in-court identification is not the sole ~ ·idence identifying the Appellant
as present in the Large Room; there is other evidence to confirm C .s. This includes the testimony of
Witness A of the: arrival of the commander of the Joker unit, add; .sed by his subordinates as "the
Boss" or "Furundzij a", in the Large Room where she was interrc . i by him immediately after his
arrival. 147 Witness A further testified that the Appellant had bee: ritated by her not giving
satisfactory answers to his questions there, and that he had gone to set up the confrontation in the
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Pantry with another person who later turned out to be Witness D. 148 Both Witness A and Witness D
identified the Appellant as being present in the doorway to the Pantry during the events that
subsequently unfolded in that room as charged in the Amended Indictment. H2 The Appeals
Chamber notes that the Appellant has not addressed any of these arguments in his reply to the
Prosecutor's Response.
107. In sum, the Appeals Chamber can find no fault with the Trial Chamber's treatment of the
courtroom identification of the Appellant, and notes that, in any event, there was other evidence of
the Appellant's identity on the basis of which it would be reasonable for the Trial Chamber to be
satisfied with the identification of the Appellant.
108. For these reasons, this element of the ground must fail.
3. Whether the Acts Charged in the Amended Indictment Constitute Torture
109. The Appellant argues that the Prosecutor failed to prove that the acts charged in the Amended
Indictment constituted the crime of torture. He submits that the Trial Chamber failed to consider
whether the acts of Accused B in the Large Room, for which the Appellant was subsequently
convicted as a co-perpetrator, were serious enough to amount to torture. 150 The Prosecutor submits
that the findings of the Trial Chamber that torture was committed should not be disturbed on appeal,
considering that there was a reasonable factual basis for them. ill
110. Those arguments raised by the Appellant under this heading which relate to the Appellant's
conviction as a co-perpetrator of torture will be dealt with in relation to the next element of this
ground.
111. The Appeals Chamber supports the conclusion of the Trial Chamber that "there is now general
acceptance of the main elements contained in the definition set out in Article 1 ofthe Torture
Convention",152 and takes the view that the definition given in Article 1 reflects customary
international law.l-s- The Appellant does not dispute this finding by the Trial Chamber. The Trial
Chamber correctly identified the following elements of the crime of torture in a situation of armed
conflict:
(i) ... the infliction, by act or omission, of severe pain or suffering, whether physical or
mental; in addition
(ii) this act or omission must be intentional;
(iii) it must aim at obtaining information or a confession, or at punishing, intimidating,
humiliating or coercing the victim or a third person, or at discriminating, on any ground,
against the victim or a third person;
(iv) it must be linked to an anned conflict;
(v) at least one of the persons involved in the torture process must be a public official or
must at any rate act in a non-private capacity, e.g., as a de facto organ of a State or any
other authority-wielding entity. 154
Under this definition, in order to constitute torture, the accused's act or omission must give rise to
"severe pain or sutTering, whether physical or mental."
112. In respect of the events in the Large Room, the Trial Chamber said:
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(i) Be made with the aim of furthering the criminal activity or criminal purpose of the
group, where such activity or purpose involves the commission of a crime within the
jurisdiction of the Court; or
(ii) Be made in the knowledge of the intention of the group to commit the crime; ...
118. The Trial Chamber found that two types ofliability for criminal participation "appear to have
crystallised in international law - co-perpetrators who participate in a joint criminal enterprise, on the
one hand, and aiders and abettors, all the other". 162 It further stated that, to distinguish a coperpetrator from an aider or abettor, "it is crucial to ascertain whether the individual who takes part
in the torture process also partakes ofthe purpose behind torture (that is, acts with the intention of
obtaining information or a confession, of punishing, intimidating, humiliating or coercing the victim
or a third person, or of discriminating, on any ground, against the victim or a third person)" .163 It
then concluded that, to be convicted as a co-perpetrator, the accused "must participate in an integral
part of the torture and partake of the pUrpOStl behind the torture, that is the intent to obtain
information or a confession, to punish or intimidate, humiliate, coerce or discriminate against the
victim or a third person" .1 64
119. This Chamber, in a previous judgement, identified the legal elements of co-perpetration. It is
sufficient to recall the Chamber's conclusion in that Judgement in relation to the need to demonstrate
a pre-existing design:
There is no necessity for this plan, design or purpose to have been previously arranged
or formulated. The common plan or purpose may materialise extemporaneously and be
inferred from the fact that a plurality of persons acts in unison to put into effect a joint
criminal enterprise. 19~
120. There is no dispute that the Appellant sought certain information from Witness A in the events
relevant to this case. There is also no dispute that the various physical attacks in the Large Room and
in the Pantry were not committed by the Appellant, but by Accused B. According to the Trial
Chamber's factual findings, 166 the Appellant was present both in the Large Room and the Pantry
interrogating Witness A while the offences charged in the Amended Indictment took place. The
Appeals Chamber agrees with the Prosecutor's submission that the events in this case should not be
artificially divided between the Large Room and the Pantry, as the process was a continuum and
should be assessed in its entirety. Once the abuses started and continued successively in two rooms,
the interrogation did not cease. There was no need for evidence proving the existence of a prior
agreement between the Appellant and Accused B to divide the interrogation into the questioning by
the Appellant and physical abuse by Accused B. The way the events in this case developed precludes
any reasonable doubt that the Appellant and Accused B knew what they were doing to Witness A
and for what purpose they were treating her in that manner; that they had a common purpose may be
readily inferred from all the circumstances, including (1) the interrogation of Witness A by the
Appellant in both the Large Room while she was in a state of nudity, and the Pantry where she was
sexually assaulted in the Appellant's presence; and (2) the acts of sexual assault committed by
Accused B on Witness A in both rooms, as charged in the Amended Indictment. Where the act of
one accused contributes to the purpose of the other, and both acted simultaneously, in the same place
and within full view of each other, over a prolonged period of time, the argument that there was no
common purpose is plainly unsustainable.
121. For these reasons, this element of the ground must fail.
5. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
122. This issue was the subject of the re-opened proceedings at which several experts testified. The
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weight of the expert testimony, PTSD's impact upon memory, and the effect of treatment ofPTSD
on memory, were fully argued before the Trial Chamber which, having examined the inconsistencies
in Witness A's evidence, held that:
108.... Witness A's memory regarding material aspects of the events was not affected by
any disorder which she may have had. The Trial Chamber accepts her evidence that she
has sufficiently recollected these material aspects of the events. There is no evidence of
any form of brain damage or that her memory is in any way contaminated by any
treatment which she may have had....
109. The Trial Chamber bears in mind that even when a person is suffering from PTSD,
this does not mean that he or she is necessarily inaccurate in the evidence given. There
is no reason why a person with PTSD cannot be a perfectly reliable witness. lQZ

123. Under the standard established in the Tadic Appeals Judgement, the Appeals Chamber will only
disturb a finding of fact by the Trial Chamber where "the evidence relied on by the Trial Chamber
could not reasonably have been acc:epted by any reasonable person... ".168 In the re-opened
proceedings, numerous experts gave evidence on the potential effects of PTSD on memory. The
Trial Chamber Was best placed to assess th:is evidence and to draw its own conclusions. 169 The
Appeals Chamber can find no reason to disturb these findings and accordingly this element must fail.
6. Presence of the Appellant and Aiding and Abetting
124. The Appellant raises three points in connection with his conviction for aiding and abetting
outrages upon personal dignity including rape. First, the Prosecutor failed to prove that the Appellant
interrogated anyone in the Pantry. The Trial Chamber failed to cite any authority to support the
proposition that presence alone would implicate the Appellant as an aider and abettor. 170 Secondly,
the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Amended Indictment do not meet the requirements for aiding
and abetting set forth in the cases cited by the Trial Chamber.ill Thirdly, the Prosecutor did not
prove beyond reasonable doubt that the Appellant gave Accused B assistance, er::')uragement, or
moral support that had a substantial effect on the perpetration of the rape or the: ';,c knew that his acts
assisted Accused B in the commission of the rape. llZ The reasons are that the .pellant never
interrogated anyone in the Pantry, that Witness D's evidence conflicts with '~lct of Witness A, and
that mere presence would not constitute aiding and abetting.
125. The Prosecutor replies that the case law of the International Tribu.,al establishes that "knowing
presence" that has a substantial effect on the commission of an offenc .s sufficient for a finding of
participation and attendant liability.1D. Further, as to the second point of the Appellant, the
Prosecutor considers that the Appellant failed to identify and discuss any legal finding of the Trial
Chamber in the Judgement. 174 The cases were cited by the Trial Chamber in its inquiry into whether
there were relevant rules of customary law on this point.ill As to the third point, the Prosecutor
refers to its various replies in relation to the reasons given by the Appellant.
126. The Trial Chamber found that: the Appellant's "presence and continued interrogation of Witness
A encouraged Accused B and substantially contributed to the criminal acts committed by him" .176
As the Trial Chamber found that the Appellant was not only present in the Pantry, but that he acted
and continued to interrogate Witness A the:rein, it is not necessary to consider the issue of whether
mere or knowing presence constitutes aiding and abetting. lIZ Although the Appellant disputed
Witness A's testimony in this regard, the Trial Chamber was in the best position to assess the
demeanour of the witness and the weight to be attached to that testimony. This Chamber can find no
reason to disturb this finding.
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127. For the reasons given, this element of the second ground of appeal must fail and thus the second
ground of appeal fails as a whole.

V. THIRD GROUND OF APPEAL

A. Submissions of the Parties
1. The Appellant
128. The Appellant argues that the Defence was prejudiced by the Trial Chamber's admission of, and
reliance on, evidence of acts not charged in the Indictment and which the Prosecutor never identified
prior to trial as part of the charges against the Appellant.
(a) Evidence concerning other acts in the Large Room and the Pantry
129. The Appellant submits that, despite having ruled in its Decision of 12 June 1998 and the
Confidential Decision of 15 June 1998 that it would only consider Witness A's testimony as relating
to paragraphs 25 and 26 of the Amended Indictment, the Trial Chamber made factual and legal
findings relating to facts not alleged in the Amended Indictment, which led to his conviction for
torture. These include findings that the Appellant (i) interrogated Witness A while she was in a state
of forced nudity, (ii) threatened in tihe course of his interrogation to kill Witness A's sons, and (iii)
abandoned Witness A in the Large Room to further assaults by Accused B.rn
(b) Evidence of alleged acts committed by the Appellant which are unrelated to Witness A
130. The Appellant refers to specific paragraphs in the Judgement to support the proposition that the
Trial Chamber allowed the Prosecutor to introduce evidence concerning events which are unrelated
to the acts with which the Appellant is charged. In this regard, the Appellant points in particular to
the events which occurred in the village of Ahmici on 16 April 1993. He also contests the alleged
finding by the Trial Chamber of his guilt of persecution, a crime with which he was not charged. 1I2
(c) Violation of Rule 50 by the Prosecutor and the Trial Chamber: Evidence of acts not charged in
the Amended Indictment
131. Rule 50 of the Rules sets forth the procedure for amending indictments. The Appellant contends
that by attempting to amend the Amended Indictment through proof at trial, the Prosecutor violated
Rule 50, and that, by admitting the evidence and finding him guilty of a crime without giving him
notice of charges relating to the village of Ahmici, the Trial Chamber violated Rule 50. 180
2. The Respondent
132. The Respondent submits that under this ground of appeal, the Appellant must demonstrate that
the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the evidence was within the scope of the Amended
Indictment and that such evidence was relied upon by the Trial Chamber to convict the Appellant. ill
(a) Evidence concerning other acts in the Large Room and the Pantry
133. The Respondent submits that, neither before nor during trial did the Appellant seek to exclude
the evidence which he claims to be at variance with the Amended Indictment. The Respondent
contends that the issue is being raised for the first time on appeal.l~2
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134. The Respondent submits that, although the Trial Chamber includes sexual assaults by Accused
B in the Large Room in the factual findings, these assaults are not mentioned in the legal findings. ill
Overall, the Respondent submits that (i) the factual findings were not at variance with the Amended
Indictment, (ii) even if they were at variance, this would be permissible in light of their minor nature,
and (iii) even if the Trial Chamber erred in finding facts allegedly outside the scope of the Amended
Indictment, there has been no showing that this would invalidate the decision. 184

135. As regards acts not charged in the Amended Indictment, the Respondent submits that Article 18
(4) of the Statute and Rule 47 of the Rules prescribe that an indictment should identify the suspect's
name and particulars and provide a concise statement of the facts and of the crime with which the
suspect is charged.lll;i The Respondent indicates that the case law of the International Tribunal
demonstrates that an indictment must contain information that permits an accused adequately to
prepare his defence. The Respondent notes that, in two recent decisions, a distinction has been drawn
between the material facts underpinning the: charges and the evidence that goes to prove those
facts..lliQ
136. As regards the evidence challenged by the Appellant as being at variance with the Amended
Indictment, which concerns the manner in which the interrogation alleged in the Amended
Indictment was carried out, the Respondent submits that it constitutes evidence which "relates to
Paragraphs 25 and 26 as pleaded in the Indictment against the Accused" and is therefore admissible
pursuant to the Trial Chamber's own order.J87
137. With respect to the evidence that the Appellant threatened to kill Witness A's sons during the
course of the interrogation, the Respondent submits that there is no indication that the Trial Chamber
relied upon this evidence in convicting the Appellant. 188 The Respondent further submits that the
evidence relating to the assaults against Witness A by Accused B after the Appellant's departure
from the Large Room relates to the ongoing acts which occurred during the course of the
interrogation and was not relied upon in convicting the accused. 189

138. The Respondent alleges that, even if the evidence were at variance with the Amended
Indictment, such variance would be permissible, as it did not alter the scope of the charges against
the Appellant, nor did it affect his right to be notified of the charges against him (the Appellant
received sufficient notification of the precise nature of the charges in the pre-trial documents
disclosed). 190 The Respondent concludes that the Appellant's failure to seek to have the evidence
excluded constitutes a waiver of the issue on appeal.l2.l

(b) Evidence of alleged acts by Appellant unrelated to Witness A
139. As regards the Appellant's argument that he was found guilty of the crime of persecution, the
Respondent submits that the Appellant was not found guilty of persecution, but that the evidence was
properly admitted to prove the existence of an armed conflict and the nexus of the Appellant to that
armed conflict.l2.:~
(c) Allowing evidence not charged in the Indictment violates Rule 50
140. With respect to the Appellant's argument that the Respondent violated Rule 50 of the Rules by
attempting to further amend the Amended Indictment through evidence submitted at trial, the
Respondent reiterates that the evidence was not at variance with the Amended Indictment, that even
if the evidence were at variance, that variance would be permissible, and that the evidence submitted
was directly relevant to the charges.ill
3. Appellant in Reply
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141. The Appellant rejects the Respondent's interpretation of this ground of appeal. The Appellant
indicates that his argument is that he was misled and that the Amended Indictment failed to provide
sufficient notice of the proof that would be offered at trial. Instead, the Appellant submits, he was
tried and convicted on the basis of acts which either fell outside the scope of the Amended
Indictment or were ordered by the Trial Chamber to be excluded pursuant to its Decisions dated 12
June 1998 and 15 June 1998. 194 The Appellant argues that the Trial Chamber's findings of facts as
contained in paragraphs 120-130 of the Judgement "relate to acts that are outside the scope of
[Amended Indictment]" and should have been excluded. 195
142. The Appellant submits that "[a]n Indictment defines and circumscribes the elements of the
crimes for which a defendant can be convicted. The Trial Chamber cannot convict a defendant of
crimes not charged in the Indictment or crimes committed by means of acts not set forth in the
Indictment. ,,12Q
143. As regards the crime of torture specifically, the Appellant submits that he was found guilty of
torture on the basis of a particular course of conduct not charged in the Amended Indictment or
committed by means of acts not set forth in the Amended Indictment. 197.

B. Discussion
144. The Appellant submits that, notwithstanding the assurance given by the Trial Chamber, the
latter made factual findings inconsistent with the Amended Indictment and its decisions of 12 and 15
June 1998. In this regard, the Appellant refers specifically to the factual findings listed in paragraphs
124 -130 of the Judgement, which are as follows:
In the Large Room:
124. Witness A was interrogated by the accused. She was forced by Accused B to
undress and remain naked before a substantial number of soldiers. She was subjected to
cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and to threats of serious physical assault by
Accused B in the course of her interrogation by the accused. The purpose of this abuse
was to extract information from Witness A about her family, her connection with the
ABiH and her relationship with certain Croatian soldiers, and also to degrade and
humiliate her. The interrogation by the accused and the abuse by Accused B were
parallel to each other.
125. Witness A was left by the accused in the custody of Accused B, who proceeded to
rape her, sexually assault her, and to physically abuse and degrade her.
126. Witness A was subjected to severe physical and mental suffering and public
humiliation.
In the

Pantr~:

127. The interrogation of Witness A continued in the pantry, once more before an
audience of soldiers. Whilst naked but covered by a small blanket, she was interrogated
by the accused. She was subjected to rape, sexual assaults, and cruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment by Accused B. Witness D was also interrogated by the accused and
subjected to serious physical assaults by Accused B. He was made to watch rape and
sexual assault perpetrated upon a woman whom he knew, in order to force him to admit
allegations made against her. In this regard, both witnesses were humiliated.
128. Accused B beat Witness D and repeatedly raped Witness A. The accused was
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present in the room as he carried on his interrogations. When not in the room, he was
present in the near vicinity, just outside an open door and he knew that crimes including
rape were being committed. In fact, the acts by Accused B were performed in pursuance
of the accused's interrogation.
129. It is clear that in the pantry, both Witness A and Witness D were subjected to
severe physical and mental suffering and they were also publicly humiliated.
130. There is no doubt that the accused and Accused B, as commanders, divided the
process of interrogation by performing different functions. The role of the accused was
to question, while Accused B's role was to assault and threaten in order to elicit the
required information from Witness A and Witness D.
145. The Appellant argues that in convicting him of torture, the Trial Chamber relied on evidence to
make findings as to material facts not alleged in the Amended Indictment. Article 18 of the Statute
provides in relevant part:
4. Upon a determination that a prima facie case exists, the Prosecutor shall prepare an
indictment containing a concise statement of the facts and the crime or crimes with
which the accused is charged under the Statute. The indictment shall be transmitted to a
judge of the Trial Chamber.
146. Moreover, Rule 47 of the Rules provides inter alia that:
(C) The indictment shall set forth the name and particulars of the suspect,
and a concise statement of the facts of the case and of the crime with which
the suspect is charged.

147. Under both the Statute and the Rules, as discussed in paragraph 61 above, there is no
requirement that the actual evidence: on which the Prosecutor relies has to be included in the
indictment. Where, in the course ofthe trial, evidence is introduced which, in the view of the
accused, does not fall within the scope of the indictment, or is within the scope but in relation to
which there is no corresponding material fact in the indictment, the defence may challenge the
admission of the evidence or request an adjournment.
1. Jijvidence Conceming Other Acts in the Large Room and the Pantry
148. Trial Chambers have been consistently mindful of the primary function of the International
Tribunal, which is to ensure that justice is done and that the accused receives a fair trial. It is, no
doubt, in light of this preoccupation that in evaluating the testimony of Witness A, the Trial Chamber
limited its consideration to that part of the testimony relating to the Amended Indictment. This
exercise by the Trial Chamber is indicative of its sensitivity to any prejudice to the fairness of the
trial that could result from Witness A's testimony. Consistent with this concern, the Trial Chamber
acknowledged that "[tjhe witness has testified that rapes and sexual abuse took place in the large
room in the presence of the accused", and that the relevant "evidence falls outside the facts alleged in
paragraphs 25 and 26 of the Amended Indictment, and is contrary to earlier submissions by the
Prosecutor." 198. The Trial Chamber also remarked that during the proceedings the Prosecutor did not
seek to modify the Amended Indictment to charge the Accused with participation in the rapes and
sexual abuse.
149. It is on the basis of the aforementioned grounds that the Trial Chamber decided that "the Trial
Chamber will not consider evidence: relating to rapes and sexual assault of Witness A in the presence
of the accused, other than those alleged in paragraph 25 and 26 of the Amended Indictment." 192
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150. The factual allegations contained in paragraphs 25 and 26 of the Amended Indictment and
pertaining to Counts 13 and 14 are as follows:
25. On or about 15 May 1993, at the Jokers Headquarters in Nadioci (the "Bungalow"),
Anto FURUNDZIJA the local commander of the Jokers, [REDACTED] and another
soldier interrogated Witness A. While being questioned by FURUNDZIJA,
[REDACTED] rubbed his knife against Witness A's inner thigh and lower stomach and
threatened to put his knife inside Witness A's vagina should she not tell the truth.
26. Then Witness A and Victim B, a Bosnian Croat who had previously assisted Witness
A's family, were taken to another room in the "Bungalow". Victim B had been badly
beaten prior to this time. While FURUNDZIJA continued to interrogate Witness A and
Victim B, [REDACTED] beat Witness A and Victim B on the feet with a baton. Then
[REDACTED] forced Witness A to have oral and vaginal sexual intercourse with him.
FURUNDZIJA was present during this entire incident and did nothing to stop or curtail
[REDACTED] actions.
151. In its written decision of 12 June 1998, the Trial Chamber allowed the oral motion by the
Defence and held that "in the circumstances, the Trial Chamber will only consider as relevant
Witness A's evidence in so far as it relates to Paragraphs 25 and 26 as pleaded in the Indictment
against the accused." In the written Confidential Decision issued on 15 June 1998, addressing the
"Prosecutor's Request for Clarification of Trial Chamber's Decision Regarding Witness A's
Testimony", the Trial Chamber "rules as inadmissible all evidence relating to rape and sexual assault
perpetrated on [Witness A] by the individual identified as [Accused B] in the presence of the accused
in the large room apart from the evidence of sexual assault alleged in paragraph 25 of the [Amended
Indictment]. "
(a) The interrogation of Witness A 'Q)-' the Appellant while she was in a state of forced nudity
152. In relation to the interrogation of Witness A while she was in a state of forced nudity, the Trial
Chamber found that "SWitness AC was forced by Accused B to undress and remain naked before a
substantial number of soldiers", and that "Witness A was left by the accused in the custody of
Accused B.,,200 Although the fact of Witness A's nudity appears in the Judgement under the section
entitled "Legal Findings"IOl and was obviously a factor in arriving at the decision to convict, it was
nonetheless permissible for the Trial Chamber to take account of it, since it fell within the scope of
the acts alleged in the Amended Indictment.
153. In this context, the Appeals Chamber considers as correct the distinction made in KrnojelacJ!ll
between the material facts underpinning the charges and the evidence that goes to prove those
material facts. In terms of Article 18 of the Statute and Rule 47, the indictment need only contain
those material facts and need not set out the evidence that is to be adduced in support of them. In the
instant case, the Appeals Chamber can find nothing wrong in the Trial Chamber's admission of this
evidence which supports the charge of torture, even though it was not specified in the Amended
Indictment. It would obviously be unworkable for an indictment to contain all the evidence that the
Prosecutor proposes to introduce at the trial.

(b) Alleged threats in the course of the ApI,ellant's interrogation to kill Witness A's sons
154. In relation to this aspect of the third ground of appeal, the Trial Chamber accepted the evidence

of Witness A about the nature of her interrogation by the Appellant. 203 This finding was made in the
context of the Trial Chamber's discussion of the link between the armed conflict and the Appellant,
and did not form part of the legal findings underlying the Appellant's convictions.
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(c) Witness A abandoned in the Large Room to further assaults by Accused B
155. The Trial Chamber found that "Witness A was left by the [Appellant] in the custody of Accused
B, who proceeded to rape her, sexually assault her, and to physically abuse and degrade her". 204 In
this respect, the Appeals Chamber recalls paragraph 67 of this Judgement and reiterates that the
finding was not one that influenced the Trial Chamber in coming to a decision to convict the
Appellant. This is borne out by a review of the legal findings in Chapter 7 of the Judgement, and in
particular paragraphs 264 - 269 relating to Count 13 (torture), which show that the Trial Chamber
did not rely upon this evidence in convicting the Appellant. In paragraph 264, the Trial Chamber
found that the Appellant
was present in the large room and interrogated Witness A, whilst she was in a state of
nudity. As she was being interrogated, Accused B rubbed his knife on the inner thighs of
Witness A and threatened to cut out her private parts if she did not tell the truth in
answer to the interrogation by the accused. The accused did not stop his interrogation,
which eventually culminated in his threatening to confront Witness A with another
person, meaning Witness D and that she would then confess to the allegations against
her. To this extent, the interrogation by the accused and the activities of Accused B
became one process. The physical attacks, as well as the threats to inflict severe injury,
caused severe physical and mental suffering to Witness A. 20s.
156. There is no reference in paragraph 264, or in any of the other paragraphs relating to these legal
findings, to the evidence of Witness A being "left by [the Appellant] in the custody of Accused B,
who proceeded to rape her, sexually assault her, and to physically abuse and degrade her."Z06
2. Evidence of alleged acts by the Appellant unrelated to Witness A

157. The Appellant submits the following findings by the Trial Chamber as evidence of acts
unrelated to Witness A and upon which the Trial Chamber relied in convicting him:zo'Z
The accused was a member of the Jokers, a special unit of the HVO military police,
which participated in the armed conflict in the Vitez municipality and especially in the
attack on the: village of Ahmici, These: attacks led to the expulsion, detention, wounding
and deaths of numerous civilians. 20S
Finally, on 16 April 1993, the HVO carried out a concerted attack on both Vitez and
Ahmici. 209
Witness B testified about the HVO attack on Ahrnici. On 16 April 1993, she woke up to
the sound of shooting and explosions. A group of HVO soldiers, including the accused,
entered her house and searched it while verbally abusing the witness and her mother.
Witness B appealed to the accused for help as he was an acquaintance of hers, but he
remained silent. She was then forced to flee as the soldiers fired at her feet. Her house
was set on fire. 2J Q
Witness B also testified that during the attack on Ahrnici, the accused was wearing a
Jokers patch on his sleeve.I.E
158. The above paragraphs are not findings made by the Trial Chamber; rather they are the Trial
Chamber's recitation of the factual allegations submitted by the Prosecutor. It is not of little
consequence that these paragraphs of the Judgement are preceded by the heading: "The Prosecution
Case".
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159. The Appellant further submits that the Trial Chamber held that he "was an active combatant and
participated in expelling Moslems from their homes. ,,212 This section in the Judgement comprises
the factual findings of the Trial Chamber for purposes ofthe requirement under Article 3 of the
Statute that the violations of the laws or customs of war occur during an armed conflict; thus the
heading "The Link Between the Armed Conflict and the Alleged Facts".
160. Finally, the Appellant refers to the following legal findings of the Trial Chamber in support of
his proposition that lithe Trial Chamber found that Mr. Furundzija was guilty of the crime of
persecution": 2 13
The accused was a commander of the Jokers, a special unit of the HVO. He was an
active combatant and had engaged in hostilities against the Moslem community in the
Lasva Valley area, including the attack on the village of Ahrnici, where he personally
participated in expelling Moslems from their homes in furtherance of the armed conflict
already described. 214
161. The Appeals Chamber finds no support in the Judgement for the Appellant's contention that the
Trial Chamber found him guilty of the crime of persecution.
3. Alleged violation of Rule 50 of the Rules
162. The Appeals Chamber finds wholly unmeritorious the argument that the Prosecutor violated
Rule 50 by further amending the Amended Indictment through proof at trial. As discussed above,
under Article 18 of the Statute and Rule 47 of the Rules, an indictment need only plead the material
acts underlying the charges and need not set out the evidence that is to be adduced in support of
them. ill The evidence admitted at trial did not alter the charges in the Amended Indictment.
163. Thus, this ground of appeal fails.

VI. FOURTH GROUND OF APPEAL
164. The issue which has been raised as the fourth ground of appeal is that of recusal, namely,
whether or not Judge Mumba, the Presiding Judge in the Appellant's trial was impartial or gave the
appearance of bias. The allegations turn on her former involvement with the United Nations
Commission on the Status of Women (lithe UNCSW"). It is the nature of her involvement with this
organisation and its implications on the Appellant's trial which have led the Appellant to assert that
she should have been disqualified pursuant to Rule 15 of the Rules.
165. The Appeals Chamber finds it useful to set out initially the factual basis for the allegations
made by the Appellant.
166. Judge Mumba has served as a Judge of the International Tribunal since her election on 20 May
1997. For a period of time prior to her election, she was a representative of the Zambian Government
on the UNCSW.Z16 At no stage was she a member of the UNCSW whilst at the same time serving as
a Judge with the International Tribunal. The UNCSW is an organisation whose primary function is to
act for social change which promotes and protects the human rights of women. 217 One of its
concerns during Judge Mumba's membership of it was the war in the fanner Yugoslavia and
specifically the allegations of mass and systematic rape. This concern was exhibited by its
resolutions which condemned these practices and urged the International Tribunal to give them
priority by prosecuting those allegedly responsible.s-..8
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167. The UNCSW was involved in the preparations for the UN Fourth World Conference on Women
held in Beijing, China, 4-15 September 1995, and specifically participated in the drafting of the
"Platform for Action," a document identifying twelve "critical areas of concern" in the area of
women's rights and which contained a five-year action plan for the future, the aim being to achieve
gender equality by the year 2000. Three of the critical areas of concern were particularly relevant to
issues in the former Yugos1avia. 2 19 There was an Expert Group Meeting following the Beijing
conference, whose purpose was to work towards achieving certain ofthe goals drawn from the
Beijing Conference and set out in the Platform for Action, including the reaffirmation of rape as a
war crime, by the end of 1998. Three authors of one of the amicus curiae briefs later filed in the
instant caseU Q and one of the Prosecutors in the instant case, Patricia Viseur-Sellers ("the
Prosecution lawyer"), attended this meetingpl This Expert Group proposed a definition ofrape
under international law.222
168. The Appeals Chamber notes that it is not so much that the parties dispute the factual basis of the
Appellant's allegations, but rather that they differ in their interpretation of it and the relevance of it to
the ground of appeal. For example, the parties do not dispute that Judge Mumba was involved in the
UNCSW in the past, but they do dispute the nature of her involvement and the exact role which she
played. The parties do not dispute that the Prosecution lawyer and the three authors of one of the
amicus curiae briefs may also have been involved in either the activities of the UNCSW on some
level or the Expert Group Meeting, but they do dispute the extent of the contact they may have had
with Judge Mumba and its impact on, or relevance to, the Appellant's trial.
A. Submissions of the Parties

1. The Appellant
169. The Appellant submits that because of Judge Mumba's personal interest in, and association with
the UNCSW, the ongoing agenda or campaign of the Platform for Action, the three authors of one of
the amicus curiae briefs, and the Prosecution lawyer, she should have been disqualified under Rule
15 of the Rules .:223 He argues that the test which should be applied by the Appeals Chamber in
ascertaining if disqualification is appropriate is whether "a reasonable member of the public,
knowing all of the facts SwouldC come to the conclusion that Judge Mumba has or had any
associations, which might affect her impartiality.,,224 Based on this test, he submits that Judge
Mumba should have been disqualified as an appearance was created that she had sat in judgement in
a case that could advance and in fact did advance a legal and political agenda which she helped to
create whilst a member of the UNCSW. 225
170. The Appellant alleges that Judge Mumba continued to promote the goals and interests of the
UNCSW and Platform for Action after her membership concluded, and contends that this was
reflected directly in his trial. He does not allege that Judge Mumba was actually biased.2 26 Rather,
the issue was whether a reasonable person could have an apprehension as to her impartiality.227 In
this regard, he argues that a tribunal should not only be unbiased but should avoid the appearance of
bias.228 Hence the submission that there could be no other conclusion based on the above test than
that Judge Mumba has or had associations which might affect her impartiality. 229
2. The Respondent

171. The Respondent submits that the Appellant has failed to establish the existence of either a
personal interest by Judge Mumba in the instant case, or the existence of an association or working
relationship between judge Mumba, thethree authors of oneof the amicus curiae briefs and the
Prosecution lawyer, such that she should have been disqualified. In addition, the Appellant has
submitted no evidence to support an allegation that Judge Mumba exhibited actual bias or

16\
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partiality.230 The Prosecutor contendls that the standard for a finding of bias should be high and that
Judges should not be disqualified purely on the basis of their personal beliefs or legal expertise. ill In
the view of the Prosecutor, the Appellant has failed to meet the "reasonable apprehension" of bias
standard. 21I The prior involvement of a Judge in a United Nations body such as the UNCSW cannot
give rise to any reasonable apprehension that the Judge has an agenda which would cause him or her
to be biased against an accused appearing before him or her. 233,
E:. Discussion

172. Before proceeding to consider this matter further, the Appeals Chamber makes two
observations.
173. First, the Appellant states that he first discovered Judge Mumba's associations and personal
interest in the case after judgement was rendered, and for this reason, only then raised the matter
before the Bureau.2.H Although the Appeals Chamber has decided to consider this matter further,
given its general importance,235 it would point out that information was available to the Appellant at
trial level, which should have enabled him to discover Judge Mumba's past activities and
involvement with the UNCSW. The Appeals Chamber notes, in this context, public documentation
issued by the International Tribunal, including, for example, its published yearbooks which contain
sections devoted to biographies of the Judges elected to serve at the International Tribunal.D.2 In
addition, Public Information Service of the Tribunal, which is responsible for ensuring public
awareness of the International Tribunal's activities, regularly publishes Bulletins and releases
information on the International Tribunal's web-site. Both the Yearbook and the Public Information
Service of the Tribunal provide official information to the public regarding such issues as the
election of new Judges to the International Tribunal and details of a Judge's legal background. The
information was freely available for the Appellant to discover.
174. The Appeals Chamber considers that it would not be unduly burdensome for the Appellant to
find out the qualifications of the Presiding Judge of his trial. He could have raised the matter, ifhe
considered it relevant, before the Trial Chamber, either pre-trial or during trial. On this basis, the
Appeals Chamber could find that the Appellant has waived his right to raise the matter now and
could dismiss this ground of appeal.
175. These observations however, should not be construed as relieving an individual Judge of his or
her duty to withdraw from a particular case if he or she believes that his or her impartiality is in
question. This is in fact what Rule 15(A) of the Rules calls for when it says that the Judge shall in
any such circumstance withdraw. The Appeals Chamber finds that Judge Mumba had no such duty
for the reason that she had no potentially disqualifying personal interest or associations.
176. The second observation is concerned with the additional material annexed to the Appellant's
Amended Brief. It is to be recalled that, in an order dated 2 September 1999, the Appeals Chamber
granted leave to the Appellant to amend his Appellate Brief, although not specifically admitting the
material referred to in the "Defendant's Motion to Supplement Record on Appeal". 231 The Appeals
Chamber confirms that, by granting leave to file an amended Appellate Brief, it granted leave to file
the annexed documents, which the Appeals Chamber will take into account in considering the
Appellant's submissions.
1. Statutory Requirement of Impartiality
177. The fundamental human right of an accused to be tried before an independent and impartial
tribunal is generally recognised as being an integral component of the requirement that an accused
should have a fair trial. Article 13(1) of the Statute reflects this, by expressly providing that Judges
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of the International Tribunal "shall be persons of high moral character, impartiality and integrity" .238
This fundamental human right is similarly ref1ected in Article 21 of the Statute, dealing generally
with the rights of the accused and the right to a fair trial. 239 As a result, the Appeals Chamber need
look no further than Article 13(1) of the Statute for the source of that requirement.
178. However, it is still the task of the Appeals Chamber to determine how this requirement of
impartiality should be interpreted and applied to the circumstances of this case. In doing so, the
Appeals Chamber notes that, although the issue of impartiality of a Judge has arisen in several cases
to date, before both the Bureau and a Presiding Judge of a Trial Chamber,2'1Q this is the first time that
the Appeals Chamber has been seized of the matter.
2. Interpretation of the StatutoI}' Requirement for Impartiality
179. Interpretation of the fundamental human right of an accused person to be tried by an impartial
tribunal is carried out by considering situations in which it is alleged that a Judge is not or cannot be
impartial and therefore should be disqualified from sitting on a particular case. A two-pronged
approach appears to have developed. Although interpretation on a national or regional level is not
uniform, as a general rule, courts will find tha.t a Judge "might not bring an impartial and
unprejudiced mind,,;l41 to a case if there is proof of actual bias or of an appearance of bias.
180. The Appellant acknowledges that he "makes no claim that Judge Mumba was actually
biased". 242 The Appeals Chamber will proceed on this basis.
181. The European Convention on Human Rights has generated a large amount of jurisprudence on
the interpretation of Article 6 of that Convention which provides, inter alia, that "everyone is entitled
to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal
established by law." In the view of the European Court of Human Rights:
Whilst impartiality normally demotes absence of prejudice or bias, its existence or
otherwise can, notably under Article 6§1 (art.c-l ) of the Convention, be tested in
various ways. A distinction can be drawn in this context between a subjective approach,
that is endeavouring to ascertain the personal conviction of a given Judge in a given
case, and an objective approach, that is determining whether he offered guarantees
sufficient to exclude any legitimate doubt in this respect,243
182. In considering subjective impartiality, the Court has repeatedly declared that the personal
impartiality of a Judge must be presumed until there is proof to the contrary. 244 In relation to the
objective test, the Court has found that this requires that a tribunal is not only genuinely impartial,
but also appears to be impartial. Even if there is no suggestion of actual bias, where appearances may
give rise to doubts about impartiality, the Court has found that this alone may amount to an
inadmissible jeopardy of the confidence which the Court must inspire in a democratic society.l45
The Court considers that it must determine whether or not there are "ascertainable facts which may
raise doubts as to...impartiality.,,246 In doing so, it has found that in deciding "whether in a given
case there is a legitimate reason to fear that a particular Judge lacks impartiality the standpoint of the
accused is important but not decisive.... What is decisive is whether this fear can be held objectively
justified. ,,247 Thus, one must ascertain, apart from whether ajudge has shown actual bias, whether
one can apprehend an appearance of bias.
183. The interpretation by national legal systems of the requirement of impartiality and in particular
the application of an appearance of bias test, generally corresponds to the interpretation under the
European Convention.
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184. Nevertheless, the rule in common law systems varies. In the United Kingdom, the court looks to
see if there is a "real danger of bias rather than a reallikelihood",248 finding that it is "unnecessary,
in formulating the appropriate test, to require that the court should look at the matter through the
eyes of a reasonable man, because the court has first to ascertain the relevant circumstances from the
available evidence, knowledge of which would not necessarily be available to an observer in court at
the relevant time."~42 However, other common law jurisdictions have rejected this test as being too
strict, and cases such as Webb. R.D.S., and the South African Rugby Football Union case use the
reasonable person as the arbiter of bias, investing him with the requisite knowledge of the
circumstances before an assessment as to impartiality can be made.
l8S.In the case of Webb, the High Court of Australia found that, in determining whether or not there
are grounds to find that a particular Judge is partial, the court must consider whether the
circumstances would give a fair-minded and informed observer a "reasonable apprehension of
bias".250 Similarly, the Supreme Court of Canada identified the applicable test for determining bias
to be whether words or actions ofthe Judge give rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias to the
informed and reasonable observer: "This test contains a two-fold objective element: the person
considering the alleged bias must be reasonable and the apprehension of bias itself must be
reasonable in the circumstances of the case. Further, the reasonable person must be an informed
person, with knowledge of all the relevant circumstances".ill
186. A recent case to confirm the above formula is the South African Rugby Football Union Case,252
where the Supreme Court of South Africa sta.ted that "[t]he question is whether a reasonable,
objective and informed person would on the correct facts reasonably apprehend that the Judge has
not or will not bring an impartial mind to bear on the adjudication of the case, that is a mind open to
persuasion by the evidence and the submissions of counsel." 253
187. In the United States a federal Judge is disqualified for lack of impartiality where "a reasonable
man, cognisant of the relevant circumstances surrounding a Judge's failure to recuse himself, would
harbour legitimate doubts about the Judge's impartiality.,,254
188. This is also the trend in civil law jurisdictions, where it is required that a Judge should not only
be actually impartial, but that the Judge should also appear to be impartia1. 255 For example, under
the German Code of Criminal Procedure, although Articles 22 and 23 are the provisions setting
down mandatory grounds for disquallification, Article 24 provides that a Judge may be challenged for
"fear of bias" and that such "[c [hallenge for fear of bias is proper if there is reason to distrust the
impartiality of a Judge". Thus, one can challenge a Judge's partiality based on an objective fear of
bias as opposed to having to assert actual bia.s. Similarly in Sweden, a Judge may be disqualified if
any circumstances arise which create a legitimate doubt as to the Judge's impartiality.Z~Q
3. A standard to be applied by the Appeals Chamber
189. Having consulted this jurisprudence, the Appeals Chamber finds that there is a general rule that
a Judge should not only be subjectively free from bias, but also that there should be nothing in the
surrounding circumstances which objectively gives rise to an appearance of bias. On this basis, the
Appeals Chamber considers that the following principles should direct it in interpreting and applying
the impartiality requirement of the Statute:
A. A Judge is not impartial if it is shown that actual bias exists.

B. There is an unacceptable appearance of bias if:
i) a Judge is a party to the case, or has a financial or proprietary interest in the outcome
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of a case, or if the Judge's decision will lead to the promotion of a cause in which he or
she is involved, together with one of the parties. Under these circumstances, a Judge's
disqualification from the case is automatic; or
ii) the circumstances would lead a reasonable observer, properly informed, to reasonably
apprehend bias}57
190. In terms of the second branch of the second principle, the Appeals Chamber adopts the
approach that the "reasonable person must be an informed person, with knowledge of all the relevant
circumstances, including the traditions of integrity and impartiality that form a part of the
background and apprised also of the fact that impartiality is one of the duties that Judges swear to
uphold."258
191. The Appeals Chamber notes that Rule l5(A) of the Rules provides:
A Judge may not sit on a trial or appeal in any case in which the Judge has a personal
interest or concerning which the Judge has or has had any association which might
affect his or her impartiality. The Judge shall in any such circumstance withdraw, and
the President shall assign another Judge to the case. 259
The Appeals Chamber is of the view that Rule 15(A) of the Rules falls to be interpreted in
accordance with the preceding principles.
4. Application of the statutory requirement of impartiality to the instant case
(a) Actual Bias
192. As mentioned above,260 the Appellant does not allege actual bias on the part of Judge Mumba.
Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber sees no need to consider this aspect further in the instant case.
(b) Whether Judge Mumba was a party to the cause or had a disqualifying interest therein
193. With regard to the first branch of the second principle, the Appellant highlights the similarities
in the circumstances of this case and that ofPinochet. 26t However, the Pinochet case is
distinguishable from the instant case on at least two grounds.
194. First, whereas Lord Hoffinann was at the time of the hearing of that case a Director of Amnesty
International Charity Limited, Judge Mumba's membership of the UNCSW was not
contemporaneous with the period of her tenure as a Judge in the instant case. 262 Secondly, the close
link between Lord Hoffinann and Amnesty International in the Pinochet case is absent here. As Lord
Browne-Wilkinson said, "[0 ]nly in eases where a judge is taking an active role as trustee or director
of a charity which is closely allied to and acting with a party to the litigation should a judge normally
be concerned either to recuse himself or disclose the position to the parties. ,,263 While Judge Mumba
may have been involved in the same organisation, there is no evidence that she was closely allied to
and acting with the Prosecution lawyer and the three authors of one of the amicus curiae briefs in the
present case. The link here is tenuous, and does not compare to that existing between Amnesty
International and Lord Hoffmann in the Pinochet case. Nor may this link be established simply by
asserting that Judge Mumba and the Prosecution lawyer and the three amici authors shared the goals
of the UNCSW in general. There is, therefore, no basis for a finding in this case of partiality based
on the appearance of bias test established in the Pinochet case.
(c) Whether the circumstances of Judge Mumba's membership of the UNCSW would lead a
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reasonable and informed observer to apprehend bias
195. The Appeals Chamber, in applying the second branch of the second principle, considers it
useful to recall the well known maxim of Lord Hewart CJ that it is of "fundamental importance that
justice should not only be done, but should manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to be done. "IQ.1 The
Appellant, relying on the findings in the Pinochet case, alleges that there was an appearance of bias,
because of Judge Mumba's prior membership of the UNCSW and her alleged associations with the
Prosecution lawyer and the three authors of one of the amicus curiae briefs. 265
196. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, there is a presumption of impartiality which attaches to a
Judge. This presumption has been recognised in the jurisprudence of the International Tribunal,266
and has also been recognised in municipal law, For example, the Supreme Court of South Africa in
the South African Rugby Football Union case found:
The reasonableness of the apprehension [of bias] must be assessed in the light of the
oath of office taken by the Judges to administer justice without fear or favour; and their
ability to carry out that oath by reason of their training and experience. It must be
assumed that they can disabuse their minds of any irrelevant personal beliefs or
predispositions. They must take into account the fact that they have a duty to sit in any
case in which they are not obliged to recuse themselves. 267
197. The Appeals Chamber endorses this view, and considers that, in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, it must be assumed that the Judges of the International Tribunal "can disabuse their minds
of any irrelevant personal beliefs or predispositions." It is for the Appellant to adduce sufficient
evidence to satisfy the Appeals Chamber that Judge Mumba was not impartial in his case. There is a
high threshold to reach in order to rebut the presumption of impartiality . As has been stated,
"disqualification is only made out by showin.g that there is a reasonable apprehension of bias by
reason of prejudgement and this must be 'firmly established. m268
198. The Appellant suggests that, during her time with the UNCSW, Judge Mumba acted in a
personal capacity and was "personally involved" in promoting the cause ofthe UNCSW and the
Platform for Action. Consequently, she had a personal interest in the Appellant's case and, as this
created an appearance of bias, she should have been disqualified. 26.2 The Prosecutor argues that
Judge Mumba acted solely as a representative of her country and, as such, was not putting forward
her personal views, but those of her country.27°
199. The Appeals Chamber finds that the argument of the Appellant has no basis. First, it is the
Appeals Chamber's view that Judge Mumba acted as a representative of her country and therefore
served in an official capacity. This is borne out by the fact that Resolution I 1(II) of the UN
Economic and Social Council that established the UNCSW provides that this body shall consist of
"one representative from each of the fifteen Members of the United Nations selected by the
Council. ,,271 Representatives of the UNCSW are selected and nominated by governments. 272
Although the Appeals Chamber recognises that individuals acting as experts in many UN human
rights bodies do serve in a personal capacity, 273 the founding Resolution of the UNCSW does not
provide for its members to act in such capacity. Therefore, a member of the UNCSW is subject to the
instructions and control of the government of his or her country. When such a person speaks, he or
she speaks on behalf of his or her country. There may be circumstances which show that, in a given
case, a representative personally identified with the views of his or her government, but there is no
evidence to suggest that this was the case here. In any event, Judge Mumba's view presented before
the UNCSW would be treated as the: view of her government.

200. Secondly, even if it were established that Judge Mumba expressly shared the goals and
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objectives of the UNCSW and the Platform for Action, in promoting and protecting the human rights
of women, that inclination, being of a general nature, is distinguishable from an inclination to
implement those goals and objectives as a Judge in a particular case. It follows that she could still sit
on a case and impartially decide upon issues affecting women.
201. Indeed, even if Judge Mumba sought to implement the relevant objectives of the UNCSW,
those goals merely reflected the objectives of the United Nations,274 and were contemplated by the
Security Council resolutions leading to the establishment of the Tribunal. These resolutions
condemned the systematic rape and detention of women in the former Yugoslavia and expressed a
determination "to put an end to such crimes and to take effective measures to bring to justice the
persons who are responsible for them.,,275 In establishing the Tribunal, the Security Council took
account "with grave concern" of the "report of the European Community investigative mission into
the treatment of Muslim women in the former Yugoslavia" and relied on the reports provided by,
inter alia, the Commission of Experts and the Special Rapporteur for the former Yugoslavia, in
deciding that the perpetrators of these crimes should be brought to justice. 276 The general question
of bringing to justice the perpetrators of these crimes was, therefore, one of the reasons that the
Security Council established the Tribunal.
202. Consequently, the Appeals Chamber can see no reason why the fact that Judge Mumba may
have shared these objectives should constitute a circumstance which would lead a reasonable and
informed observer to reasonably apprehend bias. The Appeals Chamber agrees with the Prosecutor's
submission that "ScConcern for the achievement of equality for women, which is one of the
principles reflected in the United Nations Charter, cannot be taken to suggest any form of prejudgement in any future trial for rape. ,,277 To endorse the view that rape as a crime is abhorrent and
that those responsible for it should be prosecuted within the constraints of the law cannot in itself
constitute grounds for disqualification.
203. The Appeals Chamber recognises that Judges have personal convictions. "Absolute neutrality
on the part of a judicial officer can hardly if ever be achieved.,,278 In this context, the Appeals
Chamber notes that the European Commission considered that "political sympathies, at least insofar
as they are of different shades, do not in themselves imply a lack of impartiality towards the parties
before the court" .2.79
204. The Appeals Chamber considers that the allegations of bias against Judge Mumba based upon
her prior membership of the UNCSW should be viewed in light of the provisions of Article 13(1) of
the Statute, which provide that "[i]n the overall composition of the Chambers due account shall be
taken of the experience of the judges in criminal law, international law, including international
humanitarian law and human rights law."
205. The Appeals Chamber does not consider that a Judge should be disqualified because of
qualifications he or she possesses which, by their very nature, play an integral role in satisfying the
eligibility requirements. Judge Mumba's membership ofthe UNCSW and, in general, her previous
experience in this area would be relevant to the requirement under Article 13(1) of the Statute for
experience in international law, including human rights law. The possession of this experience is a
statutory requirement for Judges to be elected to this Tribunal. It would be an odd result ifthe
operation of an eligibility requirement were to lead to an inference of bias. Therefore, Article 13(1)
should be read to exclude from the category of matters or activities which could indicate bias,
experience in the specific areas identified. In other words, the possession of experience in any of
those areas by a Judge cannot, in the absence of the clearest contrary evidence, constitute evidence of
bias or partiality.~iill
206. The Appellant has alleged that "Judge Mumba's decision Sthe JudgementC in fact promoted
specific interests and goals of the Commission. ,,28l He states that she advocated the position that
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rape was a war crime and encouraged the vigorous prosecution of persons charged with rape as a war
crime. 282 He erroneously states that this was the first case in which either the International Tribunal
or the ICTR was offered the opportunity to reaffirm that rape is a war crime,283 and that through this
case the Trial Chamber expanded the definition ofrape. 284 The Appellant alleges that this expanded
definition ofrape which emerged in the Judgement reflected that which had been adopted by the
Expert Group Meeting, at which the: three authors of one of the amicus curiae briefs and the
Prosecution lawyer were present.28:~ In his submissions, these circumstances could cause a
reasonable person to reasonably apprehend bias.

207. On the other hand, the Prosecutor argues that, in terms of the definition of rape, there is no
evidence that Judge Mumba acted under the influence of the Expert Group Meeting or that she was
even aware of it or its report. The Prosecutor states that the three authors of one of the amicus curiae
briefs did not advance a definition of rape in their submissions (the Appellant does not dispute this
statement286), and that in any event, the Appellant took no issue with the submissions made by the
Prosecutor on the elements of rape during tria1.287
208. The Appeals Chamber notes that there was no dispute at trial as to whether rape can, or should,
be categorised as a war crime. The Prosecutor addressed the definition of rape in both her pre-trial
brief and during the trial, 288 and, as found by the Trial Chamber, these submissions went
unchallenged by the Appellant. 289 In addition, the Appellant confirmed during the oral hearing on
the appeal that there was no issue raised at trial as to whether rape could be categorised as a war
crime;290 in fact, at the same hearing, he ma.de no oral submission on the question ofrecusal. 291 For
these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the circumstances could not lead a reasonable
observer, properly informed, to reasonably apprehend bias.

209. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber notes that both the International Tribunal and the ICTR have
had the opportunity, prior to the Judgement, to define the crime ofrape. 292
210. With regard to the issue of the reaffirmation by the International Tribunal of rape as a war
crime, the Appeals Chamber finds that the international community has long recognised rape as a
war crime. 29} In the Celebici Judgement, one of the accused was convicted of torture by means of
rape, as a violation of the laws or customs ofwar. 294 This recognition by the international
community of rape as a war crime is also reflected in the Rome Statute where it is designated as a
war crime. 295

211. The Appeals Chamber also finds without merit the allegation that Judge Mumba is shown to
have been biased by the fact that the Judgement expanded the definition of rape in a manner which
reflected the definition put forward by the Expert Group Meeting. There is no evidence that Judge
Mumba was influenced by the latter definition. On the other hand, there was jurisprudence which led
the Trial Chamber to take the direction which it took. In the case of The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul
Akayesu before the ICTR, the Trial Chamber, while acknowledging that there was no generally
accepted definition of rape in international law and that there were also variations at the national
level,296 defined rape as "a physical invasion of a sexual nature, committed on a person under
circumstances which are coercive."~~~I This definition was subsequently adopted in the Celebici
case. 22B.
212. In the instant case, there was no issue on this point at trial. 299 The Trial Chamber stated that it
sought to arrive at an "accurate definition of rape based on the criminal law principle of
specificity" ,J0..Q The Appeals Chamber recognises that the Trial Chamber was entitled to interpret the
law as it stood.
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213. Finally, the Appellant alleges that the association Judge Mumba had with the three authors of an
amicus curiae brief created an apprehension of bias. He contends that, in filing the briefs before the
Trial Chamber, the "amici actively assisted the prosecution in its effort to convict Mr. Furundziija by
seeking to prevent the reopening of the trial after the Defence discovered that relevant documents
had been withheld by the prosecution....the amici advanced legal arguments that assisted the
prosecution in order to advance an agenda they shared with Judge Mumba.,,301 The Appellant quotes
sections of the briefs to illustrate the attitude which Judge Mumba shared; those sections, he says,
reminded "the Tribunal that its ruling 'profoundly affects (a) women's equal rights to access to
justice and (b) the goal of bringing perpetrators of sexual violence in armed conflict before the two
International Criminal Tribunals. ,,30~
214. The Judgement notes that the amicus curiae briefs "dealt at great length with issues pertaining
to the re-opening ofthe...proceedings" and the suggested scope of the reopening. JQJ They did not
address the question of rape or the Appellant's personal responsibility for the rapes in question. 301 In
any event, by the time the briefs were filed on 9 and 11 November 1998, the Trial Chamber had
already decided to reopen the proceedings which commenced on 9 November 1998. 305
215. The Appeals Chamber finds that there is no substance in the Appellant's allegations as
contained in this ground of appeal. This ground therefore fails.

VII. FIFTH GROUND OF APPEAL
A. Submissions of the Parties
1. The Appellant
216. The Appellant contends that the sentences often years' imprisonment for the commission of
acts oftorture and eight years' imprisonment for aiding and abetting an outrage upon personal
dignity, in violation of the laws or customs of war, constitute "cruel and unusual punishment".306 He
submits that, in the event that the Appeals Chamber affirms either conviction, it should reduce the
sentence to a length of time consistent with the emerging penal regime of the Tribuna1. 107
217. The Appellant submits that the sentence is too harsh in light of evidence which suggests the
possibility that he could be innocent, 30li and that the judgements issued by the Tribunal to date
demonstrate an emergent jurisprudence embodying several general sentencing principles. According
to the Appellant, the first such principle is that crimes against humanity should attract a harsher
sentence than war crimes. In support, he cites the Trial Chamber's opinion in Prosecutor v. Dusko
Tadic and the Appeals Chamber's agreement with the principle in Prosecutor v. Drazen
Erdemovic. J09 The second principle is that crimes resulting in the loss of human life are to be
punished more severely than other crimes. The Appellant argues that in the Sentencing Judgement at
trial in the Tadic case 310 ("the Tadic Sentencing Judgement"), in respect of a crime in which Dusko
Tadic participated, i.e., cruel and inhumane treatment leading to the death or disappearance of the
victims, he received a sentence of three years additional to that received for the same crime when no
death resulted.lU Relying on the Tadic Sentencing Judgement, the Appellant submits that six years
is an appropriate benchmark for a violation of the laws or customs of war when the accused is
convicted of particularly cruel and terrorising treatment that did not result in the victim's death. ill

218. Referring to the Celibici Judgement, the Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber in that case
also reaffirmed the principle that crimes warrant a harsher penalty where they result in loss of human
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life.ill
219. The Appellant further offers the judgement of the Trial Chamber in the Aleksovski case as an
important precedent for the purposes of this appeal. In that case, Zlatko Aleksovski was sentenced to
two and a half years' imprisonment for outrages upon personal dignity. By contrast, in respect of a
crime of the same category, the Appellant has received eight years' imprisonment.1L4
220. Overall, the Appellant submits that, in order to ensure consistency between the sentence
imposed on him and those imposed by the Trial Chamber in the Tadic, Erdemovic and Aleksovski
cases, ,llj his sentence should be reduced to six years' imprisonment or less. 319
2. The Respondent
221. The Respondent submits that a sentence is imposed in the exercise of a Trial Chamber's
discretion. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber may not substitute its opinion for that of a Trial
Chamber, unless it is demonstrated that the Trial Chamber's discretion has not been validly exercised
due to error. The Respondent contends that the Appellant in this case failed to demonstrate an error
in the exercise of the Trial Chamber's discretion in sentencing. 317
222. The Respondent submits that every sentence imposed by a Trial Chamber must be
individualised as there are a great many factors to which the Trial Chamber may have regard in
exercising its discretion in each case. ill
223. The Respondent disputes the contention that there is a cognisable sentencing regime at the
Tribunal, noting that the Appeals Chamber has only addressed the question of sentencing on one
occasion}-.l2 Further, each of the sentences imposed by a Trial Chamber to date, which the Appellant
contends reflect an emerging penal regime, is the subject of an appeal. The Respondent submits that
the Erdemovic case 320 cannot serve as an appropriate guideline, as the circumstances surrounding
that case were unique. The accused in that case pleaded guilty to the charges against him, and duress
was treated as a significant mitigating factor. Therefore, the Respondent argues, Erdemovic is clearly
distinguishable from the instant case.,l£l
224. Contrary to the Appellant's submission that the Appeals Chamber be guided by the sentences
passed by the Trial Chambers to date, the Respondent submits that it would be desirable for the
Appeals Chamber to establish appropriate sentencing principles in order to achieve consistency and
even-handedness)22
225. The Respondent further argues that deterrence and retribution should be the primary goals of
sentencing. In the Respondent's view, deterrence has two aspects, one "suppressive" and the other
"educative". The Respondent submits that both of these aspects of deterrence and the aim of
retribution would be defeated were the sentences imposed by the Tribunal generally lower than those
typically imposed in national systems. 323
226. As to the suppressive aspect, the Respondent contends that a prospective violator of
international humanitarian law would not be dissuaded by the sanctions imposed by an international
tribunal if they were lower than those imposed under national law. As to the educative aspect, the
Respondent argues that lower sentences imposed by the International Tribunal would signal that
genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes are less serious than ordinary crimes under
national law. Finally, the imposition by the International Tribunal of sentences lower than those
prevailing in national jurisdictions would undermine the Tribunal's aim of contributing to the
restoration of peace and security in the former Yugoslavia.~-.1
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227. The Respondent submits that the gravity of the crime must form the starting point for any
determination of sentence. Rather than subscribing to some form of hierarchy between the offences
generally, a Trial Chamber should impose a sentence which reflects the inherent gravity of the
accused's criminal conduct. 325 The gravity of the crimes must ultimately be determined with regard
to the particular circumstances of the case; the degree of the accused's participation should be
considered and, generally, the closer a person is to actual participation in the crime, the more serious
the nature of his crime. 326 However, an individual who orders or plans a course of criminal conduct
will be responsible for his role in having ordered all ofthe crimes committed by the perpetrators and
his responsibility may, therefore, be greater. 327

228. As a general proposition, the Respondent agrees with the Appellant that a crime that results in
the death of the victim is more serious than a crime not involving the loss of human life. However,
this principle may not apply in the circumstances of every case. The Respondent rejects the
Appellant's argument that six years' imprisonment has been established as the "appropriate
benchmark" for violations of the laws or customs of war when the accused is convicted of
particularly cruel and terrorising treatment that did not result in the death of a victim.328 The
Respondent also highlights other factors which are to be considered, such as the personal
circumstances of the accused, aggravating and mitigating factors, and the general practice regarding
prison sentences in the courts of the former Yugoslavia. 329
229. The Respondent submits that the Appellant has not demonstrated that his sentence often years
for torture was manifestly disproportionate to the gravity of the criminal conduct in question. The
Trial Chamber found the Appellant guilty as a co-perpetrator of the act of torture, suggesting that the
criminal conduct of the Appellant and that of Accused B were equally serious. Therefore, the
sentence imposed cannot be regarded as disproportionate. 330 The Respondent adds that the sentence
for outrages upon personal dignity reflects the Appellant's diminished role in this crime, although the
conduct underlying this count was the same as that underlying the torture count.Jll The Prosecutor
concludes that the Defence has failed to establish that the Trial Chamber abused its discretion in
imposing the sentences. 332
230. The Respondent further submits that, even if any weight is given to sentences imposed by Trial

Chambers in other cases, the sentences do not appear to be inconsistent. The Respondent highlights
as an example the accused Hazim Delic, in the Celebici case, who received a sentence of fifteen
years for rape. The Respondent contends tha.t this sentence is probably the one most analogous on its
facts to the circumstances of this case)33 Furthermore, the Respondent submits that, although
sentences imposed by Trial Chambers should not serve as a point of reference before this Appeals
Chamber, life imprisonment has been imposed in several cases before the ICTR and in the Jelisic
case before this Tribunal a sentence of 40 years was imposed. 334 In the view of the Respondent, the
overall ten-year sentence in this case is within the appropriate range, and on that basis the Appellant
has shown no abuse of discretion by the Trial Chamber. 335
231. Finally, the Respondent submits that the Appellant seems to suggest that an accused might be
convicted where doubts about his innocence still exist, and that in such cases, doubts should function
as a mitigating factor in sentencing .l 36

3. Appellant in Reply
232. The Appellant rejects the Respondent's arguments that his sentence is not inconsistent with the
Tribunal's practice. He reiterates his objections to the emphasis placed by the Respondent on his
interrogation of Witness A while she was being sexually assaulted, a scenario which he says is not
supported by the evidence. 33?
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233. The Appellant reiterates his position as submitted in the Appellant's Amended Brief, that the
sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber is entirely inconsistent with those imposed at trial in the
Tadic, 338 ErdemoviCJYl and Aleksovski34Q cases. He asserts that the Respondent made no attempt to
reconcile the Tadic and Aleksovski sentencing decisions with that of Furundzija, and that such a
reconciliation would, in any event, not have been possible):U
234. As regards the Erdemovic case, the Appellant submits that in the First Erdemovic Sentencing
Judgement, the accused was sentenced to ten years' imprisonment for the commission of more than
seventy murders, absent mitigating circumstances, but that, in the Second Erdemovic Sentencing
Judgement, the accused received only a five-year sentence on account of duress and a pleabargaining agreement reached with the Prosecutor.:H1
B. Discussion

235. The relevant provisions concerning sentencing procedure before the Tribunal are Articles 23
and 24 of the Statute and Rule 101 of the Rules.
Article 23 - Judgement

1. The Trial Chambers shall pronounce judgements and impose sentences
and penalties on persons convicted of serious violations of international
humanitarian law.
2. The judgement shall be rendered by a majority of the judges of the Trial
Chamber, and shall be delivered by the Trial Chamber in public. It shall be
accompanied by a reasoned opinion in writing, to which separate or
dissenting opinions may be appended.
Article 24 - Penalties
1. The penalty imposed by the Trial Chamber shall be limited to
imprisonment. In determining the terms of imprisonment, the Trial
Chambers shall have recourse to the general practice regarding prison
sentences in the courts of the former Yugoslavia.

2. In imposing the sentences, the Trial Chambers should take into account
such factors as the gravity of the offence and the individual circumstances
of the convicted person.
3. In addition to imprisonment, the Trial Chambers may order the return of
any property and proceeds acquired by criminal conduct, including by
means of duress, to their rightful owners.
Rule 101 - Penalties
(A) A convicted person may be sentenced to imprisonment for a term up to
and including the remainder of the convicted person's life.
(B) In determining the sentence, the Trial Chamber shall take into account
the factors mentioned in Article 24, paragraph 2, of the Statute, as well as
such factors as:
(i) any aggravating circumstances;
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(ii) any mitigating circumstances including the substantial
cooperation with the Prosecutor by the convicted person before or
after conviction;
(iii) the general practice regarding prison sentences in the courts of
the former Yugoslavia;
(iv) the extent to which any penalty imposed by a court of any State
on the convicted person for the same act has already been served, as
referred to in Article 10, paragraph 3, of the Statute.
(C) The Trial Chamber shall indicate whether multiple sentences shall be
served consecutively or concurrently.

(D) Credit shall be given to the convicted person for the period, if any,
during which the convicted person was detained in custody pending
surrender to the Tribunal or pending trial or appeal.
236. Before addressing individual arguments concerning sentencing, it is worth examining the
Appellant's overall contention on this ground. He submits that, in the event that the Appeals
Chamber affirms either of the convictions at trial, the sentence relating to the upheld conviction
should be reduced to a length of time consistent with the emerging penal regime of the Tribunal. 343
This submission implies that an "emerging penal regime" exists and is identifiable. Although the
fundamental function of the Appeals Chamber is to determine whether the sentence imposed by the
Trial Chamber is appropriate in terms of the Statute and the Rules, it may, nonetheless, be helpful to
consider first whether there is, as contended by the Appellant, an emerging penal regime in the
Tribunal.
237. The Appeals Chamber notes that the practice of the Tribunal with regard to sentencing is still in
its early stages. Several sentences have been handed down by different Trial Chambers but these are
now subject to appeal. Only three final sentencing judgements have been delivered: one by a Trial
Chamber established for sentencing purposes following a successful appeal by the accused in
Erdemovic,J44 and the others by the Appeals Chamber in Tadic!3,,,'i and Aleksovski,J~Q each of which
has resulted in a revision of the sentence imposed by the original Trial Chamber. It is thus premature
to speak of an emerging "penal regime" ,142 and the coherence in sentencing practice that this
denotes. It is true that certain issues relating to sentencing have now been dealt with in some depth;
however, still others have not yet been addressed. The Chamber finds that, at this stage, it is not
possible to identify an established "penal regime". Instead, due regard must be given to the relevant
provisions in the Statute and the Rules which govern sentencing, as well as the relevant
jurisprudence of this Tribunal and the ICTR, and of course to the circumstances of each case.
238. The Prosecutor submits that, while there is no existing penal regime, it would be appropriate for
the Appeals Chamber to set out sentencing guidelines which should be applied, based on the
functions and purposes of sentencing in the legal system of the Tribuna1.34 8 Without questioning the
possible utility of such guidelines, the Chamber considers it inappropriate to establish a definitive list
of sentencing guidelines for future reference, when only certain matters relating to sentencing are at
issue before it now. Thus, the Appeals Chamber will limit itself to the issues directly raised by this
appeal.
239. One other preliminary matter merits consideration - the standard of review to be applied in an
appeal against sentence. The Prosecutor submits that the Appeals Chamber should not substitute its
opinion for that of a Trial Chamber unless it is demonstrated that the latter's discretion was not
validly exercised. J 49 The Appeals Chamber's finding in the Tadic Sentencing Appeals Judgement
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supports this view:
Insofar as the Appellant argues that the sentence of 20 years was unfair because it was
longer than the facts underlying the charges required, the Appeals Chamber can find no
error in the exercise ofthe Trial Chamber's discretion in this regard. The sentence of20
years is within the discretionary framework provided to the Trial Chambers by the
Statute and the Appeals Chamber wiill not, therefore, quash the sentence and substitute
its own sentence instead.J~Q
The test of a discernible error in respect of the exercise of the Trial Chamber's discretion set out in
paragraph 22 of the same judgement has been followed in the Aleksovski Appeals Judgement'-:I.~J
] . Crimes against humanity attract harsher penalties than war crimes
240. In the Appellant's Amended Brief, the argument was advanced that a principle has emerged in
the practice of the Tribunal that an act classified as a crime against humanity should be punished
more severely than an act classified as a war crime. 352
241. In support of this submission, the Appellant relies on, inter alia, certain decisions of this
Tribunal. J 53 In particular, he draws attention to the judgement of the Appeals Chamber in the
Erdemovic case in which the majority of the Appeals Chamber found that crimes against humanity
should attract a harsher penalty than war crimes. 35'l
242. This Chamber notes that, when the. Appellant's Amended Brief was filed on 14 September
1999, the Judgement of the Appeals Chamber in the Tadic Sentencing Appeals Judgement was yet to
be delivered. 355 In this latter case, the Chamber considered the case law now relied upon by the
Appellant, but reached a conclusion, by majority, contrary to that which the Appellant now
advocates:
[T]here is in law no distinction between the seriousness ofa crime against humanity and
that ofa war crime. The Appeals Chamber finds no basis for such a distinction in the
Statute or the Rules of the International Tribunal construed in accordance with
customary international law; the authorized penalties are also the same, the level in any
particular case being fixed by reference to the circumstances of the case).iQ
243. This Chamber notes that the same arguments now advanced by the Appellant were considered
and rejected by the Appeals Chamber in the: Tadic Sentencing Appeals Judgement. The question
arises whether this Chamber should follow the ratio decidendi on this issue set out in that
Judgement. In the recent Aleksovski Appeals Judgement the Appeals Chamber held that:
[w]here, in a case before it, the Appeals Chamber is faced with previous decisions that
are conflicting, it is obliged to determine which decision it will follow, or whether to
depart from both decisions for cogent reasons in the interests of justice.1:?1
The Appeals Chamber will follow its decision in the Tadic Sentencing Appeals Judgement on the
question ofrelative gravity as between crimes against humanity and war crimes.
2. Crimes resulting in loss of life are t9 be punished more severely than other crimes
244. The Appellant submits, and the Prosecutor agrees in principle, that crimes which result in the
loss of human life should be punished more severely. 358
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245. The Appellant submits that certain judgements of the Tribunal may serve as benchmarks for
sentences to be handed down in relation to specific crimes. In particular, it is submitted that the
judgements of the Trial Chambers in the Tadi~ and ErdemoviJMl cases establish the maximum
sentence for war crimes as nine years' imprisonment in cases in which the violation led to the death
of the victim. 36J In the Tadic case, a person convicted of crimes against humanity was consistently
sentenced to an additional three years in cases that resulted in the death or disappearance of victims.
From this the Appellant deduces that violations which do not result in death should receive a
sentence three years less than for those from which death results. In view of the above, the Appellant
submits that an appropriate benchmark sentence for a violation of the laws or customs of war that
does not result in the death of the victim is six years.
246. The reasoning behind this proposed benchmark of six years depends in part on the view that
crimes resulting in loss of life are to be punished more severely than those not leading to the loss of
life. The Appeals Chamber considers this approach to be too rigid and mechanistic.
247. Since the Tadic Sentencing Appeals Judgement, the position of the Appeals Chamber has been
that there is no distinction in law between crimes against humanity and war crimes that would
require, in respect of the same acts, that the former be sentenced more harshly than the latter. It
follows that the length of sentences imposed for crimes against humanity does not necessarily limit
the length of sentences imposed for war crimes.
248. The argument implicitly advanced by the Appellant in support of a six-year benchmark
sentence is that all war crimes should attract similar sentences. The reasoning may be summarised as
follows: because war crimes not resulting in death received sentences of six years in Tadic, it stands
to reason that war crimes not resulting in death in this case should receive the same or a similar
sentence. The Appeals Chamber does not agree with this logic, or with the imposition of a restriction
on sentencing which does not have any basis in the Statute or the Rules.
249. In deciding to impose different sentences for the same type of crime, a Trial Chamber may
consider such factors as the circumstances in which the offence was committed and its seriousness.
While acts of cruelty that fall within the meaning of Article 3 of the Statute will, by definition, be
serious, some will be more serious than others. The Prosecutor submits that sentences must be
individualised according to the circumstances and gravity of the particular offence. The Appeals
Chamber agrees with the statement of the Prosecutor that "the sentence imposed must reflect the
inherent gravity of the accused's criminal c:onduct",362 which conforms to the statement of the Trial
Chamber in the Kupreskic Judgement:
The sentences to be imposedi must reflect the inherent gravity of the criminal conduct of
the accused. The determination of the gravity of the crime requires a consideration of
the particular circumstances of the case, as well as the form and degree of the
participation of the accused in the crime. 363
This statement has been endorsed by the Appeals Chamber in the Aleksovski Appeals Judgement,3f?1
and there is no reason for this Chamber to depart from it.
250. The sentencing provisions in the Statute and the Rules provide Trial Chambers with the
discretion to take into account the circumstances of each crime in assessing the sentence to be given.
A previous decision on sentence may indeed provide guidance if it relates to the same offence and
was committed in substantially similar circumstances; otherwise, a Trial Chamber is limited only by
the provisions of the Statute and the Rules. It may impose a sentence of imprisonment for a term up
to and including the remainder of the convicted person's life. 365 As a result, an individual convicted
of a war crime could be sentenced to imprisonment for a term up to and including the remainder of
his life, depending on the circumstances.
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251. The Appellant's submission regarding the appropriate length of benchmark sentences is
contradicted by recent Appeals Chamber practice. In the Tadic Sentencing Appeals Judgement, the
Appeals Chamber pronounced sentences of twenty years for wilful killings under Article 2 of the
Statute and for murders under Article 3 of the Statute,366 both of which surpass the nine-year
benchmark which the Appellant argues is appropriate for war crimes resulting in death.
252. The Appellant further relies upon the judgement of the Trial Chamber in the Aleksovski case in
order to establish a benchmark for sentencing. In that case, the convicted person was sentenced to
two and a half years in prison for outrages upon personal dignity. However, in the recent Aleksovski
Appeals Judgement, the Appeals Chamber found that there was a discernible error on the part of the
Trial Chamber in the exercise of its discretion, namely:
giving insufficient weight to the gravity of the conduct of the Appellant and failing to
treat his position as commander as an aggravating feature in relation to his responsibility
under Artic:1e 7(1) of the Statute. 367
The Appeals Chamber went on to sentence Zlatko Aleksovski to seven years, stating that, had it not
been for an element of double jeopardy involved in the process, "the sentence would have been
considerably longer. ,,368

3. Additional arguments
253. The Appellant submits that "there are substantive issues that hang over the case" that suggest
innocence is a possibility and that this should be considered in sentencing}Q2 The Appeals Chamber
rejects this argument. Guilt or innocence is a question to be determined prior to sentencing. In the
event that an accused is convicted, or an Appellant's conviction is affirmed, his guilt has been proved
beyond reasonable doubt. Thus a possibility of innocence can never be a factor in sentencing.
254. Accordingly, this ground of appeal must fail.

VIII. DISPOSITION
For the foregoing reasons, THE AJ~PEALS CHAMBER, UNANIMOUSLY, rejects each ground
of appeal, dismisses the appeal, and affirms the convictions and sentences.

Done in both English and French, the English text being authoritative.

Mohamed Shahabuddeen
Presiding

Rafael Nieto-Navia

Fausto Pocar

Patrick Lipton Robinson
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Lal Chand Vohrah
Dated this twenty-first day of July 2000
At The Hague,
The Netherlands.
Judge Shahabuddeen, Judge Vohrah and Judge Robinson append declarations to this Judgement.
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Poteurord
(,"lay.i, (u;lll1icts tJrg'et dHld.ren for tht· 1,</Oj·8··1 PO.~Sible violence 31\d
,dmse It IS oursh.ued duty our moral ohligatlon .' (0 l'nd that
outrage. We rannot stand by in silence whi!e children arc made
victims of murder, rape and mutilation: while children are abducted
,1110:1 fnrcc'd 10 fight in wars, and take pan in wartime atrocities

T

This guide ou chlklren and interuational jllSltfl' and trurh-seekiru;
mcchanisms is part nf an ongoing effort. to~clher with Ill.lny partnersr
In ensure that children em grow IIp in a worldsale from harm. 11 is
d practi(al guick that summarizes the legal prntt-ctioll framework fin
ell i ldren in armed (ont1i(C <lnd provides an introduction to tilt:
f"IJJHliolls and statutes of justice and truth-Sleeking rnechanrsms, in
particular .IS tht7 relate toe> children. Practical experiences of children in
such pW(CS6eS ,1rt' I irnited so [ar. and IIUIlY questions remain. which
wili rcquire llillher retlerrion. Mud)' ami .1pplicatiun. We attempt
in tllest' !Mgcs to explore the emerging iSSLH'i> and address the critical
g,lp 1I1 d((Olllll.lbilily '~)r crinws ilf~)inst children, outlir: ing practical
stl'p.~ that can protect children undei intematiorml criminal law

\'Ve GIll upon child rights advocates and interuutional criminal
jmlirc experts to join in this effort. By giving carduf .mention to the

broader context or internanonal criminal justice and the special needs

1)1 chillin:l" we believe that «'!getber we Gill make a difference for
children in this world In fact, the SUCC(;$S and su~aain;)bility of r1\:'a(t~
Pft)G'S~t'1:i depends on young people who will carry forward their hopes.
for the future. "Vc cannot let them down. We CUlIIot fail to provide dll"
k,}(krship that w III, ill tum, inspire their own efforts to help build
;1

world without violence, where iu~tkt" is the foundation kn stable
for lklll ocracy and tht: rule of law.

SOfie/it's,
w\~

must not delay

ht~I:<JIjSI' children GilHHJt ,..,'ait.

Let their

Ifnpaut'IIc<' motivate our actioJlS. We must nt: d";H that the era of

i mpun i ty b, over. that we

.ItT

entering a new era of justin: ;md pe,HT.

/

I
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Executive summary
In rhc outcome dorurnent of the Unit~'d Nations Special Session on
Children, 'A world fit for rhiidren', adopted in Iv1ay 2002 by the
Gennal Assemblv, govemments undertake to:

"Pm an

io lmpu/riit', pm l(Y1Jle those rCS/lllflSlble for :.t,etlOCkJe,
(.Times agaiml Illwumity. alld !I.mr crimes, and t',Y'{:[wk, wlwre fl!u.~ibIc,
these crimes from IlIrl1l(~ly pmfti51(m~ dIU! amnesty legislatiotl, and
Crll1'l/"t'

(0'11((

thn:

[,l'/Wrll!l!f!!

.~~st,confiia

trutn fwd iusliCf!-sl"eidn:s

mcchamsms ani establisJu.'Ii, .\erious 1ll.tllses itn~!il'i/I~ child/en lln'
/llJdll!Ssed and thot r!/!/rroprillll! .!Jild- 'i.e/lsir/ltC procedure« lilt' pWl!idl'd.•
Why is justice fol" children important?
Children

;HI'

arn o ng the principal victims of war. In the last decade,

estimated 2 million children have died and G million have been
wounded ;IS a direct result of armed conflict. At anyone lime over
,\11

30ll,OOO rhild soldiers. some as young <I, eight, art' exploited in
armed conflicts in over 30 countries around the world, They have
heen made targets of the worst possible violence and abuse. They
have been 'hbduCl.cd. raped, recruited into armed forces and groups
.uul forced In parricip.uc in atrocities. lmpuuity for these crimes
adversely aff(yts not only the individual child victim, hut whole
generations of ell ildrcn II undermine» their development and the
formation of their ldentity, values awl political belief.", thus
affecting their ,lbility 10 function as future 1t~dl.lt:'IS and derision

makers.
Yet en IIWS committed

agdlllsi

children have not received due

attention i!11 1'l't'ViI.HlS .Hld current international justice and truth-seeking
mechanisms, most ofll:11 being mentioned ollly as pall of atrocities
rornmiued against the (lvllianpoj)ul.llioll in general.
Unless .ICI.OU/Ililbility mechanisms address crimes commuted
agaiJisl chddren, and perpetrators of war crimes, rriruex against
hunianitv and genoode are brought In fust1ce. children will continue 10
sutler. with negative consequences for futun:: peace and stahiiuv.

',Cia

E.XECU11Yri SUMMARY

i\JJrc~~ing the experiences 01 children in international justice and
truth-seeking me(hanj~lm. is thc'rdore notjust desirable. it is essential.

Key actsons to end impunity for crimes against <:hitdren
• Ensure Ihnl arcountabi IiI)' mechanisms address crimes against
children, through investigation of crimes, plT'SETulion of

perpetrators and redress for the victims;
Ioi children's involvement in
truth <1I1d justice-seeking mechanisms.

• r kvdt II'" childJ:riendty procedures

Accountability fulfils a number of important functions
For the individual child victim or child affected by the conflict"

• Provides child victims wit h an opportumty for redn'ss;
• Contributes to thl;:' PW-cfSS of healing and helps children
understand [hat rhev are not to blame for what has happened
them and eheir society

10

For promotion and protection of children's rights:

rights, which arc more'
easily hidden and ohm overlooked by nuthoriues and br the
uuernational community:
• R.xords violations committed against children;
• J telps reveal ovemrching criminal policies, which is vital to
understanding the broad..~r context ofwhat happened to children.

• 1;,111;<; attention to violations of children's

For future peace and stability:
• Helps to hreak tilt' c~dt: of violence and restore confidence in
dcmocrncy and the rule of law;
• lnrrcases the chances of success for lfl,' peace process, and
strengthens the Iq{lcilHdCY and authority of rhe new government.
Accountability mechanisms can take many forms
• huern.uional Criminal (;Olllt:
• .\,j In" u ibuuals: uuernational Criminal Tribunal for the tormer
Yugoslavia and Internatioual Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda :

13
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,

• Slwcial courts and tribunals: tor example. the Special COlIn for
Si"Ha Lt'orw,
• Truth commissions:
• National courts:
• Combinations of/he above or further innovations.
Crime~, against

children

The ICC, ail/Jill..' Tribunals, national COUll" and other justice
mechanisms should proactively investigate and take legal action
dWli nxt persons \NIIO l orurnit crimes under international law against
rhildren
Children can bernmc victims of any of the criminal <1\15 that fall
wuhin thc jurtsdicnon of Ihe lee. The definitions for genocide, crimes
a!~"in,'il humanity and war crimes also include a number of crimes
specific In children or hi which children ;Ht: particularly vulnerable,
slIcn ,)$:
GenocidE!

• forcible transfer of dlildrt'll from nne group to another:
• Measures intended [0 prevent birth.

Crimes against humanity

• Crimes of sexual violence, tHich as rape, sexual slavery, enforced
prostitution and enforced sterilization.
War crimes
• lntcntion.rl attacks on .sdlOOh;
• Crimes ofsexual violence, such as rape. sexual slavery, enforced
prostitution and enforced sterilization:
• ["'ling 51,1IV<ltl011 as ,I method of warfare:
• I r,w 01 (hiJdn~1l undl'!' ilge J 5,1$ child snldiers.

Stopping the use of child soldiers
111t' () pt ional Protocol to the Conven tion on the Rights of the Child
on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict prohibits the

,q7..,
.'

EXECI HIVE: SUMMAR Y

o nnpulsory recruitment of children under the <lgC of 18 and their
din-ct participation ill hosuliues, The Protocol, which entered into
foro: on 12 rehfll.HY 2002, also requires Stales to increase the
IIIiu i mum age for voluntary recruitment and in traduces strict

safeguards for voluntary rerruitrneru of children under the 'I~W of
IS 1\11 fllnns of IUllIil!liCnt and particip.uion qf childre-n under the
.rgt' 01 IHan' b.mncd for non-State MIIWd groups. 1'11<.:' ['roweol
reflects an nn<'fl!;ing international consensus that J8 years should be
the miuimum .lgC for recruitment into armed Iorccs and groups and
lor p;utidp3tiun ill hostilities, The ROllW Statute places the
recruument or use of child soldiers underl S under the jurisdiction
of rhc COHrt as ,1 WiU crime which is an impurrant sttep towards 1\)('
t.'nfonTmelll of Irtrcrnauona] law prohibiting children's
pMti,ip.!li('n in 11{)5Imtie~L

Children's invoh/'ement in the ICC
TIlt' It:(' has no jurisdiction to prosecute persons heluw the age of lit
Therelorc, rhildren can participate in the Court only as Victims 01
wuncsses In addition to defiuiug crimes mn«~ming children, the
Home Statute of the ICC and the Rules 01 Procedure and Evidence
lildude special provisions for the protection of children during the
investigation and prosecuuon of CIl>t:;S

For any child, the experience of~~lving testimony or being
questioned by lawyers Of investigators Gin be innnudating In
prnrn'\.lil1p,s bdnre I he ICC, children may be ask....d to recall and
mentally revisit honors they haw struggled to forgel.l11ere is ,( clear
,111(\ imminent risk of rerraumatiaarion unless chi ld-friendly procedures
;W' adopted and staff expetknccd with children and psvchosocial
support arc ;IL hand.

rhc gUiding priIKiplt'~ I'll' Ihe Convention fin the ~jghts of the
Child (eRe) apply with respect (0 children who COIlH,: bdnrt'
.iudiu,11 bmlic:>. The follOWing principles should therefore be
fd'krtnl ill PI()u'ttures .uid measures of the IC(~ designed for child
VtdlIHS ;1111f witnesses:
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• '111l' hC~1 interest of the rhitd should guide all policies and PLKlj(.l~S

(CflC article '\);
• The child ha:> a right 10 he hea rd (CRe article 12);
• (,fly'sied and psychological recovery ofa child victim, and social
reintq~ral ion, should be promoted (CRe: article J'}),

The Rules of Procedure and j''vrdt'ncc address tla: need for special
with n;'gard to the It'g<.tl representation of chiklrt'll, III tin!
case of" c1111t1 victim, an application to participate may be made hy a
person .letjng IIIl Iwildlfor till: victim.The Hull's of Procedure and
Evidence provide that a child suppon pI:.'lS01l llhly be assigned 10 ,1 child
victim or Wi(JII,:'S." 10 assist throughout all stages of the [.lIolceJillgs. '111'<.'
individual cimuusranozs of each child including the fhild'~ age <\ntl
gender, and tilt' I'hjld'~ wishes should be primary guiding factors
when appointi ng legal representatives and chilJ support persons. Fur
example, for girls who are victims of sexual violence, temalesl.lll of ihe
(:oun should always be present and a jcmnk lawyer should conduct
the quesuoning, provided Illill is the wisb ofthe child, in order to
ellsuwa silk and comfortable envuonmcut
Alhulj.'(t:'IIHmls

TIlt' Viflilll.s and Wilnfsses Unit of the ICC I!) mandated 10 provide
protective and security arrangements, counselling and other assistance
to ensure the safely of wiLJlt'SSt:$ and victims during investigations,
I rial and afret the trial. III addition to f1rf)tel'lillt~ measures, the Unit will
provide speaat rlICaSlIH'S lo laci Iirate the testimony of a child,
traorn.nizcd person. or virti m of :WXU,lJ violence. '1111.~sl:' measures can
indllde. for exaruptc, hearings in C<l/WTtI, sighH>ucells between the
victim and the JCClIMXl, pre recorded testi monies. video Ion Ierenci ng
or closed-ci rcuit 1~~kvisi(JTl, and the usc of pseudonyms.
Other issues relaLing to children's kg.!1 representation, which arc

nut lkall with ill tOt· Rules, will be worked out in the future, This
presents an opportunity for all those with an interest in children's
rights ;111 d intern.irional crim illal jUiilitot: 10 ctI.Sl1H: that .111 relevant
isoSUCS ,Jfll-Cling children .ire taken into ,II mum and dealt with ill tlw
lX.'S1 pllssibfe way

EXECUTIVE S'JMM"RY

Staffing: A chikl·.friendly ICC

fhl:" e,Xlcllt to which the IC(: can successfully inveslig;ue and prosecute
crimes fOllllllitk'(! against children and address Lhr' speoaI
requirements .111t1 vulnerabilities of child victims and witnesses wi!!
largely depend on whether tlrc fCC h,IS staff who possess ndequate
..xpelli~ ill issues Idilled to children, The Rome Statute explicitly
provides that
• Whnl sdeniog judges. St,Hl"S Parties 111l1~t 18kt' into account the
need to include; judges with k'gal expertise on specific issues,
including vioknce agaitut women .uid children;
• The f'roSt:wtor shall appoi III ,Hlvist'rs with !logaj expertise On spfdflc
issues, indudinH sexual and gender violence and violence againsl

children,
• The Virtirns and vVitnes.'H'S Unit shall Include sraffwitb expertise in
trauma. inclw..ling trauma related to (Times of SI:XU,J1 violence, "Illl:'
!.Imt may ;l150 imludc staffwith expertise in children's isSLICS, in
particular traumatized children, ,1l\d gCl1t1er and cultural diversity,
• 'Ill': Victims and Wltl1(""~WS I frlll shall make available training 011
iSSllt'S of uaurna and sexual violent;' to the ICC.
Partnerships:
The ICC

Ci~'il

!Jodety and the ICC

both opportunities and challenges for child rights
advocates. Ending impunity for crimes commiued against children,
Crt',U(',5

while ill the samr lillie d~\ldoping procedures and policies to ensure
lhal the needs of child victims and witnesses arc properly taken into
.lfCOUllt, will require concent rated effort and preparation,
Child rights advocates call be J. vilal source of information with
to crimes CflH11Tl iued <Igains. children, particula rlr as they may
hM!" i nlormation that discloses the widespread or systematic nature of

n.~pt:n

:hc commission oto irnes.

Chilli protection "genci~s lIlay 1>£ in possession oft 11 felt marion that
issensitive or that MlOUIJ otherwise be kept ill confidence. The Rules
of I'run-dLIIT "Ill! Evid l'!1ce con lain specific guidelines concerning nondisclosure olprivilq:~uI and confidential inforruation, providing for
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sirualions in which a person will not be compelled to disclose
information and protected categories of relationships, in particular
those related to or involving victim,'!
Child rights advocates em also help ensure that the ICC properly
addresses the rights and needs of child victims and witnesses, and Ih;H
crimrs committed ,'Ig<linsl children receive due aucntion. Training of
judg('.~, prosecuiorial stall' and staff of the Victims and Witnesses Unir
will he essential 10 ensure the d\~vdn[)me. tl of proper 1lH,:ClSU [L'S for
involving children in the ICG The training should (OV(,r interuationnl

(Ilild rights st.mdards, how 10 deal with war-atlerted children, and best
pr.letin's for till: p,uticiptHiof1 of child yin i rns .1I1d witnesses in judicial
proceed i ng:"
Educating children about the Ice lS essential so that they have
to .)(1 relevant and appropriate information ami can flI t l k f
informed dlOin~ abou: their involveruent with the ICC. Thus global
and national ,ldvoCKY activities should St~lk If) inform children about

:len's:'>

the work of the ICC and other international Itl:ll{CC and truth-seeking
mechanisms Children's participation should be voluntary and. in all
instances, special Mfeguards for their protertion ,HUS! he in place
The ICC and national [ustice systems
The Rome Statute of the ICC: is based on the pdnciple of
(ompkmen rarity, 1Nh ich recognises tho t Sta res have primary
responsib ility to prosecute crimes under International law,
(he ICC will deler to national criminal justice systems it-;1 State
indicltl's Ilut it is investigating, prosecuting or has concluded
criminal pruct'edings in ;1 certatn case The ICC will exercise its
jurisdiction only if States have chosen norto proceed, if they are
lnacrivc or if they are dearly unable or unwilling genuinely to
pursue il case.
t\ tina step k.r child rights "dvociltes.11 the national level i~ 1.0
for .1S many Slates .\~ possible 10 h('cullw p.ntk" to the
Home ~Idtutl; CivCIl [he iunsdictional linuLlI.ioll::i WI lase:'> thaT (al)

GlIUrJrllgll

!)(?
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hrought before tlw ICC, widespread ratification from all regions in tilt'
world iii essenlial In States that .ire already parties to the Statute, child
ngbts advocates C1n ,1S.5IFIjt' .1.11 active role in aSllisr in~ the PlX)(1:'SS of
reforming national laws in accordance with the Home Statute,
p'lI"tindariv as it relates to children.
States should review their national legislation ;Hld make
amendments as necessary to CllSlUT oompatibility with the Rome
SI,IULI.:, especially:
• C;ellonde. \V,II crimes and crimes ,lgainst humanity should lit: made
rt'HlH.:s under natlonal Iaw. and the definitions usedshould iw at
kast of the same scope a~ those contained in the Rome StatUh:;
• Pelulties under national criminal law should rdkcr th{c seriousness
01 rhe cnrne.
• National law should not allow Ilead of State i nununity, or any
other immunity, for crimes within the jurisdiction of the fCC;
• rlO\edun.:~s l'nilbllt1~ Judicial cooperation With Inc ICC should hI'
established under Jut iorial law
The process of national law reform, to ensure compliance with the
[(onw St.uut«, 1I1d';' offer a window of pponun ity to adVOGllt: lor
additional ch:lIlges that are desirable [rom a wklei human rights and

°

child rights perspective. Child lights

MlvoCIICS

sh: Hlld therefore be

aware oflegislauve aspirations and trend... in the country in which they
are working, in order to take advantage of opponunities to raise
juwn ilf justin' standards arul introduce concepts such as restorative
justice, or child-triendlv procedures for child victims <111(1 witnesses,

Ad hoc Tribunal:.
[111'

[JI!cm,triunal Crim iu.tl 'l'ribunal fur the Iornu-r '{ugosIaVla (IGIY)

and the lmcrnarional Cnlllin:.ll Tribunal tor RwanJ.l (lCTR) have btxn
\:,SI.lblisht:d to prosecute 'war crimes. crimes agiliml humanity 'llll!
gt'! lo{itll.' in [be former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, The two ad 110f
l'ribunnls .me simil..tr in structure .md operational aspects, although
earh has a disti net mandate designt'1.l to address the conditions and
ci((lIn\.~l.m(eS OLl ~1)('cHk (Tmflir1

/9
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HOlh 'Irihunals have jurisdictior:

OVCI

"natural persons pursuant to

rhe provisions of the present Statute", without specifying a min i mum
'Jgt', The ';H'I! thai elliklren have not been indicted or prosecuted by
either the ICfY or (erR is arguably an indication that neither Tribunal
consideredit was an appropriate forum [or lIying children rC~I)(H1:-;ibk
for crimes within its lurisdictlon,

adopted virtim-scnsitivc practices, based on
SI,.lttlU~S to ensure that ptotectivt' measures
.in- available for victims ami witnesses. In numerous rasps,
prosecutors (nve requested special measures to protect the ideu titv
The Tribunals

11;IW

the ,('qui rernents in Ihel I

of victims ;uHI witnesses from the public, such as the usc of
pseudonyms or ill wmera proceedings, ;:'111'11 srwnaJ measures
would also lw available Cor ch ild WitIH:8";('<;

Special COlllrt for Sierra Leone
IIw Sped'll Com! for Sierra Leone has been established to try those
who bt'.\[ the greatest responsihility I'm crimes com nutted in Sierra
Leone si net? 30 November t 996, The Special COlin is rhus dl recred

towards the leaders who were responsible for planning and
implementing strategies ofwarfare in Siena Leone that included
atrocities directed against civilians. Vlhik the Stature gives the
SpecLll Court jurisdiction over persons agt:d 15 years or above at the
ume of the (lllq;ed cununisslun of rhe crime. it is unlikely that
anyone Linder the age of 18 would satisfy the personal jurisdiction
requireruents This is highlighted by the statutory direction to the
Prosecutor to consider other methods, such as alternate truth and
rerouciliauon mechanisms. to deal with child otr~:lltlels,

'111t: SLHulc [or the Spoial (:')1111 includes ,1 number of childSlwciticcrimes, including the recruitment of child soldiers undci I "i
iJlld rheir use in hostilities, and the abllse of girls under Ill<: dge of 14,
The St,ltLHe also Includes a number of child-specific provisions in its
institutional design, induding the appoinuncru of iudges wuh
expertise in children's tigbts and the appoirumenr of staff within the
Victims and WiUll::sses Unit who haw expertise In children's trauma,

J9?
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CiVCll tilt, prnhability of children appearing bdbrl' the Special COllI'(
witnesses. lhe Special Court is likely to sci precedents tor th.·
.nvolvcrucnt. treatment and protection of chHd ren in rela lion (0

,I:>

ntcruational criminal justice nwchaniltlTis
Prosecutions in national t:OlJrts
I'rnS;XI Itl 0 11 of serious violations of international law in national courts
has several advantages over trials in international U )1II1:>;) 1]0.1 tribunals.
i'n,lls (,)1((' place in the country where the crimes w<'!'C 0)01111itted,
cn.lbling th,' klf.11 pnplli<ltioll both 10 follovv the proceedings and 10

claim ownership more casily. 'nU'JC is better '1(((SS to evidence and the
p,lftidpatioTl of tilt' population \;111 hdp bui kl ,1 coilertive historical

IrH'111(1)' Another advantage is that nauonal prosccutions ran help
rebuild con f1dt'nn: in the judiciary dud the criminal justice system and
turthcr the rule of law and human ril;lns principles.
However, there arc also several challenges 10 proserurion hy
nationa] courts. III partjeul,iLI, in pustconflkr situations It tal\t~s time
to restore adminislmtiv(' and judicial systems, which are frequently
desiroved LIming conflicts, Another dl,IHrnge is tIM! national legal
s tand,lIds MId judicial procedures may not be in conformity with
intcm.uional hum.m rights prindpl\:s . Tlus GUt have serious
11'~l(~rCliSsions for children who .ln' alleged LO have l.tOU1 milled crimes
under intcmational law, In the absence of a functioning court system,
children mil>' remaiu ill custody without [rial for months or even
)"l:ms, Flies and re<:ol'ds m.ry be destroyed, The community. too. may
exact its revenge d i rertly on su..pected offenders without regard for
d U(: 1)l'(KCSS.
N.1fional legal :'iysf(~rns should ensure that child rcn ill conf ict wi th
h~lW special Pl'Olt'rtlOIl III partirul.u { hi ldrcn have the tiglH to
11 ..·.HI11Clll Ihat takes full account of their 'lgf. (irnltl!st.mo:s and [leeds,

[lit' law

II" ,Ill cirUUllSl,)Il«('S, national juvellile

iusti((~

systems should he in line

with inrernatiou.ilst.urdards
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Child perpetrators
Age of criminal nZ!Spollsibility
The ( ]{(' requires States to define ;, 'UiIlIJIlUllI age for rrimi nal
responsibility, but dOE~ nor specify what that age should be. 'The
O.)r1lnliltf,x~ on rhe Hights of the Child stresses tllilt the nge should not
he Sf'! too low. \'\fbat~\Tr the ag(', Slates retain therr obligations under
international laW' in relation to persons under 18 who ;Ht' 'llle~cd to
h~lw cnrmnined a (lime,
Age and criminal jurlsdtcnon
• 1(;(:: No [unsdictiou over 1)el"$OIIS I.lI11kr IS;
• ICry and {C'Tf{ .!Uli."dktion over persons under 1H not exclw.kd
HOWf'VI~r, no person under 18 has been prosCl.lflcd [0 date:

• Speci;ll Court for Sierra Leone: Jurisdiction over persons bct.......een
l'j and 18 vears of-lge. However it is likdy the Special Coun Will
not proserute childa71l, sinct' it is required to focus on those who
bear rbc greatest rt~f)onsibility (or the crimes:
• N,ltIU!\<I1 courts: Iunsdiction depends on minimum age set for
criminal n~ponsihility.
Standards for- tre.ltnlQot of child perpetrators

The COlli rninec on tlic RIghts or the Child has <;tressed tka childrer:
who ,orntllil crunes should also be seen primarily as victims \VlH'n
dealing with children who have partidpalt'f! ill genocide, uinw'\
'lg.linst humanity or war (rilll~, general principles applicable to
juvenile olfendera continue to ilpply. Objectives should bt':
• rkintegr.llitHl in the envinonment that rlJstcfs the scM rcsf't.:t:t and
dignity of tile child, and (cmrn to ,I ·wml.rtKtive role" ill s(wit::ty
(eRe ;lllkk 39 and 40);
• Rt'illl"mcing the child's respect fvr the rights of oth ers (eRe
article 40).
\.l/hile accountability for cnmes under intemauonal law 5CTVC5
the best interes: of children, international child rights and iuvenile
justin sl'lflcLw.is recommend that alternatives to judicial
proceedings guided
relevant internatrona] Ie-gaJ standards ...,hould

;.
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be ;lppl it~d (C:RC nrtlck- JIOP)(h), UN Standard Minimum Ruks for
flU' :\dllliniSLl,llioll of luvcnile [usuce CBI.'ijing Rules'), rule 11).
-'l1C UtrlCCpl of restorative iustire achieved through akernatives to
crirnina] courts has gained support among child rights advocates.
This approach L, aimed ,H. the offender understanding and laking
responsibility for his or IH'r .ictions and ,11$0 involves ,H:hieving
reconciliauon between the offender and the victim and the wider
community. Any pro(tx'dings undertaken in this regard must fully
iespe: t [he rights of the child and contain at a minimum the same
prnn··dut.ll gUM,HHtTS fhey would have in «riruiual fHocf't'dings,

I1Wf\' is growing support in child rights ,1I1d Juvenile hl,slice
as wdl as international practice to provide altemarivcs to
iU'.hci,ll pnxtedmg.·' ('<"alleged child perpetrators of crimes under
international law vVhen ava ilable, truth commissions have been
recognized as an appropriate alternative to criminal proceedings far
rhiktrcn who may have participated in ;ttrodli('S during limes of war

~t.HH"mh

and civil unrest
Sentencing

lntern.uioua! child protection standards setlimits 011 the sentencing of
child offenders:
• Death penalty or hit· imprisonment. without possibility of release
must not be imposed on children (eRe article 37(a));
• lmprisoruneut should only be used JS a lust resor t alit! for the
shortest penod of time (eRe article l?(h));
• Alternatives 10 institu tiOl\C1J (Me should be sought, such as
rounsell i ng, probation, foster carl', education and vocations I
lLJining (CRe article 40(4}).

Children and truth commissions
Truth (,Jmnm,skms have bel'rl established W deal with past human
nghls .tbuscs, as .1 complement. (0 crirnlnal iustice mechanisms. These
rornmissionsset out to t:sl;lhll.sh a historical rerord or past atrocities.
Il1clllding events and d.cvdnpments preccdi ng the atrocities, and 1(1
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make rerornmeudarions lin the future. Truth comrnissio ns can
,lssign institutional or individual responsibihry for past abuses and
analyse shortcomings that lacilit,lted orallowed urroci ties to lake
plnoc Truth commissions can give victims a forum in whit.:h their
sufferings and losses become known and recognized, While many
truth (0111 missio !1S have in (HIt:" way or another touched upon
rrirn cs committed <1gainst children, the experiences of children have
not been uddrcssed in a systematic way' T\'w m,mJ;tle of truth
couunissions should incorporate children's perspectives, including Ill<:
ollicial arknowledgemenr of what happened to children and the making
of nxommcndarions speriticllly addn'ssllli'. the rights and needs of
children: In so doing, truth commission» must ensure that appropriate
pllxnfures an: in placi' to t1Kilit~llJ: tile involvement of children
\.V!Jell crirrunal justlu' 1IIt::Lhamsrns arc also operating, (WIll

comrnissicns can pJ~l)' <1 viral role ill Sllppoltil1g the work f.d those
IliCdl.llllSIlIS by providing invcsngmurs with an overall pirturc of
(he nmlliCl MlI.I dr.lwlllg their auenrion to sjWCifk crimes,
particularly those involving children III appropriate cir(UI1lSl,JOCCS,
iudicial and non-iudicial methods can operate logetJwr eo provide
an over.rl] acrounrabiilty mechanism, enslHillg that those
responsible for violating the laws
war .lIC brought to aCCOLJnI, and
providing a mechanism oy which victims' voices ran be heard

or

III order 10 radJit.lte children's participation. special proredures
and pr;Klit.'es should be J.dopted to ensure children feel ~;)f€ .l!hf
comfortable whrn recounting their experiences. These can include
sc.,tff trained III work with traumatized duldren, a rhild-friemlly
environment for interviews, keeping the idennties of rhrldrcn
confidential, and closed sessions and special hearings for children,

Traditional methods of justice and truc:h.seeking for children
In addition to [udir.iul m echanisms and truth-seeking bodies, fllill1y
~oddles have devc:lopnl traditional systems (or accounmlnluv
which constitute an important comptem enr to legal rrorceding~
a nd truth processes.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FOI children whu an' victims of atroritics, rraditionallllslio'
measures rau provide all alternarive. community-based system of
~lCC(HJnl;lbilily, For child victims, it can be n'ilN5lHing lU see
perpelfatnrs brought to iustice by the wry' same community that was
t,ug('[cd, (ollowing norms and traditions [0 whkh the children are
more ,1CCllSIO(lJed.

(.Jne very Ical dl.lllcnge with traditional justice merhanisrns is
ensuring the rights of victims, willH~S.SCS and perpetrators arc respected.
Consequently, child rights advocates who IhlV': g,lillt'd the uust or
conununities will haw an important role to pl,ly in ensuring that rh«
prupos.,.1 Intoitioll.!l justice mechanisms em: compatible with child
rights. tj·1T example by offering ,lssiSI,WG' 10 local lenders and elders. 11
IS essential [hill traditional 111:)tice merhanisms maintain bask
uueruarional human rights standards and inrernationnl standards of
Juvenile jll5tln'
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Recommendations
Child rights adVillCates are urged to:
• Provide training I() facilitate understanding of the ICC ~1I1t1 other
accountabi li ty mechsnisms:
• Work with the ICC and other ;}l):OUlll,lbHity mer'hanisrns to ensure
that children's rights are properly integrated into their nperauonal
procedures, by providing training and expertise Oil child-friendly
procedu res;
• Inform and educate children about Ihe ICC and other acrountablluy

merhanlsms:
• l'arlldpatc in discussions of childn-n'x represent;Uioll in the ICC
and other accountability mechanisms to ensure that procedures
and guideflllcs rennl. children's right". punicularty the righl to
participate ill decisions afreoing [heir lives:
• ,'\dVOGH€ fi1f States to undertake comprehensive national law
reform to ensure that children's rights are properly protected .1S
pan uf their ratification and implementation processes:
• Cooperate with the ICC and other accountabilhy mechanisms in
Ihe provision of iuformntlou relating to crimes committed againsl

children:
• AdvoGlte to increase tilt.' age for the crime ofrcrruiunent to
18 years at the first review ruuference of dw Rome Statute

The International Criminal Court is urged to:
• Focus specifically on rri tnt'S committed against chddren when
drawing up indictments:
• \Vnrk with child rights advornres 10 ensure that children's rights
are properly illle:graled Into its oper.uional procedures;
• En~lIIfC adequate psychusocial and other support h available for
all children who cnme in contact wirh lh" ICC at any :luge during
the illve~ligatiun~i and pwsullliolll>. inchlding follow-up ~I1PP()I1
once investigations and trials have conrhrded:

• Rerdvf' inforrnanon in confidence from child rights advocates
and others about crimes conuuiued against children, wherever
possible.

REC:CJf>IMf:NO,hTIONS

Internaclonal accountability mechanisms are urged to:
• iocus ~pcdffrally 011 crimes commi lted ag.Jinsl rhildren when
drawing up indi<llllel1lS or prepanng reports dnd recommendations.
• Develop procedures and merhanisrns to deal wuh child victims
,md witnesses, 10 seek tilt' views of children on decisions ;lff~'fting
their Iives, and 10 f<)cilit.l1e their partiripatlon in such processes;
• WOlk with child rights ;]dVO(<lI~S to ensure children's rights are
prupcrly inregrated 1I1!J) their operational prnredures:
• EI1SU(c Ihat .ulequate psydlOsoci,ll and other support is ,lvClilablc
for .111 children wl1n arc involved WillI the insiuution ,11 any sl,IS":
during It,; work including Itlllow·up suppouonre us work is

runch 1(1I:d;
•

CO~lpt'''HI: in ensuring that

crimes committed agams: dllldIen are
not nvrrlooked, for example through tlie sharing of expertise and
information, where dppWprfLl1e.

States are urged to:
• R~lIity thr l~oJllt: SlalU{l' 01 the Iuternarional Crinun.il (:01111 and
.tdopt comprehensive implcmeruing lcgi:'>btjoll, including oj'
incorporating crimes within the iurisdiction of the ICC into

law;
.' U ndcrrakc comprehensive national law reform to ensure
national

•

•

•

•

childrcns rights are properly protected as part of their ratificaton
and jill plcrneruation prrKfSscs;
Emun' Ill,1t ;1 sufflCit'1l1 proportron 01 candidates for judicial and
other posilio!l'i wilhinjusrJc{' ,wd truth-seeking mechanisms !lavt'
expertise ill child rights issues;
R,Hify the OptiOlwl 1'l'Olocol 1.0 the Convention on the Rights of
1111,' Child on the Involvement ofChiidsen in Armed Contlie! dlld
adopt a 'straighr 1.'3' ban on .1lf recruitment compulsory or
voluntary and parucipation ill hosriluies 01 rhildren under I H.,
f.lkt' ,lppropr'ialc measures t u promote the phy"j"d ami
psychologied recovery ,lnd ~O(j<,l reintegration of child victims:
tnsml' [hal approprj;llt~ mechamsms are aVJil.lhle to deal wit h child
perpetrators and th.lt such mechanisms fully Il'S!I('f! the rights of the
child and maintain inll'rnadonaljuvenilt' rustin: standards.
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In order filr SI;llfS to Ifulfll this ohligation dli,ctivdy, i[ is
recognized fh;)t courts and other ded~i(ln-l11akjngbodies
need 10 be adapted to fol(illtate children's parricipauon." Likev...ise,
iutematioual jllslke and truth-seeking mechanisms should ('slabl ish
prrxedures that fulfil this nght, by taking childreu's views and needs
into ronsiderarionand providing the child with a safe and (OmlcH'lahle
environment in which to testify. Swh procedures could include
pnlVilling. adequalc ,L",~isl;inn: for the child, such as through child
support persons, and. If necessary, shielding the ell iJd from visual
conlan with the accused by IL'\ing sight'srnTm, videot.iped kstirnonics
01 dused-dn:uit television Nevertheless, while general guidelines
should hI" lkwlnped, dh.'niw full.lhnelll ofdw right means consulting
with earh child, 011 ,1 f.lse-bY·-GISe h'ISis, to ensure rh..u the measures
employed !!'l any par11clliar C;lSC MC best .'Inited 10 [hat pnrtiUll.lr ch ild.
ill(Tea~,jngl)'

1',lJliup.llory tights Id"~(f the very Imsi, of the eRc, narndy that
(hililrcn arc nor ohjtY[s in need 01 protection but human beings
holdlllg righL~, including the right to express their views on mauerx
oltft?t I their lives, 111e guiding principle.; of the eRe highlighl tilt'
need to fulfil these fight:; tlHough the development of mechanisms 10

th.u

protect children who fume into conrad with rrirniua] justice systems
also provide guid;ul(' On hnw thi" task should be approached.

,111<1

2.3 P rotecoon of children in tim es 01 war
1.3.1 Special protection for children dul'ing armed conflict
'Ilie protection of (hUllr".. n affected by armed ((millet i~ based Oil two
(oruple!llcflwry bodies of iruernarional law, namely internatlona]
hurn.muari.m law ;mel international human rights law. The eRe
'lppli(abk in umes of pt"ilff and war - joins the two IngctlltT iruo .1
cotuprehcnsivc i nternational legal [ramework for (he protection 01
childll'tl during [lines of an II txl cont1iet"
:1
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Inrernational humanitanan law <1bo known as the 'laws ot armed
connieI' or the 'laws or war' - consists 01'.1 series of imernauou..tI
ronventions that t~l11 into lWO distinct categories.. One catc:gmy fU{USt'N
on permissible means and methods of warfare, inter alia, the types oj
WI';lPOflS t!lnl may be used and the ways in which those weapons may
lw employed. The other «I(l.'gory 1()(USiCS 011 the protection of civi lians
.ind IWI"'OIlS who ;11'(' Il"r'S d.' mmi!lll, i.e. persons not actively lakill t;
IMr\ in the conflict, sudi as wounded and sick combatants and
prisoners of war.. :'
The proh ibition on intcnlionally dirt"Cling attacks against civiIians.
which is applicable irrespective of the nature of ihe armed conflict, is
one of the cornerstones of international humanitarian taw and
applit~ In dlddn~f1 jusl ,IS it doc, 10 other civilians" This prohlbhlon
derives from one of the key tenets of international humanitarian law.
that a distinction be made between legitimate and illegitimate
I1Illil(11)' targets. Ac<;on.lingly, some t,ngels will always be illegiu mall',
such ;15 non-defended towns and objects employed solely for the
provision or humanitari.m assistance.. while some largets will alw.rl"~
be legitimate. such as milieu)' installations Additlonally, some
methods of ,IU,Kk, such as carpet bombing, and some weapons, 1)11(11
as iudiscriminate weapons, ilia)' not be employed. t\ key (CHUrl'
underpinning humanitarian law I,S tile principle of proportionality..
according to which the military advantage \~xpe(ted to be gained in
.ury attack HIUSI. be balanced against the likely incidental or collateral
damage to non-military persons ..uid objects Thus in all cases where
either tIll' IMger.. methods.. or weapons au: not prchibued, tilt' l1lilir'lI)'
commander must apply the principl« of proportionality to weigh

whether or not a particular target can be attackedin ..1 particular way
using particular weapons.
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An important fC<lIUIT of humanitarian law is the distinction
between intcrnnnonal and non-international armed conflicts, as tile
TUleS Gill diller de pc'11ding on the nature ofthe conflict While-the
IHnvi~jon!5 of the C£Il~V,1 Conventions in general apply during times
nf international all1lcd conflic!" common ;Hllck3 to the Ceneva
Conventions Contains the minimum standards of conduct that are
aPlllicthlt' during ,my armed conflict, whether it is in ternationnl 01
non-uuernatloual. The Additional PrOlocoJs expand on lhe law
«uuamcd In the Cl'l1fva Conventions, with . \ dditiul1;tl Protocol II
elaborating the norms ofhumanitarian law that an- applicab!e
dunng a non-international armed conflkr.
For tilt' purposes of the protn:1 iOIl of children [)\(; keylegal
insuumcnt» ;ue the four CN1Cvn C,mwentions of ! 'J49 and their I.WU
Additional Protocols of 1977...· Among these. the Fourth Gt:neva
(,nn\l!:ntioll and lilt' t\VO Additional protocols are the most relevant, as
they rcgulat<' tJ1C protection of civilians during armed conflicrs.
l lowever, the first three Geneva Conventions ilW also of relevance for
I. apturnl 01 rescued child soldiers, as they regulate the protection of
mem hers 01 arrncd torces who are luns de combu. IJt'GIUSC they are sick
wounded, shipwredu'd or prisoners of war '111t~ general principle of
international humanitarian law specifically relating to the protection of
children Juring an armed contJin was introduced in the Additional
Proweols in 1')77, stating that at a bare minimum; "Children shall be
provided wuh the care and aid they require" -o This principle is
expantkd on ill relation In international armed contlirrs, stating that
"Childrell ..hal! be the nhj,,([ of sJwdal respect"."
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III addition to thf:'.'ll? gC!lcfill principles, th.. CI'I1'-'\I•• Convcnrious
.uHI Additional Pro iocols contain .1 number of pruvisiu ns
specifically relilting to the IH,'ilIIllCIlI of children during an armed
con flicl.lhcse include speri fie references to education," the
eViHllcltiOIl of childten,1" identification. family reunificntiou and Cdf('
of unMnJmpilllied children," detained children." frct' pass.ag€ of
,1Ild dnllling Cilllsignr1ll'nt.s irueudcd frH children, sarflY zones

'ewd

to!' children, participation in hostiluies" and <l ban on rerruiuuent
til H.kr the olgC of 15," In addition" women, including gi rb . are tD he
prr Ilt't,ted ,rg,linsl "atrarks 011 their honour", Ii n,1ItH:!)' sexual violence
and sexual as.-"lallll,,:spt"citll'ly n\jw Mal vllfolfU:d prnsrinuion.
These provisions are edlOed and complemented by Ihe ( :lH:.
which, like dll:' CeneVJ Convention», contains speeiJ1c provismns that
seek to en hance children's pronxuon ill limes of war. Artlrle 3,'\ of rhe
cnc formulates the general pritHiplc a" fnlh)",.s
". . State: l'arrie'j )na/l/tUbr rill !('ilsiiJIe f/Wdsures lo ensure pnueaion

,lJul c(m~ (lJ children who 1m' dl1ect,~{J Ily 1m armed amJiicl. ,Y,.:,
Furthermore, under the C:r<C States

,,1[(' obligeel

Y/afu; all rJppmprUI/.e m&Ntrl!.'i W fHW1WI£l

to:

phpiau and fJ.~-r:h{)IIISi(411

m,:ovt'l)' ami 5t1t:Ull ft~U~UltilJfI of a dtilillrictim of lUI}' form
negWcl, <l~pkriftllJtm, or abuse. or anned WTljlifL~, St«.:IlIl!a'wfy

or

and reil1l'~l{/(Jlil1/1lhaft tah(~ plmr: ill an fllltrTQn/tlelU wllUlr '/O.l/1m
thc !WrJl1!J, ,ldl~rlf:!,II('I.' Will dignily of the child.",-,
~
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fNTERNAIION!\L LEGAL STANDAADS fORrHE PROTECTION OF CHLOREN

St,1fes have Iheref()re undertaken to protect and cue for children
by armed umlliCl, including promoting their recovery and
rcintq;f,Hion The dernellt~, of recovery and re1nlt'grallioll introduced
hy llll' eRe are important complements 10 the protccnon aft(mkJ by
IIII m.mit.man L1W, States owe this obligation to all rhildren who hnveheen viCliml"fd during a war, {()I' example by ,St'~xl1al exploitation,
"lispLKctnl'nt, forcible tr,lw,ft:T or ,IS victims of gcnpride, ,J8 well as
rormer child soldiers, who may folCe signiticmt challenges during
reinwgwtion. This obligation would extend (0 protecring and caring
for children involved in pO:,Honllicl juslIce and Irurh-seeklng
mechanisms. including trw ICC '.
~lrkclCd

I he Cnlf'va Conventions and i\d.lrt ioual Prnux 01 I list a number
,.1 viol.uions rornrnitted in inrernatlonal monicr" that .ire considered
10 he "gr,IVt~ breaches" of 11lI1T\<miI.1I1.m law.These j ndudc. wilful
killing, torture or inhuman I rearm ell I, wilfully causing great suffering 01
serious injury, unlawful deportation, exr(~nsiYt'" destructjon of property
not iustificd hy military necessity and making dvi!i.UlS and : tonddi'ndel! loculiues the object of illfack \? StdU'S arc obliged 10 bl'illg LO
JlIstlC\, .iny persou, reg;lrdk~., nf nationality. who is ,illeged to have
committed graw breadll.'s ofthe Ccneva Conventions While the US( 01
graw bre;hhcs does nul uulude any ofthe child-specific provisions of
tl,,' G<':'IWV.l Converuions. $('rious dlrocHies committed against child/ell

.uc n IVt'rn.l by Ihe ger1,:,r,lJ (;.Hegol'les of grave bre,.dll:'s.
rite ROllle St,lllrJl' of Ihe ICC defines WM cri tW'~ as cir.hel grave
hte,ldws nt the 1<)4') (,ellt'Vil Conventions Of other serious
vlj)LHion~ uf tilt bws and orsroms .,1ppfrClbk in armed conflicts. fn
the.'. (OIl(('XI of nou-intcrnational cnnt1icts, the ICC StdlUlC defines
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C1ime~ as ~TiOlI) violations of rom 1111Hl Mtide :l to the Geneva
Conventions" or serious violations of customary Jaw applicable III
non-International conflicts.' The Statute Ihas a number of acts that
i.onvtitut« Ihl'se criures, indudillg wilful killing. torture » the ul(ifll~
of hnsl.lge.s, and pilhlgmg alld looling.. which Mt' further clarified i.1I
the drali Elernents of Crimes <lilt! will be discussed In more detail III
ttle tollowi ng chapter.

war

<)

2.3.2 Use of child soldiers

One issue that has <llCracted auention and concern is the U$C of child
soldiers. TII~le Ius been considerable J-llUgress in It.'C(~1l1 yean; ill the
dl'velopm<:'tlt of kgal sl,lJ1d;m1s to prohibit Ilhe I.l!W of child soldiers
during times of war, largely due to [he lobbying efforts (If dlill! rights
advocates and others
lhe Additional Protocols of 1977 to tilt' Ceneva Couveuuons ohlif,'t'

Siates l'arl.it':7l to refrain from recruiting persons under the ..g(' of I Cj and
to ensure that children under 15 years do nOli lake ;) din:<.i pan in
hostilities Fifteeu is also lhe age limit nriginJlly specified for the IJ,(: of
ch ild soldiers in I he (:IH:" 'Ihe 11 1."lHmiVCISilI ratiflcarion of the CRe
and the adherence of UlallY States to tbe Additional Pronxols to the
Ceneva Conventions mean that the prohibition on the recruitment and
lise of child soldiers under the age of 15 has passed into customary
international law.The orsromary status of lbe hMI is primarily signitkant
in relation In non-State entities, who .ue also bound by the general rule
prohibiting the use of p':'l'Sons under 15 in "ruled conflict. despite not
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being panit'S 1.0 any of the relevant rrmveutions." The fart that the
prohibition has the status of (listomary international (,'\0\' has also led In
ilS inclusion m the Rome SI~ltllLt', which confirms thill CtlT1MTipting Of
cnlisung children under 15 or w,ing them to participate in hostilities IS a
rrime under international law during any armed conflict" '11)(;.'
recognition 01 under-age H'1irllitment.is " crime within 11ll' jurisdiOiolL of
the COUIt i,\ an important step for enforcing tlw international
prohibition ag;lim;r the use
child soldiers

or

oSi llCt' 1'lX", the han Oil the rcrru inuent 01 ch ikln-n has bet'll
. ousidcred in a num ber of instru merits that prohibit the rccrurtment
illld use of children under 18, For example. in 19?O, the African
Charter on the Rights and '~Vdfarc of the Child obliged Sl,lLCS Parties to
refram lrorn ,my recruitment of chi ldren and ensure t hat no person
under I (l years takes a diren part in hostilities " Hi) Convention I h2
on til(' Worst Forms of Child Labour qualifies the forced Of
cornpulsorv recruitrm-ut nf,-hiIJren and tht:ir direct !ldflicipdtion in
Irmrl! rnntlirts ,IS 011(' of [111" "WOC'it fl::)rtns of child labour". and
defines children ,IS "all persons under the age of PI"."

Most significantly, the Optional 1'101(0)110 th•.: Convention on the
Rlghls of the I :lllid on the Involvement of Children in . \ rmed Conllict
,A May 2000 entered into force 011 J 2 I;chruary' 200:2 The Optional
Protocol prohibits the compulsory recruitment of children LInder [he
,Ige of 18 and (Ill~ir d i wet particlpation in hostilities., and requires
:-;(.It('S to increase lilt' rni nirnum age for voluntary rerruitrnent. Strict
s,tli::gu;lrds arl' introduced for voluntary recruitment of children under
I he age of I K l-or non-State armed groups, the standards arc even
'·"ri(t\~f. h,l nning all Iorms of rccruitrncnt and pMI lei pal ion of children
,"J.-~~ 'lh:pJ)rt
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under the .lge of 1 Ii l.lnder the Optional Protocol, States are .ilso
I'f:'lUllt'd to rcpon regularly to the Comruiucc 011 the Ri~hL~ pi' the
Child on measures lak(:rl 10 implementthe Protorol.v'With a growing
number of rutifirations, the Optional Protocol reflects an emerging
international consensus of 18 years as the minimum age for
H'Clllilll1Cnl i11lO armed woups and Ior p.nticipation

til

hos!ili!il:~:"

'233 Protection or children in armed conflicts:
an issue of lTIamt.-uning

mternational peace and security

111,,: in 1po rt.m ((' of Ihe protection of rhildrcn during armed conflict
h.1,~ Iwen increasingly recognized in international politic.1I arenas.
Sirl(' 19')~), the United Nations Security Council b,15 adopted
several resolutions un children ami armed ulIlllict," cdling on
St.\tl:~ to 1I~:'IP<:ct !illt: rights of children and ellSU{~ their 1~lOh'(linn,
(OnJemllLng the u~(' of child soldi . .~r~; and highlighting tlte
irnponancc of special m~;)SUI(,S to prevent sexual violence .lgain!:>!
children, The Sccuritv Council has abo emphasized tilt:'

responsibility

or Slates 10 end

impunity ,1I1d 10 bring perpetrators of

r rirncs .\gai nst children III justice
1n his 200 I report to the Security Council on children <Iml ,mrwd
conlltct, the St'(Wlary-Ccllcral of/he l Inited NaLrOlls devoted an

entire chapter to impunity and cbildn.:n's involvement in [usnce and
truth-seeking processes. ,>\ key rccornmendaiton was that both justice
and t.ruth-seckutg

proU'SM:S

in the ,lhi:'rmath of conflict should

WSlt'm,llinllly pay ,lttnnioll to "lbe 11111 rang.: of children's
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t:Xf'I'I;eIKt's.

the cirrumstnoces

The Security Cmmdl urges Statas to
"Put an end to impunity. prosecute

that allowed such "huses 10
OJ nil .111\1 1he tong-term
interventions required to
ensure rdl.lbilit,\IjCHI and
1\ Illlcgr.Hlon

those responsible for genocide, cnrnes
agtliO>t l>umanity. war crimes. and other

egregious crimes perpetrated against
dlildren and exclude. whore fuasibJe.
these errn-.es from amnesty provisions"
and ensure mat post-conflict tru th-andr~ol'\Cliinlo[l processes 3ddn;~ serious
aDUSt!S

\Vhat is pan icu LuI)'
\i~llitk,.uH

Invol'/il1l! Childreo"

Sccunly COtilld r~:soJu(lOfl 1379 (100 1)

about these

n-so lnt ions and the btl thLlI the protection of chihlr'.:'1l and civilians
in general ts iT f,'current item on the ilgenda of the S,'wrily C.()lll1dl
I!, thnt violations ag<lin~t children and civilians an' charac\t'l'izl'li as a
pnll"fllial threat to inremauoual peace .md ~t.'furiIY [n resolution

\{ 14.,

til"

Security Couuc.il

1I0tl'S:

or

"the .:1dibemtL' wl'gi!£ing dl'ilitlll pttpHlawm.s c'l" (l/hc'1
pmwcciJ,l persons, indwling children, awl lIl!? commiuing
c)! St'steltllllic, jla.\:mm and widl!spll!([~i violations
of international humanitarian and human rights law,
i 1l(luding that relating to children. If! silltalW11$ ,mw';/
I.wlfllLl m.IY umstilltll';I tlueat to illlem,1I10[\.11 peace
and :'iC(UlIty, ,wd lIf tim regmrJ IlireSt'nllilj! COl/lldll
rea.l7lmL5 its FI"1ulirwss to conside: SIKh slw,uwm and,
wh('Tt! rrenl\sm}' ,to illSOPl aPtm.ll,rtIlLB 5WpS", ',1

or

Hy c;ttt"guri:dng crimes committed again.sI children

..IS"" POH'l1ti31

iruernational peace and secunry", tilt' groundwork is being
Iaid for the future j mposinnn of measures adopted under Chapter VlI
"I lilt' United Nations Charter ,1:\ a f\:'5pnI1SC iosuch Gimes"
Fmthermolt, tile ({,mil' Siauue of the ICC: provides thar tilt' Court may
111' ~~IYl'n [unsdicuon over a situation if the Securitv Council, .\Cting
under Chapter VII. refers thatsituation to the ICC. It is therefore
IIUGII 10
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po~,,[blc

for the Security Counri 110 find thut a situation characterized

by (lII1WS cornmirted :lgainst chlldren is a threat to international peace
.1/1(1 'wcmity, and" acting under Chapter VfI of the UN Charier. relei
thai situation to tile liCe. The Security OJLIlKiI has the pOWI'f to refer
situations to the ICC rcg;m!lt\<;s of where lite crimes h;)Vcoccurred and
the nationalities of the alleged perpetrators, thereby overriding
iurisdirtional threslrotds that apply (0 any other rase broughr to tbe
ICC.'" Thus the ICC has the potential to strengthen the role of Ilw
Sccurily Council in enforcing tllt: protection of children aficcted by
,HlllnJ cont1ICl
'J hese developments should be viewed agilinst the backdrop of

(';ldiel advocacy efforts by IINICE". the Office of Ihe Lluited Nations
High Commissioner fin Refugces (lINI IC:H), other LIN agendl:.'S and
non-governruemal orgalliz,lljolls working with children .dleCl<:-d by
cunflirt. In particular. groundbreaking work h.1S been done hy Cml,<l
1\'1adwt .111 expert appointed hy the Secretary-Ceneral In 1994 to
prepare ,1 glob;d assessment of the impact of <limed conflict 011
children" ftlSt"J on her recummendations in the 1'),}6 report. 'Impact
f>f armed conflirt on children', a new position of Special Representative
of the Sc:crctary-(;cncml on Children ami Alllmi Conflict was
eSlahl ishe~ t In 1997, Olara Otunnu was appointed to this position to
dCt as ,1 publi, ,ldvonlte and 'mora! voice' on behalf of dlildren in
armed conflict." Thanks 10 tJw combined effi)rt~, of these actors, the
pliglll of children in armed ronflirts has rern.iined high on the g!obal
("'''ltT and securitv JR,,'nda.
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~i thcr Tri bun al, In addition to the spt::cilk nature: of the situation
concerned" the reasons for this arc most likely the lark of child-specific
provisions in the Statutes of both Tribunals and the lack rye statutory
requirements Ie}! staffwith expertise in child rights. It may also rdleo a
reluctance to G)1l children as ..,,,illle<iSes, because of COllcerns rt'Harding
the impart on children of giving tcsli!TIolly and their capacity \0

provide l(~timoI1Y [II ;\ manner (OIl:;isteJH with fair trial guarantees.
and practices, or lack tll<:'reof, in the ad hoc
Trihunals In relation 10 children during tfl;,1 and pre-trial stages,
including during investigations should be collated and analysed from ,1
child rigbts perspertive. 1'11(;'" n,",dings of such a study. partlcnlarly an
a~SLS$JlH::llt of (he practices and policies reg<ll'ding the invoivement of
ch ildren, could bllllmc an important refcrcnre 1001 lor the ICC in
dClnlliintng how to deal with crimes committed <tgainsl dlildren.
NI'Vt>rthdt~SS, the prcccdell ts

5.1.2 The Special Court for Sien-a Leone
Children were l<liW.'ted in lH'UlY ways during the dCGldt"·!ong conflict
in Sierra Leone, either as part of the civilia n population or, very often..
specilicllly bt"GllJst: they WNt.' children, Alrocilies comrnured against
civilians included the widespread and systernark: amputation oflimbs,

often carried (1111 hy children ag;limt chfldrcl1 and adult'>, Thousands of
(hildr"tl. both girls and boys, were abducted and forn'tj to serve as

cornbaiants or to perform various thl1ftlons for armed groups,
iurluding s(wing :1"1 sex slaws.
flit' Spedal Court fCB Sicl'r.1I.tione has 1)(..-'(:'.0 establi$hed b)' an
uucrnntioual <lgrCflTlf'nl between Sierra Leone (1J]d the U oiled Nations,
111 response 10 lhe atrocities committed during the conl1ktl"While the
idcl of criminal prosecutions had been raised prior (0 the negouadons
nn lilt' Lome Peace Agref'ment, it gained momentum both
infflll,lliuoaHy and within Sierra Leone after the breakdown of the
L...lIIH: J\gnTIlh'IH. which had included an ;lft1fWSty for aU rombatanrs.
Ahhonph the Spt'ci"l COlIn was c~i(ahli$hed by international treaty, 11
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Ius heen described as a 'hybrid! court beCH.l5C of the extensive narional
involvement Ix)(I1 in substantive and in practkal terms. In addition, a
national Truth and Reconciiiation Conunission will consider the
r-1Wi('S of the cnnflict, giving .IS many !wople as possible an
opportu ni ty to n:O.JUlII. their experiences and contribute to the
historical record, and also make recommendations for the future, The
SptXi;11 Court and the 'Truth and Reronciliation Commission will
inevirably encounter large numbers of rhildreninvolved in the
conflict, whether as victims, witnesses or perperrarors. Sinn: children
11.1\i(' rarely Iwen lnvolved in international justice and truth-seeking
mechanisms, the insriuuinns set up ill Sierr.l Leone are likely to set
useful precetlenL~ tor polifies and practices lor children's involvement
in fLlIlIICjlldki.11 and non-judicial rncch.misms.
The Special COUll tl,IS the mandate lO prosecute those persons who

lx:.n the gn!;ltt:st fespnn&ihilily for crimes committed during the
COllfHo, both (times under internauonal law as well as some specified
provisions of Sierra Lconean criminal law,!';:" Thus the Special C..AJl1rt is
d[reeted towards the kaders'" who were responsible [or planning and
implemcming strategies of warfare in Sierra Leone that included
.urocities directed agal.w civilians. While the Stauue gives the Special
COlin jurisdirtion UWI persons aged I S years Or older at the time of the
alleged commission of the crime.:" it is doubtful that anyone under the
,lgt' of I S would s.lI.isfy the personal jurisdiction requirements. While
children were {}fll~(1 given the tide of 'commander', it is extremely
unlikely that anyone between 15 and! B held a position of real
k<l(l!'rl'hip, l.e. where they would bear "the gr(~lte!)1 responsibility" fur
the crimes committed ,jUt/fig tilt' ,:ollllil t. This is highlighted by Ille
'!.Hutory dilt~-lion 10 the Proserntor to consider other methods."" sud! ;IS
,~ ,\ l-AlJlltc nf che '\f1~IJ,d
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alternate truth and reoanriliation merhanisrns, 10 deal with child
offenders." '1 he United Nntions security Coundl has also expressed the
view th,ll Il is extremely unlikely juvenile offenders \'I/HI come before the
Special Court and that other iustitutions, such as tht' Truth and
Rcronciliarinn Commission, arc better suited to address cases !nvnlvi ng
childrt'lI, ,~,,; However, if a person between 15 and 18 at the time of the

,11Iq;i',1 rorumis,sion of ,1 nil1l\C should appear before the Court and be
COIWlCt(~d, the Court Glml0[ sentence them to imprisoruneut RLnlll:f,
the Court is limited to alternate and non-custodial sentences, such
training programmes and disarmament,
"krnohiliz,iUOII .md reln1egl;:lI.ion progranunes.:"

,lS

"IIlJIIIWIliIljJ.. jllStt~r CUE',

The specific crimes within the jurisdiction of the Special Court

Intlllliv crimes against humaniry, war crimes as defined in COmmon
aniclc J and Additiona I Protocol n (0 the Geneva Converuions, as well
as "other serious violations of III I ern ational humanitarian raw', , .. 'flit'
Sl<ltllle contains crimes parttcularly relevant to children, such as rapt."
~,t'xU<l1 SLlVC!y, enrOlLed prostitution and indecent assault."
l'rosecutions can abo be brought fOr the conscription 01' cnli~ling of
children under the age of jC; into armed groups or making them
IMllicipalt' aClivd}' ill hostilities. 'M' Within the crimes under Sierra Leone
1.1w, proseruuous can he brought '1g.liIlSI persons accused of abusing
girls under tilt' age

or 14 or abducting girls "for immoral purposes".

I'"

,<;'~'wml cluld-specifk: provisions haw been included in the Stamtc
[ur tIll' Spen.rl Court. Due considerauon must be paid to ,'ppointing
I idges and staff with experience in iuvcnile justice." 1\ Virtirns anti
WitHt's..~(,:.'i Unit will be set up and must indudc personnel with
,~xf't'rti\c 011 lrauura related lO violence ;lgajn~l children." In addition,
,1S noted, prOscnltors must lak", .-al'(' rh.rt chi!.:! rdl.lbiJitation
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prngr.Hmnes are 1101 pbct'd at risk by rhe prosecution of juvenile
,)(kndCf.j:, and that alternative truth :HH,I rcn)f)(ilialtOn mCfh,lIlislln ,u('
llsed where appropriate and availablc.>'
'f1H' Special Court will initially follow the Ruk....of' Procedure and
Evident<.' of the I(TH 111 force at the time HI{' Sperinl Court W<lS
established: as already noted, these rules arc 110t necessarily the most
appropri.ue or desirable procedural rules from J children'a rights
perspective. Given the lark of participation hy child wilnl:~sses and
victims ill the lelK these rules remain largely rllltcsf(."d, pilrtintl.Hly
rcg,lldtng their suit'lbili(y to meet children's rights concerns. Since
child witnesses ;m' wry likely to play a li\:'Y lull.' ill the Special Court,
the prorcdural rules will nrcd 10 be adequ.ue (0 the task ,A,aording to
the ,sl.ltutt:, the Rules of Procedure and Evi(!l::llcc of the Special COlin
<.111 Ill: amended by the judge'S having rcg,ud, where appropriate. to the

provisions of the Sierra Leone Criminal P.rofcdLHt: Art, I ~)65,!"'
l hcreforc, child rights advocates (an playa useful role in advoc\lillg
for Ihe Rules to be amended to tilkc proper account of t11E' spcrial
position and requirements of children who are likely to come into
contact with the Spt'(i,,1 Court. The child-specific HIles and procedures
of (he ICC can provide a key reference In that regard

The Truth and RCO)flCili,rlioil COIIIJ1li~~ion and the Special Court
have sepa rate bur related roles to pl,l)' in csukblishillg acrouutahility lor
serious GiUH.'S committed against ChUJH.'IL lnderx], the two insti unions
('(Implemem each other's work, thereby llwking the work of each
institution mort' effechve, For example. while lite Truth and
Rcconriliauon Commission ran report on the w:IY!> ill which children
were recruited and used, (he Special Court GH1 prosecute those
responsible for recruiting and using children as soldiers. The
information g;lllwred by the Truth and Recnncili;lfion Cornm ission
can .ISSi!)l in the reconstruction of the overall pH'Hm' of the ronfhc(, th«
impact of the con 11 in on ch ildren. the order of battle and the chain of
command. The findings of the Truth ..1111.1 Reconciliation CUlluuission
Gill

,~--_._--

JUSTICE fOR GfILVRfN THROUGH onu;n MECHANISMS

rouldalso esrahlish that ,Jt1tn,ks or certain criminal arts were
widespread 1)[ systemat«; in nature, which lI> a neressary element to
prove I he corn mission 01 rrlrues against humanity, These findings,
together with the Commission's recommendations, can enable
'nvcslig'IWrl'; to focus on patterns of conduct related to the commission
of crimes, including crimes against children, and (all gl,:neral.e leads Ior
111(' inV(~stigallon of spc,jiic situations. In this way, the findings of the
'TIULh ,11)(1 HJ.'(oncili,llJOIl Commission can help build G1St."S against
1[101k' k,llkn; who bear the greatest responsibility til( the .urociti..."S
corum itted in Sicrr.'l Leone,
The establishment of these two institutions has gte'at potential to
pruvidc a system of ac<:ounl,tbllily for Sierra Leone, Therefore it is villl!
(,) inform the publ i« »boutthe JhHUrC and operations of the two
insrttuuons aswell ,1~ their ongoing work. l,oVhite the details of the
n.lauonship hl"lWN'11 both institutions will need to IJ€ worked out by
the institutions themselves.:" there is much rhat child rights advocates
em do to rn'p.ur rhild..-n fur the roles tht."Y are likely to play, This 11\

parrirnlarty important t)l'Cau~e children may have difficulty
di1\tinguishing Special C{lUl1 proceedings from the Commission's
work. II JH't'lJ~ to be made dear that testimony h"fore the Truth and
RL'cllllCtliarlon Cnnunission will not lead dirE~(:tly to punitive
s.uu.tiuus, although under conditions yet 10 be deiermined,
informauon given to the Commission might bt' shared with the
SPl'fl,ll Court Children will also IH;~cd teo understand that the Spt'cwl
COlin is mandated to pro,'iI':CLHe those who bear 11,.. greatest
responsibility, therefore thee people who stand trial may 110t bt' the
~WOI)k who personally «omrnhted crimes againllt them Of tilt, people
tlw children witnessed commlumg crimes. Explaining these types of'
!S'oW:'!> will help rhildn-n undl'f:liland the modalities ,mJ reasons for the
dllft'Jellt ways in whkh the Special Court and 'hI' Truth ,HId
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Reroucillation Commission will operate and bow each is important
I'm t'sltlbli",hing accountability for what happened in Sierra Leone. A
public education campaign designed fill children will he essential to
address these concerns and avoid misunderstandings,

The Special COUll for Slum Leone provides one example of" all ad
FIII1.: body established to bring to justice perpetrators who haw
committed crimes during times ofarmed conflict. fn 1'~1St Timor a
Serious Crimes [Jand is operating and rhe establishment of a judicial
body is under consider•arion rOT Cambodia. Child rights advocates
san i nflut'Fln" the work of these instl tutions III various ways_ As with
the ICC, Itll:Y should lobby to ensure that crimes against children are
addressed. They can also provide training and advkp regarding childfriendly procedures and prartires that are til the best interest of child
victims and witnesses. They Gut lobby for children's cono-rns tn 111'
reflected in instruments such as. rules of procedure and evideno,
rind OKlt\'j of conduct for counsel - and for experts in psychosocial
interventions for children to be appointed to relevant positiuns., fur
L"x,lInpk in the Victims and WiInt'sses Units. They should work to
ensure that special programmes fill «hildren who < omc in contact
with these mechanisms arc well funded ilndefl"£niw, Additionally,

in those cases where problems have been encountered during the
institutional design or in implernenunion, child righLs;H..Ivocatcs em
push For the effective establishment and operation of these

institutions as a means of ensuring an end
committed ag,\insr children.

to

irnpunity for crimes

5.1.3 Prosecutions in natfonal courts

It i.s important to cmph.\:>izK that persons who commit war (Ii,m's,
crirues against humanity or genocide GIl' be brought to justice in
dom~:Mic

courts. According to the principle of roruplernentarity
reflected in the Rome Statute, national courts have primaryju nt>t.linillll
over (limes under international law. The Jurisdiction otthe ICC is rhus
complementary In dornestir judicial systems and will only be exercised
when the State in question is dtfwt "unable or unwilling" to carry out

the investigation or prosecunon,
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start perceived as dealing with "sensitive" issues. However. the perception has now
improved,

Lessons Lcnnlcd/lteconllncnd.diol1s/Wbat would )'0" do dirrcn'ntly if you L'Otlld do
it over"!
• Project progress has been very satisfactory «<I far. It is however too early to draw final
conclusions.

•

Prior t\l the stan of the project, we conducted a s.olid SITAN combined to a
"comparative study on CRe and internal laws" both of which provided the nCCCSS~1rY
insight and knowledge for the project.

What program sUI.port t(.loJ,s/r~iources wen: developed HUI' call be used/adapted by
other countl')' offices'!
• Documentarlen on the Srull and Vienna workshops (1999) is available in English.
• A number of documents including the UN Model Law on juvenile justice, thc three
international instruments (Beijing Rules, Riyadh Guidelines, and Juveniles Deprived
of Liberty), the Austrian Juvenile Justice Law, Out of Court Settlement in Austria,

•

ami Innocenti Digests on "Ombudswork for Children" lind "Juvenile Justice" were
translated into Farsi and shared with the UNICEF Tajikistan country office.
w,: benefited immensely from the technical assistance provided by Austrian Judge
Renate Winter and would like to recommend her to other Country Offices,

Youth PCI-speclh'c: ,\n interesting quote from an adok.'Scent involved in the projt.'C't.
"Now I'm Iwl labeled lind my!wni(l' and other» don't look Ul me as a criminal. ~
- From a jUVI.'11i1c offender in Tehran, \....hose sentence was to learn a
vocation (aneltcrnativc sanction).

"I didn't know thai theJudgf::' COl/hI hdp me!'
- From a juvenile offender in Tehran. whose sentence was to l;tay in the
Juvenile Correction and Rehabilitation Center in Tehran only during the
weekends for three months so that he wouldn't fall behind school and
exams."
SoUI"C(>

of Inforntution:

Foroogh FOYOUZ...at
Project Officer, Children in Need of Special Protection
UNICEF Tehran
Po. Box 19395-1176
Tehran

IsJamk RL.1111h1 it: ofIran
Telephone: 9tl 21 222.6961
Fax: 98 21 222.0295
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INTRODUCTION
The University (If Fribovrg (Switzerland) and the InsUlut Unl ....e rsnare Kurt BOsch in
Sion (Swilzerland, have developed the '<Executive Master on Ghildren's Righlsll.
The UN Convention on tile Rights 05 the Ch~d, now t3 years In existence, has hal1 an
enormous impact on States. Illslitutir}f\S, nationall{~giSlatl<:Jn and pracncas More and
more administrative. Judicial (II political d(.C1slons are taken as a direct Of indlHlCt
consequence at the Implemenlation of the Convention. Also, an locreaslI19 rusnber ct
professionals have to doal wilh this Convention as well as with l)lher internationat
legislatIVe documents on childrens rights. The lull elfuets oftlleConvanli<)t1 are ~",e(
far from being measured
The EXQ-cl,IUve Master on Child ron's Rights re$j)()rl(IfJ. to Ill10c need lor extensive
knowledge that results from the wide-reachlnq impact of the Convenfion. B)' offering a
higher university degree thai includes international and intordJooplll1C1ry perspectives.
the programme extends and complements existirl;'~ trainin[l ';OOr&eS or seminars on
children's rights.

1. 06JECTlVES OF TH IE MASTER
TIle Execuli\lc Mastor 011 Chilclren's Rights is a part"llrne two-rear postqraduate programme that c.omblnes rooidentiat Ip.aching and diSl<lnt lemnlog The ovem" nbje-<:liyes of the Executive Master are:
To acquire r"xleooed and specialised knowledge on children's 119111$ 111 lheir theoretical
as vroll as in their practical dimensions by the introduction of various concepts,
approaches and expenences;
To understand the role of International child rights instruments, in pa rtlcull1f the UN
COlW\'.l{ltion on the Rights 0:[ the Child, for the Implementation and monitoring of
children's ngl1115;
To privilege both an International and an interdisciphnary approach to the study of
children's flights;
To promote tne reflection on !low the children's rights concept and the principles
lJrldertying the Corl'lentlon on the Rights ot the Child can effectiVely be applied in
daily pmctk::-e.

2. INTENDED PARTICIPANTS
The Executive M3St{~f is designed for protesslonals Who work with children"s rights
Issues, InclUding lawyers, p~;ychoIO{JI$ls, $OClologlsts, JUdges, social workers,
government officiall>, staff of non-governmental organisJUons, academics and
journalists AiJmlltanee presupposes a fair amcJunt of practical oxporience and baSIC
knowledgoof chadren's rights issues

:t

ORGANlSATlor~

AND COORDINATION

The Executive MBsier on Children's Righls if> organised in collaboration wuh

The University of Fribourg, SMI.l:tuland. represented by Its Law Faculty and tne
Institute for Family RelW,lrch clod Counseling. and
• The Inslilut. UnivBrsilcllre Kutl Bosch (IUKS). in assccrason with the lruernationat
Institute for lhe RJghts oflhe Chilf! (IDE), both In SionfBrmnois, SwltzerlaM
Scienutic Commitle<?
• Prof. Pasqualina Pelrig-CrunUo, DireclOl' of IUKB, Sian;
Prof. Alo~.alldra Ruma·Jungo, University of Fribourq:

Prof. Pascal Pit.hOflna.::, Univen;ity of Fribourg;
Mr. Jean 'zennaUfJIl, Director of IDE, Sian
Programme Director'
• Prof Pascal PlCnonnaz, Umversity of Fnbourg

Prognlmme 'C{JQfdinIllor·.
• Mr, Karl Hanson, IUKS, Sion

4, METHODOLOGY

Universdy protessors an<!expertson child/erl'S rights wJII c1lfBct the ExecutMt Masw
on Children's Rights, The participation of prominent academics and highty skilled field
experts with various IfIxperlises and from dilferent courunos, assures that a dlvorsityof
dISCiplinary and cultura I vlewpomts on children's l'lghts issues will be presented.
Furthermore, tho participation e)/ students with diffarent backgrounds and career-levels
in an interaceive leaming environment offers a cont(»d for inspiring exchanges at a
theoretical and practical level.
The progmmmo's dQ~.igll ()1I~, students 10combine their participation m !he Executive
Masler with professional duties It takes pl«<:;(t over a two-year period and requires a
lirlllile(1 presence of the participants. The methodology used incfudes leoching modules and distant learning methods, such as the elabora(ioll of an in(jillklual Irdlrllng
programme, practical trainillQ find Ihe preparation of a thesis.

• Modules
The Pmgramrne compr lses B mandalOry modules. i.e, 4 modutes per yeo"r, of ons
week each that re..luire the pre:>ence or tne partiCIpants in Swi~rland EaCh module
Is uevoted to a particular !heme and v.qll be d lreetod by an expert in Ihe speciflc subject
Sluden!s are invited to play an ecnve role during the modutss that wi. make use of
diframol working rnellloeJs Illcluding lerJllf8S. group dlSCl1Sskm&, SImulation gamo'fi
field visits. poster sass ions, rou nd table discussions ami public l(;ctures,

InlemaliooallykflfjWllexperfsinthefieldofchilclnm.srights and children'!,> issues from
academia, inter~QWlmmontall)odj0$and non-governmental institutions wiN gil/€! the
lGduf"ElS

AI present th<l following professors have confirmed lhell participation in the course.
AlJIIO Alvarez (catholic University of Buenos Aires), Davidl Archard (University of St
Andre\Hs), Guy Bodenmann (Unlven51ly of Fribourg), Alberto Bondolfi (IUKB ann UOIver:;Ily of lausanne), Jaap Dwk (Free UniverSIty of Amstordam), Frieder Dunkel (Unlversify of Glens-wald), ADisCh!1 James (Universtty of Hulil. Michel Manciaul( (pojncaro
Ufllverslly ol Nar/{..~iI), Claudia Mal:zucato (Catholic Univ€rsJly of Milan). NIcolas MlC!lf;1
(University of FrilJourg). Pasqualina Pemg-Ghlelo (IUKS at)(j LJni\.lersily of Berne), Pascal
F'imonnaz (UniverSIty at FrtJolJrg). NiCOlas Oueloz (University of Friboorg), A~xandra
Rumo-Junqo (Unlvorsny 0:1 Frtbourq), Horst Schuler-Sprmgorum [Universtty of
Muochen). Jean Trepani{lf (University Of Montreal), Eugoan verMlkm (Ghent UniversHy), Baa Versd'lfaegeo jUniversity of Vienll.(3). Paul Volken i Uni'/(lrsity of fribourg)

1\150. the Iollowj~ experts aUreed to intervene:
LUcien Beauliou (Presiden! of IAYFJM). Nlgol Cantwof (UNICEF). Geerl Cappelaere
(UNICEF), Oscar D'Amours (Magistrate). Paulo David (Secretary of the Conunittee
on the Rights 01 the Child), !i<C'Ne liamon (Pre5ideot of the Children's Court in Paris),
Mark. Santos Pais (UNICEF, brner member of the Commrllee on the RigfltS of the
Child), Renate Win'er {Supreme Covrt for Kosovo), Jean Zf.1rmaU€f1 (Director of IDE).
During the modules, students will be given surficie111 lime to prepare and elaborale an
individual training programme (ITP), DurilllJ these S~OilS, there will 00 time to meet
and discuss with tutors and to engage in group discussions With colleague studell~

• Individual Training Programme (ITP)
During the peti()(!S tlelWeen the modules. studoots most \IIOfk on theif IIldlvidual trarnlog programme Fur lhe e!aboraUori and assistance of his-iller ITP, oach slvdent will
he allocated a tutor (supervisor) from amongsl1he stall at the Univmsily of Fribourg,
IUKI3 or as appropriate and wflOse expertise is consistent with tho chason subject
matters. An interaclilvG web site with database and Farull! wiJl be available to each
student and stalf me!fl1ber (1\fV'.'I!I'.J:!filrjsriL,lf)f$wg)
The student's indtvldual training programme includes:
MandatofY r(}(ldln~l;

- An observation study at the participant's workploce (V'

"~u.ivalu,,l);

- An interllship or minimum 15 days in an orqanfsanon \hal work.s In 81l internabonal
perspective

em children's

- Research in reiatlull to

rights, olher than the participant's principal act!yihes·.

'he

thesis

Students am reqUired to lake IJrJ an Interdisciplinary approach for thoil' ITP

• Thesis
Students must prepare Il Mtmler's thesis {belween 50 l:fIld 100 pages} in English.
French, Spani1ih or German on a subject in relatioo to children's rights, inspired by a
comparative and inlerdisciplinary approech, The deadline for submission is 15 October
2004; the thesis must he presented and defended dunng lire final module,
5. COURSE OUrUNE

Em:h mandatory module of the ExeuJWe Master will consioor a sper.::J(lC theme. inCluding
lhe IoIloWlng:
Childrp.n·s right!; If) context
An inlflrdisetplirl,ary mtFOOllClion 10 the hackgfoufld. sources and development of

Child ren s rights
2 Intern.ffioflallcga! instrurl?OO!s on children's rights

A study of the principles <lind implementation rnachanisma of International convennons and oecleretions on lhe r~hts of the child,
3. The best interests of the child
!::l<aminaijon of r~~gal and social aspects of how the best interests of the child prindJjte
is applied in family and sodely,

4. ExpfoltatiOJJ of ci'lildr(Jn
An Qxarn,nalloll of ltl€ ifl1!()Qflance, COIlI~1 anti rlglrts of children in particular
expioltalive practi<:e_'>, such as hazardous work, sexual e(pIc:JilalJon. children in armed
r:onllict. sports, publicity and nredia
5 The child, subjoc! of rights
All Interdisciplinary study 011 meones and practices on children's participation r~ts,

6. Juvenile jVslica
A study of different models and practices of inwrventiOlfl lc""....:lrds children and
youllw>ters eccused of having oommfll.ed an offence,
7. Inte.rnelionaf ado.plian, Illicit transferand kidnapping of cMdren
A study of the mtemallonal k~al instrumenls ard internBtienal cooperation regarding
intHfrl<lllonal adoptic'41, IIlicil transfer and kidnapping 01 children,
8, Implementalion aod moni(ofJng strat<Jgies

A study 01models fjO(j practices aimed at the protection and promotion of children's
rights. including child-advocacy. prmrenHon strillegles, mediation. resilience,
ombudswont and child rights educaOOo.

Th(> details or Itw first medule of the Exe-cutiwOl Master 0111 Ch~dren's Rights serve
an example of hc,M' the diJf~~r(!nt modules are designed:

8S

TI1l3 first tl'K)(Jule IllIroouces Uli:! rnajor subject malters Ina! 10'.'111 be discussed during the

Executive Master, ernpha"ising Mill Uleorellcal and Ir11terdlsclpllnary aspects 0'
children's rlgh's studies Tile lectures are structured from the g<meralto the specifIc
Phil()oophh-;al aneJ global VII'lYJS 011 ctli'dren and children's nghts will be examiood, 36
weuas soc1oIogic,;}J. psychol'ogical, Iggalami hi$IOOc~1 perspectives,Emphasis is given
to the baa.ground ano hlstori~1 origins of the UN Convention on thi} Rttlhls of tho
Child that rUIlS as

;'I

thread throughQullho Executive MastW',
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6_ CREDITS. ASS£SSMENf AND CeRTIFICATION

• Credits
The programme is held over a period of twQ years and (;01'15i5Is 01 1,500 training
IlOUfS, which counts lor 50 EGTS credits (European Crl)(!it Transfer SySleml_ They' are
divided as follows

Moclules

320l)()urs

Preparation

640 hours

Individual training r>rogramrne
Master's thesis
lnternship
Distance learning, supervised by luior
Pariicipatioo l'lit saminara or oonrorenCGS

150 noors
150 hours
100 hours
00 hours

10GU C'J$f)E4';'t$Orsdfts

50 hours
I f,.

houfJ

• As=oessmltllt
Students will be assessed throughout the programme based on several criteria:
Presence and acuve partldpaton in tile modules;
Examination at the end of each module:
Assessment of the indMdualtralning pmgramrne;
Prosentauon and defence (If tile tnasjs

• Certfficate
Students who successfully comptete the programme, receive the degree of Exoculivo
Maslar on Ch.dren's Rights, from the University of FribourSi and lho lflsiilut Ulllvcrsilain)

Kurt BOsch

7. FEES
• Registratiol'l fe~t
80 C.-IF (app. 53 f 153 $)
• T\.Iitlon fee
9.000 CHF (app. 0,0001:' 16,000 $)
• Travel and living expensl~s
Neither travel expanses nor housing and meals are 1I1ck>ded

• Insurances
Students are responsible for covennp their ClYIr, accident and health insurancG_

• Fellowships
Applicants are responsible forsecurlnq their own flJrlclil19 to parhcipate 10 the
E>:otuli\lc Masl<~I' A limited number of fellowshipS will be aVflil<ib!e.

8. TIME SCHEDULE AND VENUE
Tho mandatory modules take place in Switzerland, elternatety allUKB in Slon/BramolS
and DI the Univers.ily of Fribourq, Tho follO'Nln9 dates are scheduled:

MDeRJle 1: 7-12 Atori12003, IUKB 81m

Module 2: 2-1 June 2003.IUKB Slo11
Module 3: 22·27 September 2(){J3, Unjvers~y or fribourg
ModUle 4' 10-15 Novemoor 2003, IUKB Skin
ModUle 5: February 2004, Ulniversity of Friboorg
ModUle 6 May 201:'.14, IUKB Sion
Mooule 7. September 2004. University of Fril)l)lJrg
rl/lodule 8' November 2004, IUKB Sian

!l ADMISSION AND SELECTION
• Admission requirements
Applicants are required 10 hold a uruverl:>ltydegree (or IlJllg(.'(1 equivalent). and <lre
expected to hove at IMSI t....o years of profes~ooal experience relevant to the programme, Applicants must h;;ive a vory good workmg knowl~:dyu
English in artier 10
parUcipate aGtivel~' in the m()dules:. Laflguag(15 accepted for writing exercises inc'ude
English, French, Spanish and German.

or

• 5eleclJon and i'lldmission procedure
Appfications sllOlJld be suernntec be/ore 31 January 200~1 on the IUKB appbcauon
Iorm and should mr,lurJe
<l fllohvalion Ieltor;
Goplf}S of lleQrees and diplomas;
a curnculum vitae Ihal incluoos professional history and \\1\:1,'11 experiooce in childron's
rights;
two totters of reference frQlrn p<tffiOO5 in 3 position 10 jUdge the applicant's profeeeonat
andror academic abilitias.
TIlQ Executive Committee will examlne applicaliol)s, If necessary, they may seek
addiliOlltlJ inforrnauon from the referee eerecos or invite the candidatefQr an interview,
All candidates s.hall be notified of the decision regarding their acceptance to the
Executive Master before 15 March 2003 In case of <1isagreemenl with deciskJr)S of the
Executive Committee, the applicant may tum to the SL':umhfic Committee wnosn
decisions <Iff) final.

• Address
The application form cHld lJlIaccompanying leiters and documents musl hI} sllbl1'1ilted
in English 10the fOl1lowing address
lnstitut Universltair.8 Kurt Boscn (IUKB)
Executive Maslflr Gil Children's Rights
PO. 80)(4176 -CI-I~195() Sicn 4- - Switzerland

• Deadli ne for application
31 ,January 2003

• Free auditors
Alimiled number of free oujilOfS who wish to <.lIteM a parllClJjiarmodule will be accepted

10, FURTHER INI~ORMAnON

If you havo any further Queslionson thIs programme, please. do not llesJla1e to contact:
lnstitut Uoiversilaire Ktln B~~ch (IUiKB)
Executive Master on Children's Rights

P.O. Box 41764
CH

1950 SiDn

Tel. +41 (27) 205 73 00
Fax +41 {27) 205 73 01
E ·mail: Ctl1.;::l@I~lhtHh
I,tlp: t{W\O\iW.ltJkj:>:C!!

L

tJniversUyof Frlbourg (Switz~trJatld)

Situated in the centre of Switzerland and Europa, the Unrvmsity of Fribourg Is uniquo
its bilingualism (Fmnch and Geo'"man), ils international character aoo its numerous
specialties in teaching and research. Tho Univorsit~ brings lonolher professors. teaching
and research assistants, students and tho adminil>trative aM technical staff,
representing a community of aome 10,000 people. The many MljooalllJes represented
among toacher'S and studenls make this UniYef$~~' an internatjonal forum. Promoting
international rsseerch and teaching, 1M University cooperates WlUl universrhes from
aR parts of the world and OIf(lfS students numoroua exchan,ge opportunltiee Its motto
~ScieoDe and Wisdom" underlines a concern for ethical 'fispJllsibimy in ooenlirK;·
activity am a positive attitude tointerdisciplinary studies

Il~

r he Law Faculty of FrlboUffl was tounceo in 1762 as a School of Law and became
a Law Faculty by Itll:;} foundation or tne UnivarsilY If! 1889. With some 2000 students. II
is tile second largmlt Faculty in the country, regrouping students Irom all cantons of
Switzerland and from abroen. TIl£} Quality of its teaching Is well..Jtnovm and Largoly
recognIZed. iwwwiHlrfu:11/ljr");1)

Too InstItute for FamIly Re~ietlrch and Couns&ling at tho Urlive/sity of Fribourg was
loundf>d in 1993 ana offen. *1 broad spectrum In the field of f8fTlily-rolalfHf !S$\I<)s. It3
aim is to create an intordisciplinary lorum targeting those tSSUC!S that are 01 importance to the family as well as to promote postgradlJ<ltQ pf'l~ranlmes, research and
counselling in this area. Since it was founded. the six folloWing disGip~nes have
consistently been integrated in the inslilule's structure: ethnology, economy, law,
psychology, special oducaton find theology. Wilh lhe 5UPP~Xt of the University of Fribourgrectorsrup, Ih,ij higllClr Od~K<llion counciland irnvidual patrcns.the Family Institule
has continuedto 9t()W since it:, creationand has developed a diverse palette of :f,(;ientlfic
activities in the area of family studios, the primary focus being placed upon
interdisciplinary courses. postqraduate proqrarnrnes and ptrIJI!(; relation wO!'k such as
symposiums and olher actMIJes. {..".\wl.wrUl.clviH}

Tile tnsmut Universrtalre Kurt B(\sch (IUKB) Is a private fj)undation, establiShed In
510n. located 150 km from G;lOf.l'la. in tho Rhone River Valt~ry(Valais). Education aod
research in the he4<Js of social systems, environmeol and oulture lOrm tho main objoclives sot up by the foul1d811Ol1. Tile Inslilul UnillQrsilaim Kmt Bosch Is recoqnisod by
the SWISS Government ano the Republic of Valais Swilz(Jfi~lI>d for postgraduate level
education. (Wvv'N. il,~Il.(:h 1

Tho Inillmatkma' lf1stltutolfor the Rights of the Child (IDE) was founded in 1995
and has an overall partnership figreemf.lOt with IUKEt Its obJectives EIfel
to disseminate relevant information on the rights of the child III general and on the
different as peels oIlhcse rights;
to after I.ammg to those charged with applying these r~h1S and to those working
with children in interested countrles:
- to create a culture Of (l spirit of «chilclrighlsa.
TIm acuvities

or lht:: IDE support the UN Convention on tha

F~lghls

of the Child \ 1989)

and the pri1lcipal nlfernallonal mstrurnems related to the rigl')!'; of tile <;/)lid l)eMl! I<IW
(juVBnile justice). eMI law (tnlernaUonal adoption). labour law. sexual explo4lation or
children Involved 10 conflict The tOE seeks to meet its Objectives through tM
organization of sanunars at its permanent seat At 1M IUKB in Sion, or seminars anel
courses abroad. It has signed agreements .... ith several I'oreign univorsitioa, and
coUaborates witll a great number of NGOs active in 111i$ ti,eld. Since 2000 IDE has
dOIiGtope<J an ink:1r,3ctlve website tMI contains wide-ranqinq ifIfoml$tlOI1, 1C9lslatlon
and case law ~10 intort)GlUona,1 child rights. The mUllflingual websito (French, English
and Spanish] is aClAi$s1b1a fnoo of charqo 24 hours a day (\I(ww.chiklr~Jhi~il'(W

EXf.~cu6ve

Masteron Children's Rights
APPLICATION FORM

PLEASE PRINT

A complete apphcauon consist of;
1. A motivation letli~l:

2 CfJpif)$ or degrees and diplom<l'l>;
~1 A eurrlculom Vilill3 lhal Includes prolessional history and work expeoenco III children's
rights:
4 Two letters of reference from persons in a position 1:0 judge the applicant's

proressionat anc/or acsdenuc abdjlles

Personal Information

o

Male

0

Female

Family name

First name:

Date of birth:

Place of birth

Nationality.

Moiner tongue:

Private address:

E-mail address
Prolasslon:

Function;

Prolassional address:

Protessional pllQl)cL

E-mail address:

Pleasespecify tne address tor all corresooncence H..< giH(jjng uus application

o

Pri vnte address

o

Professional address

HighoSI D(!9tee) or Diplo</llcl

Knowledge of Englk;h:

[J

Prt;;ferred writing language:

[I

o

Excellent
English

0

Very Good

French

0

Spanish

o

Good

0

Gerrnall

This application form and all accompanying lettersaM documents must be 5LJbmlUed
ill

Eng1ish 10 the {oUowing address:

Instilul Universitaire Kurt BOsch (ILJKB)
Executive Master on Children's Rights
PO Box4176
CH·1950 Stoll 4
Switzerland

OQlldline for applicabon: 31 January 2003

Signature.

Dale
Payment of reglsllratlon fee (80 CHFI

o

Please send rne an i"I/()ice

D Credrt Carr!

Initial payment of fees "lOt' the application pro<;e!lS; AmQunt; CHF 80.-

Credit card 0

Eurocard j Mastercard

0

Visa

Card nUITIOOr.

0000 0000 DODO 0000

CVV number: [lOO (The three tast digits written atlhf, back of
tne space reserved for the signature)

Validl'Y of the card: month.

year·

Dale:

Signature:

your card in

AnnexD
Letter to Judge Winter dated 3 February 2004

Her Honour Judge Renate Winter
Appeals Chamber
Special Court for Sierra Leone
Freetown
Sierra Leone

Tuesday 3rd of February 2004

Dear Judge Winter
We write on behalf of our client, Chief Sam Hinga Norman, with reference to your
past and current relationship with UNICEF.
As you are aware, UNICEF were recently granted permission by the Appeals
Chamber to file an "amicus" brief in our client's Motion on the issue of whether the
recruitment of child soldiers amounted to a crime under international criminal law
during the period of the Indictment. The UNICEF brief was filed on the 21 sl of
January 2004.
Weare most surprised and concerned to discover that you are listed in the
acknowledgements of the joint UNICEF and No Peace Without Justice Report
entitled "International Criminal Justice and Children" published in September 2002 as
someone who "generously reviewed the draft and supported the drafting process". At
section 2.3.2 of the Report, the issue of child soldiers is considered and at page 45 the
text states that "the Rome Statute ... confirms that conscripting or enlisting children
under 1:5 or using them to participate in hostilities is a crime under international law
during any armed conflict". You will be aware that the issue of whether the Rome
Statute created or confirmed the status of the recruitment of child soldier as a crime
under international law was one of the substantive issues that was canvassed before
the Appeals Chamber at the hearing in November. The Report further deals
specifically with the Special Court for Sierra Leone and its power to prosecute for
conscripting or enlisting children (page 115 and page 116).
Further, we note that in a UNICEF report entitled "Working for and with
Adolescents" dated February 2002, UNICEF asserted (at page 56) that they "benefited
immensely from the technical assistance provided by Austrian Judge Renate Winter
and would like to recommend her to other country offices".
Weare surprised that this relationship was not brought to our attention prior to the
hearing last November. We would be grateful if you could thoroughly detail the
nature all your past and current relationships with mfICEF and any published or
other writings or research on the topic of child soldiers with which you have been
directly involved.

Further we are aware that you are listed along with a number of senior UNICEF
personnel as part of an expert panel for the Masters degree in Children's Rights that is
run by the University of Freiburg. We would be grateful if you could inform us
whether the issue of child soldiers forms part of the course and what is the nature of
the course content on this topic.
In the light of the above matters we must put you on notice that our current view is
that we have no option other than to apply for you to recuse yourself from any further
participation in the decision of the Appeals Chamber on the child soldiers motion and
therefore respectfully suggest it would be inappropriate for you to participate further
in the discussions with your fellow judges on this issue.

We look forward to hearing from you as matter of urgency

Yours Sincerely

Tim Owen QC
James Jenkins -Johnston
Sulaiman Tejan-Sie
Quincy Whitaker

Cc: HHJ Geoffrey Robertson QC
Robin Vincent
Sylvain Roy

AnnexE
Email correspondence with Ms Reiger

Page 2

PM

or 3

cc Jorgen!ilIDJSGSUllSCSL

Sullj~1C1 RE. RilSPOtl!iAlln:rn JU5l:II:.e w,flled j

nk

Dear Quincy,

In response 10 your email of 9 March 2004, .Justice Wnlter has mstructeo me to inform you that she r8iterates
that she sees no reason to recuse herself pursuant to Rule 15 01 the Rules, and will not be making any further
statement on the mailer.
Kin<!regards.
CaiUinReiger ------ - - - - - - - - - - Senior Legal Officer, Chambers
The Special Court for Sierra Leone
x7011
Tel.: +1·212-9E,3-9915 ext 178·70" 1 ('113 NY)

+39-0831-2:5 7011 (via Italy)
+232-22-2£1 7011 (SL}
M()bile~ "232 76 800 006

Fax: i1,212-9f:'3-9915 ex! 178,7001
E-maiLlclger@un.org
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From: Quincy 'N11ital<er

sent: 09 Mardl 200'115:16
To: 'Caitlin Rei!}er'
SUbject: RE: ~~esponse from Justice Winter
Dear Caitlin
FUl1her to our brlef conversation last week, I would be gf3teful If you could inform ,Judge Wintor mst Wf3 still
3re w3ilino anxsousty for a suostaonve reply to our lettar, wtJich did not III fact ask hor to consider whelliCi to
recuse herself but asked her to delall her contact with UNICEF and spr:cffi,,,,"llJy in relation to the report lhatwe
relerred 10 We look forward 10 receiving hm written statement dealing with aU the mailers we rarsed and trust
that our leiter 0/ the 3rd of February will be considered as 21 request 10 reeel\l!l thl1 same.
liest Wishes ano hope all goes well tomorrow

Giuincy

-.----Original Message----From: caitlin Reiger [mailto:reiger@un.Ofg]

sent: OS March 2004 13:29
To: Quincy Whitaker; SCSl Defence-Norman
Cc: Desmond de Silva; Nina Jorgensen: Sylllaln Roy; Rupert Skilbed
Subject: Response fromJustice Winter
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STATlJT()RY MATERIAL

Articles 12 and 21 of the Statute: and Rule 15 of the Rules of Procedure and
Evidence of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda

Article 12: Qualification and election of judges
1. The judges shall be persons of high moral character, impartiality and integrity who
possess the qualifications required in their respective countries for appointment to the
highest judicial offices. In the overall composition of the Chambers due account shall be
taken of the experience of the judges in criminal law, international law, including
international humanitarian law and human rights law.
2. The members of the Appeals Chamber of the International Tribunal for the
Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations ofInternational Humanitarian
Law Committed in the Territory of the former Yugoslavia since 1991 (hereinafter
referred to as Athe International Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia@) shall also serve as
the members of the Appeals Chamber of the International Tribunal for Rwanda.
3. The judges of the Trial Chambers: of the International Tribunal for Rwanda shall be
elected by the General Assembly from a list submitted by the Security Council, in the
following manner:
a) The Secretary-General shall invite nominations for judges of the Trial Chambers from
States Members of the United Nations and non-member States maintaining permanent
observer missions at the United Nations Headquarters;
b) Within thirty days of the date of the invitation of the Secretary-General, each State
may nominate up to two candidates meeting the qualifications set out in paragraph I
above, no two of whom shall be of the same nationality and neither of whom shall be one
of the same nationality as any judge on the Appeals Chamber;
c) The Secretary-General shall forward the nominations received to the Security Council.
From the nominations received the Security Council shall establish a list of not less that
eighteen and not more that twenty-seven candidates, taking due account of adequate
representation on the International Tribunal for Rwanda of the principal legal systems of
the world;
d) The President of the Security Council shall transmit the list of candidates to the
President ofthe General Assembly, From that list the General Assembly shall elect the
nine judges of the Trial Chambers. The candidates who receive an absolute majority of
the votes of the States Members of the United Nations and of the non-member States
maintaining permanent observer missions at United Nations headquarters, shall be
declared elected. Should two candidates of the same nationality obtain the required
majority vote, the one who received the higher number of votes shall be considered
elected.
4 In the event of a vacancy in the Trial Chambers, after consultation with the Presidents
of the Security Council and of the General Assembly, the Secretary-General shall appoint
a person meeting the qualifications of paragraph 1 above, for the remainder of the term of
office concerned.

5. The judges of the Trial Chambers shall be elected for a term of four years. The terms
and conditions of service shall be those of the judges of the International Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia. They shall be eligible for re-election.

Article 21
Rights of the accused
1. All persons shall be equal before the International Tribunal.
2. In the determination of charges against him, the accused shall be entitled to a fair and
public hearing, subject to article 22 of the Statute.
3. The accused shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to the provisions
of the present Statute.
4. In the determination of any charge against the accused pursuant to the present Statute,
the accused shall be entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equality:
(a) to be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the
nature and Gause of the charge against him;
(b) to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to
communicate with counsel of his own choosing;
(c) to be tried without undue delay;
(d) to be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance
of his own choosing; to be informed, ifhe does not have legal assistance, of this right;
and to have legal assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests ofjustice so
require, and without payment by him in any such case ifhe does not have sufficient
means to pay for it;
(e) to examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance
and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses
against him:,
(f) to have the free assistance: of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the
language used in the International Tribunal;
(g) not to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.

Rule 15: Dtsqnallflcatlon of Judges
(A) A Judge may not sit at a trial or appeal in any case in which he has a personal
interest or concerning which he has or has had any association which might affect his
impartiality. He shall in any such circumstance withdraw from that case. Where the Judge
withdraws from the Trial Chamber, the President shall assign another Trial Chamber
Judge to sit in his place. Where a Judge withdraws from the Appeals Chamber, the
Presiding Judge of that Chamber shall assign another Judge to sit in his place.
(B) Any party may apply to the Presiding Judge of a Chamber for the disqualification
of a Judge of that Chamber from a trial or appeal upon the above grounds. After the
Presiding Judge has conferred with the Judge in question, the Bureau, if necessary, shall
determine the matter. If the Bureau upholds the application, the President shall assign
another Judge to sit in place of the disqualified Judge.
(C) The Judge who reviews an indictment against an accused, pursuant to Article 18 of
the Statute and Rule 47 or 61, shall not be disqualified from sitting as a member of a Trial
Chamber for the trial of that accused.

(E) If a Judge is, for any reason, unable to continue sitting in a part-heard case, the
Presiding Judge may, if that inability seems likely to be of short duration, adjourn the
proceedings; otherwise he shall report to the President who may assign another Judge to
the case and order either a rehearing or continuation of the proceedings from that point.
However, after the opening statements provided for in Rule 84, or the beginning of the
presentation of evidence pursuant to Rule 85, the continuation of the proceedings can
only be ordered with the consent of the accused.
(F) In case of illness or an unfilled vacancy or in any other exceptional circumstances,
the President may authorize a Chamber to conduct routine matters, such as the delivery of
decisions, in the absence of one or more of its members.

Articles 13 and 21 of the Statute and Rule 15 of the Rules of Procedure and
Evidence of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia

Article 13
Qualifications and election of judges
1. The judges shall be persons of high moral character, impartiality and integrity who
possess the qualifications required 'in their respective countries for appointment to the
highest judicial offices. In the overall composition of the Chambers due account shall be
taken of the experience of the judges: in criminal law, international law, including
international humanitarian la.w and human rights law.
2. The judges of the International Tribunal shall btl elected by the General Assembly
from a list submitted by the Security Council, in the following manner:
(a) The Secretary-General shall invite nominations for judges of the International
Tribunal from States Members of the United Nations and non-member States maintaining
permanent observer missions at United Nations Headquarters;
(b) Within sixty days of the date of the invitation of the Secretary-General, each State
may nominate up to two candidates meeting the qualifications set out in paragraph 1
above, no two of whom shall be of the same nationality;
(c) The Secretary-General shall forward the nominations received to the Security
Council. From the nominations received the Security Council shall establish a list of not
less than twenty-two and not more than thirty-three candidates, taking due account of the
adequate representation of the principal legal systems of the world;
(d) The President of the Security Council shall transmit the list of candidates to the
President of the General Assembly. From that list the General Assembly shall elect the
eleven judges of the International Tribunal. The candidates who receive an absolute
majority ofthe votes of the States Members of the United Nations and of the nonMember States maintaining permanent observer missions at United Nations
HeadquaI1:ers, shall be declared elected. Should two candidates of the same nationality
obtain the required majority vote, the one who received the higher number of votes shall
be considered elected.
3. In the event of a vacancy in the: Chambers, after consultation with the Presidents of the
Security Council and of the General Assembly, the Secretary-General shall appoint a
person meeting the qualifications of paragraph 1 above, for the remainder of the term of
office concerned.
4. The judges shall be elected for a term of four years. The terms and conditions of
service shall be those of the judges ofthe International Court of Justice. They shall be
eligible for re-election.

Article 21
Rights of the accused
1. All persons shall be equal before the International Tribunal.
2. In the determination of charges against him, the accused shall be entitled to a fair and
public hearing, subject to article 22 of the Statute.
3. The accused shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to the provisions
of the present Statute.
4. In the determination of any charge against the accused pursuant to the present Statute,
the accused shall be entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equality:
(a) to be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the
nature and cause of the charge against him;
(b) to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to
communicate with counsel of his own choosing;
(c) to be tried without undue: delay;
(d) to be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance
of his own choosing; to be informed, ifhe does not have legal assistance, of this right;
and to have legal assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests ofjustice so
require, and without payment by him in any such case ifhe does not have sufficient
means to pay for it;
(e) to examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance
and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses
against him;
(f) to have the free assistance of an interpreter ifhe cannot understand or speak the
language used in the International Tribunal;
(g) not to he compelled to testify against himself Of to confess guilt.

Rule 15
Dlsqualifieatlon of Judges
(A) A Judge may not sit on a trial or appeal in any case in which the Judge has a personal
interest or concerning which the Judge has or has had any association which might affect
his or her impartiality. The Judge shall in any such circumstance withdraw, and the
President shall assign another Judge to the case.
(B) Any party may apply to the Presiding Judge of a Chamber for the disqualification and
withdrawal of a Judge of that Chamber from a trial or appeal upon the above grounds.
The Presiding Judge shall confer with the Judge in question, and if necessary the Bureau
shall determine the matter. lfthe Bureau upholds the application, the President shall
assign another Judge to sit in place of the disqualified Judge.
(C) The Judge of the Trial Chamber who reviews an indictment against an accused,
pursuant to Article 19 of the Statute and Rules 47 or 61, shall not be disqualified for
sitting as a member of the Trial Chamber for the trial of that accused. Such a Judge shall
also not be disqualified for sitting as a member of the Appeals Chamber, or as a member
of a bench of three Judges appointed pursuant to Rules 65 (D) or 72 (E), to hear any
appeal in that case.
(D) (i) No Judge shall sit on any appeal or as a member of a bench of three Judges
appointed pursuant to Rules 65 (D) or 72 (E) in a case in which that Judge sat as a
member of the Trial Chamber.
(ii) No Judge shall sit on any State Request for Review pursuant to Rule 108 bis in a
matter in which that Judge sat as a member of the Trial Chamber whose decision is to be
reviewed.

Article 41 of the Statute of the International Criminal Court

The Rome Statute
2. Judges shall not engage in any activity which is likely to interfere with their judicial
functions or to affect confidence in their independence.
3. Judges required to serve on a full-time basis at the seat of the Court shall not engage in
any other occupation of a professional nature.
4. Any question regarding the application of paragraphs 2 and 3 shall be decided by an
absolute majority of the judges. Where any such question concerns an individual judge,
that judge shall not take part in the decision.
ARTICLE

41

EXCUSING AND DISQUALIFICATION OF JUDGES

1. The Presidency may, at the request of a judge, excuse that judge from the exercise of a
function under this Statute, in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and Evidence.
2.
(a) A judge shall not participate in any case in which his or her impartiality might
reasonably be doubted on any ground. A judge shall be disqualified from a case
in accordance with this paragraph if, inter alia; that judge has previously been
involved in any capacity in that case before the Court or in a related criminal
case at the national level involving the person being investigated or prosecuted.
A judge shall also be disqualified on such other grounds as may be provided for
in the Rules of Procedure and Evidence.
(b) The Prosecutor or the person being investigated or prosecuted may request the
disqualification of a judge under this paragraph.
(c) Any question as to the disqualification ofa judge shall be decided by an absolute
majority of the judges. The challenged judge shall be entitled to present his or
her comments on the matter, but shall not take part in the decision.
ARTICLE

42

THE OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR

1. The Office of the Prosecutor shall act independently as a separate organ of the Court.
It shall be responsible for receiving referrals and any substan riated information on crimes
within the jurisdiction of the Court, for examining them and for conducting investigations and prosecutions before the Court. A member of the Office shall not seek or act on
instructions from any external source.

2. The Office shall be headed by the Prosecutor. The Prosecutor shall have full authority
over the management and administration of the Office, including the staff, facilities and
other resources [hereof. The Prosecutor shall be assisted by one or more Deputy
Prosecutors, who shall be entitled to carry out any of the acts required of the Prosecutor
under this Statute. The Prosecutor and the Deputy Prosecutors shall be of different
nationalities. They shall serve on a full-time basis,
3. The Prosecutor and the Deputy Prosecutors shall be persons ofhigh moral character,
be highly competent in and have extensive practical experience in the prosecution or trial
of criminal cases. They shall have an excellent knowledge of and be fluent in at least one
of the working languages of the Court.
4. The Prosecutor shall be elected by secret ballot by an absolute majority of the members
ofthe Assembly ofStates Parties. The Deputy Prosecutors shall be elected in the same way
from a list ofcandidates provided by the Prosecutor. The Prosecutor shall nominate three
candidates for each position of Deputy Prosecutor to be filled. Unless a shorter term is
decided upon at the time of their election, the Prosecutor and the Deputy Prosecutors
shall hold office for a term of nine years and shall not be eligible for re-election.

23

Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

Article 14
1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the determination of any
criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone
shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial
tribunal established by law. The press and the public may be excluded from all or part of
a trial for reasons of morals, public order (ordre public) or national security in a
democratic society, or when the interest of the private lives of the parties so requires, or
to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where
publicity would prejudice the interests ofjustice; but any judgement rendered in a
criminal case or in a suit at law shall be made public except where the interest ofjuvenile
persons otherwise requires or the proceedings concern matrimonial disputes or the
guardianship of children.
2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law.
3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to
the following minimum guarantees, in full equality:
(a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the
nature and cause of the charge against him;
(b) To have: adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to
communicate with counsel of his own choosing;
(c) To be tried without undue delay;
(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal
assistance of his own choosing; to be informed, if he does not have legal assistance, of
this right; and to have legal assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests of
justice so require, and without payment by him in any such case ifhe does not have
sufficient means to pay for it;
(e) To examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance
and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses
against him;
(f) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the
language used in court;
(g) Not to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.
4. In the case ofjuvenile persons, the procedure shall be such as will take account of their
age and the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation.

5. Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his conviction and sentence being
reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law.
6. When a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal offence and when
subsequently his conviction has been reversed or he has been pardoned on the ground that
a new or newly discovered fact shows conclusively that there has been a miscarriage of
justice, the person who has suffered punishment as a result of such conviction shall be
compensated according to law, unless it is proved that the non-disclosure of the unknown
fact in time is wholly or partly attributable to him.
7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which he has
already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and penal
procedure of each country.

Article 7 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights

Article7

1. Every individual shall have the right to have his cause heard. This comprises:
(a) the right to an appeal to competent national organs against acts of violating his
fundamental rights as recognized and guaranteed by conventions, laws, regulations and
customs in force;
(b) the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty by a competent court or tribunal;
(c) the right to defence, including the right to be defended by counsel of his choice;
(d) the right to be tried within a reasonable time by an impartial court or tribunal.
2. No one may be condemned for an act or omission which did not constitute a legally
punishable offence at the time it was committed. No penalty may be inflicted for an
offence for which no provision was made at the time it was committed. Punishment is
personal and can be imposed only on the offender.

Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights

2.

3.

4.

5.

person against whom action is being taken with a view to
deportation or extradition.
Everyone who is arrested shall be informed promptly, in a
language which he understands, of the reasons for his arrest and
the charge against him.
Everyone arrested or detained in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph I(c) of this article shall be brought promptly before a
judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power
and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to release
pending trial. Release may be conditioned by guarantees to appear
for trial.
Everyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall
be entitled to take proceedings by which the lawfulness of his
detention shall be decided speedily by a court and his release
ordered if the detention is not lawful.
Everyone who has been the victim of arrest or detention in
contravention of the provisions of this article shall have an
enforceable right to compensation.

ARTICLE 6
1. In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any
criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and
public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and
impartial tribunal established by law. Judgement shall be
pronounced publicly by the press and public may be excluded from
all or part of the trial in the interest of morals, public order or
national security in a democratic society, where the interests of
juveniles or the protection of the private life of the parties so
require, or the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court
in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the
interests ofjustice.
2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law.
3. Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following
minimum rights:
Co
(a) to be informed promptly, in a language which he
understands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the
accusation against him;
o (b) to have adequate time and the facilities for the
preparation of his defence;
a ( c) to defend himself in person or through legal assistance
of his own choosing or, ifhe has not sufficient means to
pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when the
interests ofjustice so require;
a (d) to examine or have examined witnesses against him and

o

to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on
his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against
him;
( e) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand or speak the language used in court.

